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Abstract
Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) are increasing in both popularity and
scale on the Internet and are predominantly implemented by Client/Server architectures.
While such a classical approach to distributed system design offers many benefits, it suf-
fers from significant technical and commercial drawbacks, primarily reliability and scal-
ability costs. This realisation has sparked recent research interest in adapting MMOGs
to Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architectures.
This thesis identifies six key design issues to be addressed by P2P MMOGs, namely
interest management, event dissemination, task sharing, state persistency, cheating miti-
gation, and incentive mechanisms. Design alternatives for each issue are systematically
compared, and their interrelationships discussed. How well representative P2P MMOG
architectures fulfil the design criteria is also evaluated. It is argued that although P2P
MMOG architectures are developing rapidly, their support for task sharing and incentive
mechanisms still need to be improved.
The design of a novel framework for P2P MMOGs, Mediator, is presented. It employs a
self-organising super-peer network over a P2P overlay infrastructure, and addresses the
six design issues in an integrated system. The Mediator framework is extensible, as it
supports flexible policy plug-ins and can accommodate the introduction of new super-
peer roles. Key components of this framework have been implemented and evaluated
with a simulated P2P MMOG.
As the Mediator framework relies on super-peers for computational and administrative
tasks, membership management is crucial, e.g. to allow the system to recover from
super-peer failures. A new technology for this, namely Membership-Aware Multicast
with Bushiness Optimisation (MAMBO), has been designed, implemented and evalu-
ated. It reuses the communication structure of a tree-based application-level multicast
to track group membership efficiently. Evaluation of a demonstration application shows
i
that MAMBO is able to quickly detect and handle peers joining and leaving. Compared
to a conventional supervision architecture, MAMBO is more scalable, and yet incurs
less communication overheads. Besides MMOGs, MAMBO is suitable for other P2P
applications, such as collaborative computing and multimedia streaming.
This thesis also presents the design, implementation and evaluation of a novel task
mapping infrastructure for heterogeneous P2P environments, Deadline-Driven Auctions
(DDA). DDA is primarily designed to support NPC host allocation in P2P MMOGs, and
specifically in the Mediator framework. However, it can also support the sharing of com-
putational and interactive tasks with various deadlines in general P2P applications. Ex-
perimental and analytical results demonstrate that DDA efficiently allocates computing
resources for large numbers of real-time NPC tasks in a simulated P2P MMOG with ap-
proximately 1000 players. Furthermore, DDA supports gaming interactivity by keeping
the communication latency among NPC hosts and ordinary players low. It also supports
flexible matchmaking policies, and can motivate application participants to contribute
resources to the system.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
1.1.1 Massively Multiplayer Online Games
Computer and video games form a unique industry and research field that require non-
trivial creativity and imagination. Within game studies, there is a lack of consensus on
accepted formal definitions for game genres, so any individual game genre classification
struggles to be accepted as complete or comprehensive. Among numerous game cate-
gories, this thesis is especially interested in what are widely referred to as “Massively
Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs)” due to their distinct characteristics, unique com-
plexities, and significant commercial, social and academic impacts.
The history of MMOGs spans over thirty years, and the origins of its antecedents, Multi-
User Dungeons (MUDs), can be traced back even further to the 1970s. A MUD is a
text-based adventure game that implements a fantasy world as a collection of “rooms”.
Usually, a MUD provides a simple user interface that prompts its player with a descrip-
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Figure 1.1: MMOG - the past (British Legends) and the present (World of Warcraft)
tion of the current room that the player is in, as well as objects, other players, or non-
player characters in the vicinity. Actions, such as slaying monsters, completing quests,
moving among rooms, and talking with other players, are performed by typing corre-
sponding commands. Modern MMOGs have made a revolutionary improvement to this
early and awkward format by introducing 3D graphical representations of virtual worlds
and player avatars (Section 2.2.2). Modern MMOGs can support many more players
who inhabit, communicate, cooperate and compete with each other on a large scale in a
shared world that delivers unprecedented immersive gaming experiences with convinc-
ing audio and visual effects. Figure 1.1 contrasts British Legends [1], a well-known
MUD that was created in the 1970s with World of Warcraft (WoW) [7], a representative
commercial MMOG that was launched in 2001.
With widespread and growing use of the Internet, MMOGs have become increasingly
popular since the mid 1990s. In the past few years, the total number of MMOG sub-
scribers have been increasing on a steady exponential curve, as displayed by Figure 1.2,
and a successful commercial MMOG like WoW can have more than 10 million paying
subscribers [162]. This realisation has attracted both business and academic attention.
From a commercial point of view, the MMOG industry is currently one of the more
successful and promising online businesses, having demonstrated prodigious profit po-
2
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Figure 1.2: Total MMOG active subscriptions [162]
tential. At present, there are about eight million MMOG subscribers in the United States
and Europe, and roughly the same number of players in Asia [162]. As shown in Figure
1.3, DFC Intelligence, a well-known video game and entertainment industry research
institution, reports the growth in online game revenue which is estimated to exceed four
billion dollars annually in 2009. As a result, considerable investment is being made
in the design and development of new-style MMOG architectures that will mitigate the
drawbacks of conventional architectures, afford higher flexibility and lower business
risk for the online game industry, and thus further boost the revenue of MMOG service
providers.
From an academic perspective, a MMOG is a nontrivial distributed network applica-
tion type. Firstly, it features a variety of inherent complexities that deserve in-depth
study. For example, a MMOG requires near real-time interactions in a highly respon-
sive game world despite network delay; reliable, scalable and self-adapting distribution
architectures; consistent, secure and cheat-proof communication protocols; robust, ef-
ficient and persistent data storage; authentication, accounting and digital rights man-
agement; artificial intelligence (AI) for virtual actors; authoring, sharing and streaming
3
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Figure 1.3: DFC Intelligence MMOG market forecast ’08
of user-generated contents; mobile and ubiquitous networking; accessibility, usability
and other challenging technical requirements. Secondly, significant numbers of non-
game applications are also benefiting from technologies that are being developed for
MMOGs. For example, military, flight, vehicle and medical surgery simulations can be
carried out relatively cheaply and safely in virtual environments, and are being widely
used for training and demonstration purposes. Doing such training in real life situations
would be much more expensive and hazardous. Furthermore, interactive collaborations,
storytelling, distance learning, e-commerce, manufacturing systems and many other ap-
plications are also taking considerable advantage of technical solutions developed by
MMOG implementers. Last but not least, the open source community is keenly inter-
ested in the prospect of public MMOG infrastructures, which would make it possible for
MMOG fans to design and implement their own MMOGs and run them for free.
In summary, massively multiplayer online games are evolving rapidly, from a game
genre that was unknown to the public, to a prosperous industry and a significant research
field at present. However, as MMOGs scale up, conventional Client/Server architec-
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tures are facing various drawbacks in their reliability, redundancy, and costs of achiev-
ing scalability. The following section briefly outline the reasons behind these issues, and
explains how they could be addressed by Peer-to-Peer architectures.
1.1.2 Challenges for Client/Server MMOG Architectures
To date the dominant architecture for implementing a MMOG is Client/Server (C/S) as
it is relatively easy to implement and secure. In this classical architecture a centralised
game server is required to host a persistent virtual world. Players, who want to join the
game, must connect to this game server and constantly upload game events, such as their
movements and actions. The server updates the state of the game world accordingly, and
reflects the results back to every client.
Take a typical scenario in a MMOG as an example. Suppose that a group of player
characters is approaching a dragon monster. Each individual player has to inform the
server of its moving course and speed, and the server works out their positions and tells
each of them periodically which other players are nearby. This makes a player aware
of the existence of other players around itself. Next, when the players are sufficiently
close to the monster, the server notifies them what kind of monster they are about to
see, so that the players can render the appearance of the monster from their local media.
When the players start to attack the monster, they inform the server of what actions they
take, and the server executes an AI program that determines how the monster reacts
during the fight. In the meantime, the server also needs to order and process the game
events, to calculate how much damage the monster and players have received, and most
importantly, to send the results back to every client in due course. At the end of the
battle, the server updates players’ accounts with additional experience, skills, loot and
so on.
Obviously, in the previous example the game server plays a crucial role and has to carry
out substantial computation and communication work. The situation was not too bad in
5
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Figure 1.4: Asian market peak concurrent users [162]
the early 1990s, when a MMOG only had around 100 simultaneous players. However,
today game server’s scalability has become a crucial challenge because the number of
players has exploded to hundreds of thousands. Figure 1.4 shows the peak concurrent
users of several asian MMOGs from 2001 to 2006. Except for MU online, all the other
MMOGs were scaling up rapidly, especially Fantasy Westward Journey, which achieved
a six-fold increase of concurrent users within two years.
Cluster technologies [24, 25] are being used to achieve server-side scalability. For exam-
ple, Google in 2003 maintained a cluster of more than 15,000 servers in order to provide
their service, and in 2008 increased this to over 45,000 servers, located in a number of
major cities all over the world [25]. Such facts suggest that with appropriate distributed
computing and load-balancing mechanisms, C/S architectures can be made to scale to
meet the requirements of massive numbers of clients. Significant research efforts have
already shown how to support a MMOG with multiple game servers (Section 2.3.1), e.g.
[62, 51, 47, 68]. However, the costs of achieving scalability in this way have been very
considerable.
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In 2004, Google spent $250M on hardware [92]. This is unlikely to be an affordable
budget for most MMOG service providers. It is estimated that the cost of delivering a
medium-sized MMOG for 30,000 simultaneous players using a C/S architecture usually
exceeds $10M, and ongoing support costs will consume up to 80% of its revenues due to
the rent of network bandwidth, dedicated machine rooms, UPS systems, cooling systems
and support staff [36, 101]. In summary, while C/S architectures can be made scalable,
doing so is expensive and makes supporting a large scale MMOG a demanding business
project.
In addition to the costs of achieving scalability, C/S architectures also have other inherent
drawbacks, including reliability and redundancy. C/S architectures are not very fault-
tolerant. If a server stops functioning for software or hardware reasons, all the players
supported by the server are stuck and unable to play until the server or a backup server
comes online again. For example, after Blizzard’s WoW game server crashed on 21
Jan 2006, thousands of players complained, which finally led to the company having
to compensate those players [112]. Even worse, such accidents have happened several
times during the past few years, e.g. a recent severe accident occurred on 18 May 2009,
when “a sudden wave of crashes hits the north American WoW servers” [161]. An
effective way of reinforcing a game server’s reliability is to introduce mirrored backup
servers with special synchronisation and game state replication mechanisms [51, 112,
126]. However, this further increases the costs of the game server infrastructure.
Redundancy is caused by underexploitation of hardware resources. Many well-known
commercial MMOGs meet scalability requirements using a divide-and-conquer strategy
that assigns game zones to different physical servers to process [7, 5, 10]. Some of the
zones may be more interesting or profitable for players in terms of treasures, and thus
they attract many more players than other zones which remain sparsely occupied. Such
uneven distribution of game objects is referred to as a “flocking” issue [47]. One of the
consequences of flocking is redundancy, as hardware resources on some game servers
are not fully utilised. Furthermore, a MMOG service provider has to guarantee that the
hardware configuration and network bandwidth of its game server infrastructure are ad-
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equate to support a maximum number of simultaneous players at peak time. However,
the average online population could be much smaller, and as a result lots of computing
resources become redundant and are sitting idle most of the time. In this case, a few
MMOG middleware and service platforms have been proposed to share the computing
power of a single game server infrastructure among multiple game instances (Section
2.3.2), such as IBM’s butterfly.net [8] and Sun’s Game Server technology [54]. Unfortu-
nately, these technologies are not able to solve the intrinsic problems of C/S architectures
from the root, and they have not been widely adopted by the game industry.
1.1.3 Potential of P2P MMOG Architectures
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) MMOG architectures (Section 2.4.1) offer themselves as interesting
alternatives to C/S MMOG architectures, because they exploit application participants’
computing resources, and can be effectively organised to regulate the workload imposed
on game servers. Recently, the computing power available on personal machines has
grown dramatically along with cheap network bandwidth. This has created the oppor-
tunity to migrate major parts of a game server’s functionalities to resource-rich client
machines to support a MMOG at a low cost. In the previous example about players’
engaging in combat with a dragon, one of the players could host the AI program of
the dragon on behalf of the server. The players could also exchange game events and
simulate corresponding results among themselves instead of relying on a server.
P2P architectures not only have the potential to reduce the cost of a MMOG, but can also
avoid the scalability, reliability and redundancy problems of C/S architectures. A P2P
MMOG is inherently scalable as the more concurrent users it has, the more computing
resources it has available to support system services. Considering that most application
participants’ computers are more capable than just being able to run the game software,
a P2P MMOG could be self-sufficient as long as a sufficient proportion of game par-
ticipants are willing to contribute their spare resources to run extra tasks for the rest of
the players. It would also be possible for players to dedicate their computers to a P2P
8
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Figure 1.5: Scope of the research
MMOG, even when they are not playing the game by themselves, to earn playing credits
or for altruistic motives.
At a macro-level, P2P architectures are more fault-tolerant than C/S architectures. A
game participant’s computer in a P2P MMOG is mainly responsible for its own playing
of the game, plus the hosting of a limited number of public tasks. Hence the failure of
the participant’s computer will only affect a few other players in a short period of time,
rather than preventing normal play by a large cohort of other players in the game. When
additional resources are available in a P2P MMOG, they can be employed as backups
for current resource providers, which assists recovery from exceptional circumstances.
Such “redundancy” has a positive effect, and it is different from idle resources that may
be wasted on expensive commercial servers in C/S architectures.
In summary, P2P architectures offer many potential benefits compared with conven-
tional C/S architectures. However, they also give rise to a series of technical challenges,
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such as interest management [163, 168, 88, 140], event dissemination [120, 34, 88, 86],
task sharing [167, 29, 86, 34], state persistency [144, 173, 91, 23], cheating mitigation
[73, 107, 97, 115], and incentive mechanism [77, 89, 152, 116]. To adapt MMOGs
completely to P2P architectures is a challenging research topic, and significant research
efforts have been made in the literature, e.g. [142, 108, 87, 59, 139, 57, 79, 118, 64].
The next section outlines the scope and objectives of the research in this thesis.
1.2 Research Scope and Objectives
A major theme of this research is to present the design of a new framework for P2P
MMOGs, called Mediator. It addresses six key design aspects, namely interest man-
agement, event dissemination, task sharing, state persistency, incentive mechanism and
cheating mitigation in an integrated system. For each of the issues, many different ap-
proaches have been proposed in the literature, as depicted by Figure 1.5. Some of them
can be employed by the Mediator framework directly. For example, in the aspect of
interest management an existing hybrid model [168] is employed. In Figure 1.5, such
related work is labeled in black, and in contrast topics labeled in red are addressed by
this research, including self-organisation, super-peer selection and fault-tolerance mech-
anisms (Chapter 4); an efficient membership management mechanism (Chapter 5); and
a novel heterogeneous task mapping infrastructure that comes with a built-in accounting
mechanism (Chapter 6).
The objectives that guide this research are to:
 Identify the problems faced by conventional MMOG architectures.
 Identify key design issues in adapting MMOGs to P2P architectures.
 Study, analyse and classify existing approaches and mechanisms that have been
proposed to address each individual key issue.
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 Present a general P2P MMOG design framework that addresses all the key issues
in an integrated system, and relate it to existing frameworks.
 Enhance the framework with suitable self-organisation, fault-tolerance and effi-
cient membership-management capabilities.
 Design, implement and evaluate a novel heterogeneous task mapping infrastruc-
ture that supports incentive mechanisms, in comparison with existing region and
virtual distance based NPC host allocation systems.
1.3 Research Methodology
This research has been conducted using the following methodologies:
1. Survey & Critique At an early stage of the PhD work, a survey was carried out
by the author to develop an in-depth understanding of the background and problems in
this research field. In this process, a number of commercial and technical drawbacks
of conventional MMOG architectures were identified, and previous research efforts that
have been made to adapt MMOGs to P2P architectures were systematically and critically
analysed. An outcome of this phase is the characterisation of six key design issues for
P2P MMOGs that are depicted in Figure 1.5 and explored in Chapter 3.
2. Framework Formulation An important milestone of this research has been the for-
mulation of a general and flexible framework that addresses the six design issues using
a self-organising super-peer network built on a P2P overlay infrastructure. Consider-
ing that a super-peer’s reliability and availability are not comparable with a dedicated
game server, the design of the framework provides a range of fault-tolerance mecha-
nisms (Chapter 4); an efficient membership management technology (Chapter 5); and a
novel task sharing mechanism (Chapter 6).
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3. System Prototyping To validate the correctness of the theoretical designs, proof-
of-concept prototypes of key system components have been implemented, together with
corresponding demonstration and test bed applications (Chapter 5 & 6). This practical
work enables quantitative measurement and evaluation of key P2P MMOG components,
and provides crucial evidence for its strengths and weaknesses.
4. Modeling & Simulation It is infeasible to carry out experiments with a realistic
MMOG comprising thousands of computers and people on a real network. Hence, a
simple mathematical model of the NPC host allocation process has been built and anal-
ysed using parameter values typical of real MMOGs (Chapter 6). Also, simulation plays
an important role throughout this research. All the experimental results presented in
Chapter 5 and 6 have been obtained with a discrete event simulator that is provided by
FreePastry software package, an open source implementation of Pastry [143]. The sim-
ulator is able to simulate the routing and forwarding of messages in a large scale P2P
overlay network with Internet-like communication delays among its participants.
1.4 Contributions to Knowledge
The thesis makes five research contributions:
A critical analysis of the characteristics of Virtual Environments (VEs) and Mas-
sivelyMultiplayer Online Games (MMOGs), their design and implementation. The
review includes a critical appraisal of the Client/Server (C/S) architecture, service plat-
forms, middleware solutions, and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architectures. By analysing and
comparing the advantages and drawbacks of these approaches, the review motivates the
exploration of P2P architectures with a view to building more scalable, reliable and lower
cost VE and MMOG applications. (Chapter 2)
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An identification of key design issues for P2P MMOGs [67]. An analysis identifies
six important design issues to be addressed by P2P MMOGs, namely interest manage-
ment, event dissemination, task sharing, state persistency, cheating mitigation, and in-
centive mechanisms. Design alternatives for each issue are systematically compared,
and their interrelationships discussed. Furthermore, several representative P2P MMOG
architectures are classified and evaluated. (Chapter 3)
The design of a novel P2PMMOG framework that addresses all the key issues iden-
tified by the previous analysis within an integrated system [64]. The key idea of the
Mediator framework is to distribute the functionalities of game servers to game partici-
pant machines using a self-organising super-peer network. The design of the Mediator
framework is flexible and extensible. For example, while the framework provides ap-
proaches that directly account for many key issues, it can adopt alternative mechanisms
or policy plug-ins to solve those issues in various ways. Furthermore, new super-peer
roles can also be introduced into the framework according to identified requirements.
Key components of the framework have been implemented and evaluated in Chapter 5
and 6. (Chapter 4)
The design and implementation of Membership-Aware Multicast with Bushiness
Optimisation (MAMBO), and an evaluation of it in comparison with a conven-
tional supervision architecture [65]. MAMBO reuses the communication structure
of a tree-based application-level multicast system to track group membership efficiently,
i.e. to record when peers join or leave a group. MAMBO has been implemented as policy
plug-ins for Scribe [38], which entails only a few changes to the underlying technology.
A demonstration application Peer-to-Peer Online Market Place (POMP) has been im-
plemented and evaluated to show that MAMBO is more scalable than a conventional
C/S architecture, and incurs less communication overhead. The Mediator framework
is designed to use MAMBO to establish a supervision infrastructure that enhances the
dependability of its super-peers. (Chapter 5)
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The design, implementation and evaluation of Deadline-Driven Auctions (DDA), a
novel task mapping infrastructure for NPC host allocation in P2P MMOGs [66].
The novelty of DDA lies in its functioning as a dynamic task mapping mechanism for
heterogeneous P2P environments, which is different from existing region based and vir-
tual distance based NPC host allocation approaches. A test bed application has been
implemented. Both experimental and analytical results demonstrate that DDA provides
four significant advantages. Firstly, it is self-organising as its infrastructure can be auto-
matically assembled and managed. Secondly, it efficiently allocates computing resources
for large numbers of real-time NPC tasks in a simulated P2P MMOG with the better part
of 1000 players. Thirdly, it supports gaming interactivity by keeping the communica-
tion latency among NPC hosts and ordinary players low. Finally, it support flexible
matchmaking policies, and with a friendly incentive policy, can establish a cooperative
economic model that helps motivate application participants to contribute their resources
to the system. Though DDA is primarily designed to support the distributed hosting of
NPC objects in P2P MMOGs, it could also support general P2P applications that feature
computational and interactive tasks with various deadlines. (Chapter 6)
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
The overall organisation of the thesis is summarised as below:
 Chapter 2 introduces some background necessary to understand the remainder of
the thesis. In particular, the Chapter presents a critical analysis of the advantages
and drawbacks of conventional Client/Server architetcures as they scale up, and
justifies that Peer-to-Peer architectures provide a scalable and low cost way of
building MMOGs.
 Chapter 3 articulates a broadly comprehensive set of six key issues for the design
of P2P MMOGs. Design alternatives for each issue are systematically compared,
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the interrelationships among design decisions are discussed, and several represen-
tative P2P MMOG infrastructures are classified and evaluated.
 Chapter 4 presents the design of Mediator, a novel P2P MMOG framework. The
Mediator framework addresses the six key design issues for P2P MMOGs in an in-
tegrated system, utilises available computing resources in a P2P system effectively,
reinforces the robustness of super-peer roles using an efficient hierarchical super-
vision architecture, and exploits resource heterogeneity to provide better quality of
service. Characteristics of the Mediator framework and previous hybrid and fully
distributed P2P MMOG architectures are analysed and compared.
 Chapter 5 presents the conceptual design of Membership-Aware Multicast and its
extension for load-balancing purposes, namely Bushiness Optimisation. MAMBO
reuses the communication infrastructure of a tree-based application-level multicast
system, e.g. Scribe [38], to track group membership efficiently. With a demon-
stration application, the effectiveness, scalability and communication overheads of
MAMBO and a conventional centralised supervision architetcure have been mea-
sured and compared.
 Chapter 6 presents the design, analysis, extension, implementation and evaluation
of Deadline-Driven Auctions. DDA’s functioning as a task mapping infrastructure
for heterogeneous P2P environments is different from existing region based and
virtual distance based NPC host allocation mechanisms. A proof-of-concept ap-
plication has been developed, with which DDA’s efficiency and effectiveness are
measured and discussed.
 Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarising the obtained results and by outlin-
ing ways to progress this research further.
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— If I have seen further, it
is by standing on the shoul-
ders of giants.
Isaac Newton
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a critical analysis of the characteristics, design and implementation
of virtual environments and massively multiplayer online games. In order to set a scene
for the discussion, the definitions for the target applications are clarified (Section 2.2.1),
their typical elements (Section 2.2.2), themes and goals (Section 2.2.3) are explained,
and their general requirements are outlined (Section 2.2.4).
Client/Server architectures have been predominantly employed for conventional MMOGs,
because they are relatively easy to implement and secure. Though these classical archi-
tectures convey some benefits, they suffer from significant technical and commercial
drawbacks as they scale up (Section 2.3.1). On the other hand, various forms of MMOG
middleware and service platforms also have been proposed in the literature (Section
2.3.2). However, such alternatives are by nature shared game server clusters, hence they
are not able to overcome inherent disadvantages of C/S architectures.
In contrast, Peer-to-Peer architectures seem to be more attractive by providing a scalable
and low cost way of building MMOGs (Section 2.4.1). Currently, many well-known
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application types have been successfully deployed in the P2P fashion (Section 2.4.2),
especially with the support of mature P2P overlay infrastructures (Section 2.4.3). The
last part of this chapter summarises the advantages provided by P2P MMOGs as the mo-
tivation for this PhD research, as well as identifying a number of challenges that must
be overcome (Section 2.5). Later in this thesis, Chapter 3 systematically interprets these
challenges into six key design issues for P2P MMOGs, Chapter 4 presents a framework
that addresses the issues within an integrated system, and Chapters 5 and 6 further elab-
orate on significant components of this framework.
2.2 Virtual Environments and MMOGs
2.2.1 Terms and Definitions
A Virtual Environment (VE) is a computer simulated environment for its users to inhabit
and interact via avatars [12]. This inhabitation is usually achieved with two or three-
dimensional graphical representations of humanoids, or other graphical or text-based
avatars. A VE is also referred to as a CVE (Collaborative VE), DVE (Distributed VE),
IVE (Immersive VE), MUVE (Multi-User VE), or NVE (Networked VE). Recently, VEs
are increasingly being used in a variety of contexts, e.g. military simulation and training
[18, 96, 154], educational and research platforms [30, 85, 169], e-commerce [9], leisure
[13] and for other social purposes [114, 103, 80]. Figure 2.1 shows a virtual shop and
business conference in SecondLife.
VEs’ potential uses in computer game applications have been exploited since the early
1990s, which have resulted in a plethora of MMOGs nowadays. As a complex appli-
cation genre, many different interpretations have been provided in the literature to de-
fine a MMOG. Central among them is the idea that a MMOG is a type of computer
game that enables thousands of players to interact simultaneously in a persistent
game world when they are connected via a network such as the Internet. MMOGs
17
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Figure 2.1: E-commerce and business conference in VE SecondLife
can be further categorized into several sub-types, such as MMO Role-Playing Games
(MMORPG), MMO First-Person Shooter games (MMOFPS), MMO Real-Time Strat-
egy games (MMORTS) and so on. Because the first and most popular type of MMOG is
the MMORPG, many people equate a MMOG with a MMORPG, even though the more
general concept emerged later. In this thesis, the term “MMOG” is used to refer to a
MMORPG. Well-known example include Ultima Online [14], EverQuest [5], and World
of Warcraft (WoW) [7] which is depicted by Figure 2.2.
2.2.2 Essential Elements of a MMOG
There are several essential elements in a MMOG. The most immediately noticeable ones
are a persistent game world, considerable numbers of player avatars, non-player charac-
ters, player artifacts, buildings, plants and terrain features.
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Figure 2.2: Screenshots of a popular MMOG - World of Warcraft
Persistent Game World
A MMOG features a persistent virtual game world, which is a computer-based artificial
world of 3D spaces that provide a setting for fantasy gaming scenarios. For this reason,
a MMOG is sometimes directly called a Persistent World (PW) [95]. The persistency
comes from maintaining and developing the state of the gaming world around the clock
- a game world is always available to its users and world events happen continually [53].
Unlike other game genres, a MMOG’s plots and events continue to develop even while
some of the players are not playing their characters online.
In order to accommodate large numbers of concurrent players, a game world usually has
a vast territory. This makes it necessary to divide up the whole game world into mul-
tiple sub-spaces, so they are easier to manage and maintain. The largest granularity of
such sub-spaces are named “game zones”, which play an important role in the under-
lying implementation of a MMOG. At present, many well-known commercial MMOGs
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have adopted a zone-based design that assigns game zones to different physical servers
to process [7, 5, 10]. In this way, when a player’s avatar moves between zones, the
player’s connection is redirected from one game server to another. More details about
conventional MMOG architectures are discussed in Section 2.3.
Player Avatars
Players in a MMOG are visually represented by avatars that are rendered by client side
software. Specifically, a player may be denoted by two kinds of avatars - a pilot avatar
present on the player’s own machine, and a drone avatar which apes the pilot avatar on
all the other machines connected to the world. In the communication layer, a pilot avatar
is controlled directly by the user, whereas a drone avatar requires its state and behavior
updates to be delivered over the network, which introduces a latency issue.
Communication latency is the amount of time required to transfer data from one place
to another, and in MMOGs latency exhibits itself as delays when two players are inter-
acting. A number of factors contribute to the latency. For example each cable modem
involved in the communication typically adds 30-40 ms to the transfer time, and Internet
routers can add hundreds of milliseconds due to their caching of data before forwarding.
The situation is even worse when overloaded routers decide to drop data, which can in-
troduce penalties in the 400-500 ms range for protocols like TCP to detect lost data and
resend it. Even in an ideal communication channel, we still have to take the ultimate
limitation, the speed of light, into consideration. For example, a message sent from the
East Coast to the West Coast of the United States will take about 20 ms to get there just
due to that limitation[53].
MMOG designers often incorporate a latency tolerance of 250 ms into the communi-
cation model by employing various approaches for estimating information about other
players in the game, e.g. a player avatar’s current position can be anticipated according
to its previously determined position, velocity, course and elapsed time. The most widely
adopted approach is bucket synchronization with Dead Reckoning (DR) [26], which is
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a part of the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) [2] and High-level Architecture
(HLA) [6, 105, 49] standards.
Non-Player Characters
While player characters (PC) are represented by player-controlled avatars, there are also
AI-controlled non-player characters (NPC), which are important virtual actors that drive
continuing storylines in a MMOG. Figure 2.3 illustrates two typical classes of NPCs. On
the left are the Hippogryphs in WoW. These creatures are able to carry PCs along with
them on their patrol routes, and provide a means of transport in various areas of the game
world. On the right, a screenshot depicts a group of PCs fighting against an Anubisath
Sentinel in WoW. Anubisath Sentinels guard the Temple of Ahn’Qiraj and usually come
in packs of four. Only by defeating two packs of them will the players encounter the first
boss, the Prophet Skeram.
It is necessary to distinguish the NPCs above, because they have different requirements
for network communication. In order to provide a shared sense of space among players,
each player must maintain a local copy of the game state. Sometimes, when one player
performs an action, the game state of all other players affected by that action must be
updated immediately by real-time gaming events. If the transmission of such events is
seriously delayed by the network (i.e. the latency problem discussed in the previous
section), it will result in inconsistent game states at different player machines. Fighting
against Anubisath Sentinels is an example of real-time interactions, in which the game
states of multiple players must be tightly synchronized. However, hiring a Hippogryph
is an example of a latency free interaction, because it has little effect on other players’
game state, and it does not much matter that other players perceive such an event at a
different time. Conventionally, an interaction between two PCs is called a Player-vs.-
Player (PvP) interaction, and an interaction that involves both PCs and NPCs is called a
Player-vs.-Non-Player (PvN) interaction. This thesis focuses on real-time PvP and PvN
interactions, because they have higher Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, and thus
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Figure 2.3: Typical NPCs in a MMOG
need special technical support and investigation.
A typical MMOG must supply its game world with large numbers of NPCs as required
by game scenarios. The creation of a NPC is referred to as “spawning”, and respawning
means the recreation of a NPC after its death, destruction or removal. Either space-
based or timer-based approaches have been used to respawn NPCs in a MMOG. A
space-based approach creates and scatters NPCs all over the game world according to
a predefined density, i.e. number of NPCs per space unit. In contrast, a timer-based
approach respawns NPCs periodically, and attempts to keep the number of NPCs and
PCs to a stable ratio. Moreover, a dynamic timer can be applied to improve further on
the performance of a respawning algorithm. For example, when a big crowd of players
are all killing dragon NPCs together, dragons may die out after one minute on aver-
age. If a static timer of ten minutes was adopted, the players would have to wait for
nine minutes before more dragons are respawned. In this case, a dynamic timer is help-
ful to adapt the respawning interval appropriately. In practice, dynamic timer-based
respawning mechanisms offer better gaming experiences, so they have been widely used
in popular commercial MMOGs [7, 10].
Last but not least, with regard to the creation of NPCs, the term “spawn point” should
be explained. A spawn point in a MMOG is not a single point, but an area of the virtual
world, in which a random point is selected as the initial position of a NPC. Usually,
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spawn points are arranged according to in-game logics, e.g. Orcs are only respawned in
a wood, whereas Mermaids are only respawned in the sea.
Traditionally, NPCs are hosted by a central game server, consuming significant process-
ing power and network bandwidth. The understanding of PCs, NPCs, and their relation-
ships and behaviours is crucial for proposing novel MMOG architectures, as well as for
the modeling and simulation of MMOG game sessions.
Other Objects, Entities and Items
Besides the PCs and NPCs, there are also considerable numbers of other objects in the
game world. Some objects are immutable, such as buildings and street fittings, but many
objects are mutable entities and items, such as weapons, equipments, magic potions and
gemstones. Many mutable objects are dropped by defeated monster NPCs, as the loot
for the victors. A player is able to pick such items up from the ground, put them into
their own inventory, consume them, or trade them for virtual currency.
Uneven distribution of game objects often leads to a flocking issue in a MMOG, which
means the movement of many players to one area (i.e. hotspot) of the game world [47].
Flocking occurs because it is inevitable for a game world to have some regions that are
more interesting, or simply more profitable for players in terms of treasures. Experi-
enced players tend to “camp” at certain places (referred to as a placeholder), waiting
for rare and valuable items to be dropped by a NPC. One of the consequences of flock-
ing is a serious load-balance problem, since such regions attract many more people than
other regions which remain sparsely occupied. More details about load-balance for game
servers will be discussed in Section 2.3.
2.2.3 Themes and Goals in a MMOG
The majority of popular MMOGs are based on traditional fantasy themes involving
quests, monsters and loot. However, unlike in other game genres where a player is
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required to complete tasks in a sequence, usually there is no set goal in a MMOG. In
other words, players are set down in a game world free to do what they will. There is
no overarching goal to “beat the game” in the end. Most players settle into a pattern
of developing their characters, and nearly all MMOGs endeavor at providing distinctive
character progression systems. Traditionally, players earn experience points to make
their characters more powerful by completing quests at the behest of NPCs. These of-
ten involve combat with monsters, and offer opportunities to acquire wealth in terms of
virtual currency, rare weapons and other valuable items.
Recently, there has been a trend among MMOGs to support in-game guilds or clans,
which in turn enable various forms of collaboration and teamwork that require the syn-
ergy of tens of players. So, it becomes increasingly difficult for an individual player
to survive and develop itself in the game world without assistance from other players.
Considerable research effort has been put into study of the social side of a MMOG
[61, 30, 128, 147], and more details about the impact of players’ social behaviours on
the implementation of a MMOG will be discussed in Section 2.3.1.
2.2.4 General Considerations in a MMOG
As discussed above, a MMOG is a mixture of various game genres, and it features sig-
nificant levels of interactivity and complexity. In general, the following issues must be
considered when designing and implementing a MMOG:
 Consistency - In a MMOG, all users should see the same sequence of events in
the same order, regardless of the underlying architecture or implementation. For
instance, player A may shoot player B when B is shooting player C. If A’s shooting
action occurred prior to B’s, then B should be dead first and thus C is not hurt.
However, the problem is that the events may have occurred on geographically
separated machines and event details must be sent between the player’s machines
by message passing. This implies that a mechanism like time-stamping of events
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must exist on different machines with clocks that are globally synchronized. A
MMOG must provide consistent event delivery functionality in order to insure
that A, B, C and all the other users in the vicinity experience and see the same
event sequence.
 Real-time - In a MMOG, when an event occurs at time t for one user, other users
should see that event at time t as well. Real-time interactions are especially vulner-
able to latency impacts. Therefore, the QoS of network performance is important
to a player’s gaming experience, which in turn determines the business success of
a MMOG project. Support for adequate QoS puts a heavier burden on a MMOG’s
bandwidth requirement, e.g. several gigabytes per hour, so a MMOG is widely
accepted as a bandwidth intensive application.
 Scalability - As indicated by its name, a MMOG enables massive numbers of
players to interact with each other simultaneously, so a valid MMOG architec-
ture should be readily scalable. In addition, the actual online population may vary
significantly over time. Though the architecture is able to support the maximum
number of players during peak time, it may waste considerable amount of com-
puting power during off-peak time. To support a MMOG with as few resources as
possible, and to make the application highly scalable is a major challenge.
 Security - Security issues present themselves at all stages of the design and im-
plementation of a MMOG. Attention must be paid to the security issue, because
outside the game world any user is a potential cheater or cracker aiming to take
down a game application or generally ruin the economics of a game society, and
inside the game world we can not assume any norm will govern a player’s be-
haviour.
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Figure 2.4: A highly simplified view of the C/S architecture for a MMOG [95]
2.3 Conventional MMOG Architectures
2.3.1 Client/Server Architecture
A single game server
The C/S architecture has been the predominant paradigm for implementing traditional
MMOGs. As shown in Figure 2.4, in a C/S architecture all players send their updates to
a server, and then the server updates the state of the game world accordingly and reflects
the result back to every client. In other words, in an N-player game, a maximum of 2N
messages are exchanged between the server and the players in each round. If any one
player suffers from a poor connection, that will only impact on the player’s own game,
and to a limited extent on the games of players that attempt to interact with them.
A game server’s functionalities include (but are not limited to):
 To perform administrative and control tasks, such as accounting for time spent in
the game on an individual basis.
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 To receive input commands from each client, turning key presses into actions like
jumps and weapon fires, and to send updates to concerned clients.
 To keep track of entities such as avatars, monsters, bullets, etc., and to calculate
the position of moving objects using physics models.
 To maintain the game world’s parameters, such as gravity, lighting, and map in-
formation.
 To communicate with client side programs reliably.
 To reduce message traffic to individual users by not sending packets to those users
if the packet in question is out of the area of interest of the potential packet recipi-
ent.
 To compress multiple packets into a single message to eliminate redundant mes-
sage flow and reduce communication overhead.
 To convert packet bursts into smoother packet rates, thus delivering packets at a
slower rate than they are generated by individual users.
In this architecture, both computational and networking workloads are offloaded onto the
game servers. The situation was not too bad in the 1990s, when the word “massively”
only implied around 100 simultaneous players. Currently it has deteriorated to become
a real crisis because the number of players has exploded to hundreds of thousands [162].
Though game developers keep trying to optimize their design and to minimize the mes-
sage traffic, a single game server is still too underpowered to support a medium-sized
MMOG by itself. A popular recourse to address this problem has been to disperse the
server load onto a group of game servers.
Server clusters
A game zone is the largest granularity of sub-space in a virtual game world, as discussed
in Section 2.2.2. It provides an explicit way for a MMOG to partition a huge game world
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Figure 2.5: From a single server to distributed server clusters
into smaller pieces that can be conveniently mapped to separate servers. Figure 2.5
depicts this approach, in which multiple game servers are introduced, sharing the total
workload. However, special synchronization mechanisms must be applied to connect
these servers seamlessly [62, 51, 47, 68], so as to maintain the consistency of the game
state. A game server cluster is also referred to as a game server farm, and Figure 2.6
shows Sony’s game server farm that supports its famous MMOG, EverQuest2 [5].
Pros and cons of the C/S architecture
It has been argued that only a C/S architecture is appropriate for MMOGs and that all
MMOGs should be constructed using it [69, 19], as it provides the following significant
advantages:
 Authority - In the C/S architecture, the global game state is managed and stored
in a centralized way, which confers the advantage of giving game providers full
control over their games [121].
 Security - Since the game server has sole authority to validate every action request
sent by clients before carrying them out, it has good prospects to prevent cheating
[97].
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Figure 2.6: Sony’s EverQuest2 game server farm in United States
 Simplicity - The C/S architecture is, at least compared to P2P, straightforward to
implement [127]. It is widely accepted that a MMOG is hard to design, build, test,
and support. Hence few implementers may want to take the risk to “make trouble
out of nothing”.
However, just as a coin has two sides, the C/S architecture also exhibits various draw-
backs, which undermine its ability to support large scale, sophisticated, interactive mul-
tiplayer online games [149, 87, 136].
Reliability The C/S architecture is not inherently fault-tolerant. Zone-based MMOGs
can experience what is known as a “zone-crash”, where the server supporting that region
of the game world stops functioning. When this happens, all players in that region are
stuck and can not play until the server comes back up.
Traditionally, game servers have only supported limited persistence, which means that
only a player’s state is stored persistently to discs from the memory image, whereas a
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region’s inventory (the objects lying on the ground) and dynamically spawned monsters
will be wiped out through a restart. The granularity for disaster recovery of a player’s
state may vary from a couple of minutes to several hours.
Scalability Scalability is a multi-faceted issue with accurate estimation of hardware
performance as one problem, and accurate estimation of the online population as another.
Commonly, it is hard to predict how many players a hardware platform can support, and
how much network bandwidth is enough to ensure a comfortable gaming experience.
The only assured way to make such a decision is to carry out real experiments. So,
before any commercial MMOG project is officially launched, a series of public tests
need to be performed, which may take several months.
Furthermore, because on the one hand most MMOG projects employ the pay-for-play
business model based upon a monthly fee, and on the other hand most players also pay
for their Internet connections monthly, it becomes flexible for players to choose their fa-
vorite time to play online. In this case, although MMOG service providers can calculate
how many players have subscribed to a MMOG in total, it is impossible to forecast ac-
curately the number of simultaneous players at any one time. Underestimating numbers
may result in major customer dissatisfaction due to poor availability and performance
of the game, while overestimating means wasted money due to underexploited idle re-
sources.
Redundancy C/S architectures struggle to deal with flocking which is discussed in
Section 2.2.2, because it is hard to achieve dynamic load-balancing among all game
servers. As a result, in zone-based MMOGs, all region servers are designed to be equally
capable to host a maximum number of players at peak time, though in most cases these
computing resources are redundant and sitting idle.
In addition, even for zone-based MMOGs, each game zone still has upper limits on how
many players it can support, which is referred to as the “fire marshal problem” [101].
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Existing practice to solve this problem is simply to clone the entire game and launch
several duplicates at the same time to accommodate large numbers of players all over
the world. Sony was the first to adopt this strategy and named each duplicate a “Shard”
of a MMOG (the term appears in Figure 2.4). As a business solution, shards offer a few
non-technical advantages. For game developers, once a MMOG is launched, there will
be little opportunity to suspend the persistent world and make changes to it. However,
bugs that have been identified in an old shard can be fixed in newly launched shards. Also
new scenarios, zones, character classes, equipments, and other patches and amendments
can be added to a new shard. In this case, each shard is not just a clone of the original
game, but is an upgraded implementation and compatible extension of the original game.
Game players, before they start playing, can choose to establish their characters in the
nearest shard to minimize the network latency they will experience.
However, all the advantages mentioned above cannot counteract the most serious disad-
vantage - shards worsen the redundancy problem, because while duplicating the game,
the wastage of hardware resources is also duplicated.
Cost It is widely accepted that MMOGs are expensive - preparing to launch a MMOG
nowadays takes 2 to 3 years and about 10 million dollars, and ongoing support costs
will consume up to 80% of its revenues [36, 101]. MMOGs are both processing power
intensive and networking bandwidth intensive in nature. It is estimated that the cost of
acquiring servers for 30,000 simultaneous players (a medium-sized MMOG) is about
800,000 dollars, excluding the rent of dedicated machine rooms, UPS systems, cooling
systems and dedicated support staff. The bandwidth cost for the same number of players
is about 100,000 dollars per month [127]. Apparently, to offer a MMOG service using a
C/S architecture is a demanding business project.
Sociodynamics In order to protect the economics of each newly launched shard, game
service providers lock every player’s account to the player’s initial shard (as a service
policy), which means that the player must abandon all their treasures accumulated in
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other shards if the player switches to a new shard. This tradeoff is so unsatisfactory
that everyone is reluctant to switch to a new shard, and thus leads to a deep impact on
the social side of MMOGs. It is common for people in MMOGs to form long-lasting
friendships, which often continue as the players move on to new games. But players
who play on a fully subscribed shard have no incentive to encourage friends to play the
same game - the friend cannot join the player’s shard, and the player loses too much to
be willing to switch to a new shard which the friend can join.
In response to these issues, several novel architectures have been proposed as substitu-
tions to the conventional C/S architecture, among which middleware and service plat-
form technologies are discussed in the next section, and an emerging trend for P2P
MMOGs in Section 2.4.
2.3.2 Middleware and Service Platforms
Considering the difficulties and cost of designing and implementing a MMOG, it is ar-
gued that [95]:
 Technical problems of creating a MMOG are subtle and complex, and largely lie
outside the traditional area of expertise for game developers.
 For most game designs there is a large set of common problems that a single well-
designed architecture might support.
 Game developers should focus upon game design challenges, while leaving the
technical and business challenges to standardized MMOG middleware and infras-
tructure providers to aggregate customers effectively and achieve substantial sav-
ings.
In this case, there are an increasing number of companies offering MMOG-specific mid-
dleware solutions. These solutions can be classified into at least two categories: Grid
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Figure 2.7: Basic architecture of the Butterfly Grid [8]
based distributed architectures like IBM’s Butterfly.net [8], and object request brokers
like Sun’s Game Server technology [54].
Butterfly.net
IBM’s Butterfly.net project is also known as the Butterfly Grid, which is illustrated by
Figure 2.7. An IBMGrid would typically be composed of two clusters of 50 IBM xSeries
servers. The GRID’s principal components - specialized game servers and database
servers - are fully meshed over high speed fibre-optic lines, enabling the transparent
routing of players to different servers in the Grid.
In the course of a game, each server will communicate (e.g. multicast) to all the other
servers in the Grid in real-time. Under this peer-to-peer networking approach, players
are transparently routed to the optimal server in the Grid that enables server resources
to be allocated to the most popular games. IBM claims that, over two years, a MMOG
deployed using the traditional C/S model can generate a profit of 1.6 million dollars
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Figure 2.8: Game Server technology built upon J2EE and J2SE platforms [54]
on subscription-based revenues of 24 million dollars. Delivering the same game over a
Grid-based infrastructure like Butterfly.net would in IBM’s opinion generate a profit of
12.8 million dollars, which would be an eight-fold increase in profitability [8].
Game Server Technology
Sun’s Game Server technology logically is divided into 3 layers: Communications, Sim-
ulation Logic, and Object Store [54, 101], as shown on the left part of Figure 2.8.
Firstly, the Object Store layer contains the game states for all games running in the
Game Server. It is an efficient (e.g. tenths of a millisecond per operation), scalable,
and fault-tolerant transactional database layer that provides deadlock proof access to the
simulation objects, which can either be locked (i.e. write-lock) or peeked (i.e. non-
repeatable read).
Secondly, the Simulation Logic layer is responsible for executing the actual game code.
Here, tasks are created based on incoming events, which in turn check objects out of the
Object Store as needed. When a task is completed, the object is updated and returned to
the Object Store.
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The Communications layer organizes player communication into channels of grouped
communicators. It manages routing of data packets among the players and the Simula-
tion Logic servers, and among the players themselves. It is also responsible for trans-
lation to and from other forms of networking, e.g. HTTP communications to and from
cell phones.
The games industry is not a traditional market for Sun. However, the last few years
have demonstrated Sun’s increasing commitment to gaming. Together with Game Server
technology, Sun has released abundant Java extension libraries, such as Java 3D, the
Java Media Framework, Jini, JAXP and JXTA, in order to make J2SE a favorable game
programming platform [54, 53, 156].
Current status of MMOG middleware
The game industry has been slow to adopt middleware solutions, for the following rea-
sons:
 None of the middleware providers have indeed shipped MMOGs, so they are less
likely to gain the confidence of a publisher or established developer.
 To develop and operate a MMOG effectively, many developers feel that they must
have the in-house expertise necessary to develop one from scratch.
 A company which can afford the marketing budgets needed to create a success can
also afford internal development teams instead of middleware.
 Game developers are especially prone to the “not invented here” syndrome. This
seems to stem from the belief that technology is a key differentiator in the game
industry.
 A company can expect to support a MMOG for many years, and therefore reliance
on an external provider for fundamental technology leaves the company vulnerable
on a business critical issue.
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Figure 2.9: Peer-to-Peer models
 Middleware solutions would achieve much of their significant savings of hard-
ware resources when multiple MMOGs are hosted together, sharing the computing
power of a single service platform. However, they are vulnerable to “resonance”,
when all the MMOGs reach their maximum number of concurrent subscribers
during the same peak time.
Due to the factors listed above, the official website of Butterfly.net has been permanently
closed, and there is no specific date when Sun’s Game Server will be brought to the
marketplace.
2.4 Rise of the Peer-to-Peer Architecture
2.4.1 Peer-to-Peer Architecture
Peer-to-peer, or P2P is not a new concept. It has existed since the Internet was taking
off in the 1970s [159]. Mail servers, USENET news servers and domain name servers
are widely used services that operate in a P2P fashion. Today, many factors such as the
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explosion of connected devices, the rapid increase of affordable bandwidth, continuous
growth in computing power and storage capacities, and the proliferation of information
at the edge of the network, make P2P practical for a wide number of applications.
It is useful to characterise P2P systems initially by stating what they are not. In short, P2P
is not about eliminating servers. It is not a single technology, application, or business
model. It should not be characterized strictly by its degree of decentralization [33]. The
common characteristics of today’s P2P systems include most of the following:
 Peer nodes have awareness of other peer nodes.
 Peer nodes create a virtual network that abstracts the complexity of interconnect-
ing peers despite firewalls, subnets, and lack of specific network services.
 Each peer node acts as both a service consumer and a service provider.
 Peer nodes form working communities of data and application that can be de-
scribed as peer groups.
P2P models can be further divided into the following categories [159]:
Pure P2P As shown by Figure 2.9 part A, in the pure P2P model, the entire communi-
cation occurs among connected peers without any assistance from a server.
P2P with a Discovery Server As shown by Figure 2.9 part B, such a P2P model con-
tains a server that is restricted to providing the names of already connected peers to the
incoming peer, which notifies the server about its presence by logging in. The server
only assists peers by providing a list of connected peers, but to establish connection and
communication still remains the job of the peers. Such a P2P model surpasses the pure
P2P model by increasing the chances of finding a larger number of peers on the network.
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P2P with Discovery, Lookup and Content Servers In this model, a server is used to
provide the list of connected peers along with the resources available with each of them.
Hence, this model reduces the burden on peers, as there is no longer a need to visit each
peer personally for the required information. Some servers can even cache the contents
that are exchanged among peers, which further improve the efficiency and availability of
the whole system.
2.4.2 Peer-to-Peer Applications
P2P usage scenarios can be classified into three main categories [99] - content sharing,
hardware resource sharing, and collaborative computing and communications. Typical
P2P application examples may include:
Consumer file sharing Applications, such as Gnutella [100], eDonkey [155], Napster
[28] and BitTorrent [94], are widely used to share media files, which in many instances
violate existing copyright. Whatever one’s view about current copyright laws, the power
of P2P for file sharing cannot be overlooked. Many popular file sharing applications
involve some degree of centralization, but vary in their implementations. At one end
of the spectrum is the comparatively decentralized Gnutella, and at the other end is the
original Napster that was the most centralized because it relied on a centralized server to
index the content of peer nodes.
Content distribution networks Applications like OpenCola [50] and Blue Falcon Net-
works [15] have been developed for P2P content distribution. They are different from
P2P file sharing in that the files are replicated among peers, whereas the content is dis-
tributed from a single entity, such as a newspaper, to the peer. In this case, the content
publishers no longer need high volume and high-cost web servers, because only the first
copy of the content needs to be fetched by a peer, and after that peers will replicate the
content among each other.
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P2P network computing P2P network computing, represented by a series of well-
known @HOME projects [20, 148, 35], perform computationally intensive simulations
by utilizing unused domestic machines over the Internet. A significant common charac-
teristic in such applications is to break apart infinite workloads into units that are small
enough for each participant to complete in a reasonable time. Each unit then is processed
concurrently with very little interaction, so such applications are also called “embarrass-
ingly parallel computation”.
Instant messengers Instant messenger applications are often designed to be P2P to
embody the feature that peer nodes directly interact with each other. Popular examples
of instant messengers include MSN Messenger [4], ICQ [75] and Jabber [145]. They
mitigate P2P interaction by relying on a presence service from a centralised server.
Collaboration and white boarding Collaboration comprises a broad category of appli-
cations that are P2P in nature. In a work group, collaboration involves sharing of ideas
and other resources. For example, team members may exchange messages or documents
with each other via Email, video conferencing, and text chatting applications. During
meetings, it may be helpful to have a shared virtual whiteboard to facilitate communi-
cations among distant collaborators. P2P enables all of these to happen without reliance
on a central server.
2.4.3 Structured Peer-to-Peer Overlay Networks
Without centralized organization or control, it is inconvenient for a user to find a specific
resource in a large scale P2P network. Traditionally, a P2P system relies on flooding
mechanisms as the only way of resource lookup, in which a peer fans out its query to all
known neighbouring peers, which in turn decide whether to reply to the query, or further
forward the query to their own neighbors. Unfortunately, such mechanisms do not scale
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Figure 2.10: A P2P overlay network on top of a physical network
well, and it is not guaranteed that a useful resource can be finally located. Two problems
with flooding-based approaches have been pointed out [60]:
 Resource location and network topology are uncorrelated - available resources
might not be accessible to all network nodes, and a query hit cannot be guaranteed
even if the target node is connected to the network.
 The network is randomly connected - queries on an unstructured P2P network
tend to have lookup complexity of the order of N hops, with N being the number
of network nodes.
In order to deal with these problems, a number of structured P2P overlay infrastruc-
tures were proposed in the early 2000s, e.g. CAN [134], Pastry [143], Chord [150] and
Tapestry [175]. These infrastructures organize peers into a logical topology, according
to the contents, resources, or services a peer can provide. An “overlay network” is a
layer of virtual network topology on top of a physical network topology, as shown by
Figure 2.10. The main functionality offered by an overlay network is efficient message
routing. It is necessary to carry out a detailed discussion about P2P overlay networks
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Figure 2.11: The Pastry overlay network
in this section, because both the Mediator framework (Chapter 4) and Deadline-Driven
Auctions (Chapter 6) are deployed on P2P overlay networks.
Take the Pastry overlay network as an example. Peers are organized into a logical ring
depicted by Figure 2.11. Each peer node in the ring has a unique, uniform random
identifier (i.e. nodeId) in a circular 128-bit identifier space. When presented with a
message and a numeric 128-bit key, a Pastry node efficiently routes the message to the
node with a nodeId that is numerically closest to the key, among all currently live Pastry
nodes. For example, in Figure 2.11, when peer node 65a1fc sends out a message with
key d46a1c, the message is routed (i.e. forwarded) by node d13da3, d4213f , d46sba,
and is finally received by node d467c4, because currently this nodeId is numerically
closest to the key.
Overlay networks provide the following capabilities:
Self-organization A peer only requires minimum configuration and knowledge about
other peers in order to join an overlay network. For example, in Pastry each peer only
needs to know one existing peer in the overlay network, and then the peer can join the
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overlay network by first generating a random nodeId for itself using a hashing function
like SHA-1 [3], and then sending a series of bootstrapping requests to the known peer.
Automatic load-balancing Because both nodeIds and message keys are randomly as-
signed and uniformly distributed, without requiring any global coordination, this results
in a good first-order balance of query load among all the peer nodes, as well as network
load over the underlying Internet.
Fault-tolerance An overlay network is fairly resilient to peer node arrivals, departures
and failures. For example, each Pastry node keeps track of l immediate neighbors on
both sides in the nodeId space, which is called the node’s leaf set. Only when more
than l=2 adjacent nodes in a leaf set leave or fail simultaneously is a Pastry ring broken.
Otherwise, any node exceptions can be recovered by exchanging O(log2bN) messages.
Efficient and scalable information dissemination Structured network locality prop-
erties ensure that information can be efficiently disseminated even in large scale P2P
systems. For example, in Pastry given a node population N , each peer node maintains a
local routing table of log2bN  (2b   1) + l entries (b and l are configurable, by default
b = 4, l = 16), and a message can be delivered within log2bN hops.
Mapping application objects to peer nodes Besides messages, any application-specific
objects may be identified by a key (objectId) as well. In this way, an object can be
mapped to an “owner” node, whose nodeId is numerically closest to the objectId. Inser-
tion of an object is handled as the routing of a message, where the objectId is used as the
object’s destination. Accessing an object involves retrieving the object from its owner
node, where the objectId serves as a lookup key.
Enhanced availability and persistence Instead of assigning an object to a single owner,
replicas of the same object can be stored at multiple owners. In this case, even though
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some of the owners are temporarily disconnected, the object is still available at many
other places.
In summary, structured P2P overlay networks provide a generic, scalable and reliable
substrate for building P2P applications. With their help, efficient request routing, deter-
ministic object location and load-balancing can be achieved conveniently in an application-
independent manner. For example, Pastry has been applied to a Scribe P2P group com-
munication and event notification infrastructure [38], PAST P2P archival storage middle-
ware [144], ePost cooperative Email service [123], SplitStream high-bandwidth content
distribution infrastructure, and several other research projects.
2.5 Advantages and Challenges of P2P MMOGs
2.5.1 Advantages
Compared to the conventional C/S architecture, a major attraction of the P2P architec-
ture is that it provides a scalable and low cost way to build MMOGs. P2P systems are
becoming increasingly popular, as they are inherently good at sharing heterogeneous
computing resources in a distributed fashion while keeping costs down. Recently, as
the computing power available on personal machines has grown dramatically along with
cheap network bandwidth, it has become possible to migrate a major part of a game
server’s functionalities to resource-rich client machines, so as to support a MMOG us-
ing a pooling of game participants’ computing assets, including CPU cycles, memory,
storage capacity and network bandwidth. Technically speaking, the P2P architecture has
several advantages over a C/S architecture:
 Reliability A P2P MMOG distributes the functionalities of a conventional game
server to many game participants (a.k.a. super-peers), each carrying out a bit of
the total workload. A system like the Mediator framework (Chapter 4), that is
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designed for resilience, enhances the dependability of a super-peer using a number
of super-peer backups. As a result, the failure of a super-peer may only affect the
gaming experience of a limited amount of players in a short period of time, before
a super-peer backup is activated to take over the responsibilities of its predecessor.
 Scalability A P2P architecture is more scalable than a C/S architecture, as more
players will also bring more computing resources to a P2P application like a
MMOG. Currently, a gaming computer is often equipped with a fairly powerful
CPU, gigabytes of memories, and adequate network bandwidth. Therefore, it is
feasible for a participant machine to carry out additional administrative or compu-
tational tasks for the collective welfare besides its normal support for playing. Fur-
thermore, an incentive mechanism (Section 3.7) can help to convince application
participants to contribute available computing resources, as well as to maintain a
sufficient level of reciprocity.
 Redundancy Because a P2P MMOG relies on computing resources that are avail-
able at game participant machines, it is inherently immune to the redundancy prob-
lem. A P2P MMOG only needs to rely on a centralised game server for hard to
diversify services that consume few resources like account authentication, so that
accurate estimation about the server’s hardware configuration is no longer an im-
portant issue.
 Cost From a commercial perspective, a P2P MMOG offers the possibility to de-
ploy a MMOG without subscription fees without the incredible investment re-
quired by previous architectures. It also offers business opportunities to the game
industry, because it is more flexible and profitable for enterprises to market their
game software without providing dedicated hardware support. In other words, the
business risk for launching a MMOG project can be significantly reduced.
 SociodynamicsA P2PMMOG is especially good at load-balancing, because play-
ers roam in the game world together with their computing resources. In a C/S ar-
chitecture, a region server may be overloaded when the flocking problem occurs.
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However, from a P2P system’s point of view, even a crowded game region is still
self-sufficient in terms of computing resource.
2.5.2 Challenges
A P2PMMOG is more complex than any existing P2P applications mentioned in Section
2.4.2, and the feasibility of adapting MMOGs to the P2P architecture is still in doubt due
to the following challenges:
Game Interactivity One of the most important features of a MMOG is real-time in-
teraction. A MMOG is vulnerable to latency challenges (Section 2.2.4), as Quality of
Service is crucial to a player’s gaming experience, which in turn determines a MMOG’s
business success. In other P2P applications, for example file sharing, one may only at-
tach importance to an application’s average download speed. But in a MMOG, the delay
for transmitting every game event needs to be kept small enough nearly all the time.
However in P2P networks it is hard to guarantee the performance of all the connections
among game peers.
Minimum Number of Users For many P2P applications, a minimum number of users
is critical to their success, because the more users that participate, the more efficient the
application will be. When it comes to a P2P MMOG, it is important for game designers
to ensure a game’s availability. On the one hand, any node failure must not influence the
process of the game. On the other hand, even if the online population is small, the game
world should still be able to evolve normally and efficiently.
Asymmetric Network Bandwidth Because a peer node of a P2P network represents
both client and server parts of an application, it will probably utilize as much bandwidth
going in as going out. However, this is not how Internet service providers are configured
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to work. In fact, most Internet users experience asymmetric network bandwidth, which
in turn requires that the communication overhead imposed on each player machine must
be regulated below a specific threshold independently of the number of concurrent play-
ers.
General Obstacles P2P networks are confronted with some inherent obstacles that
need to be taken into consideration. For example, one prevalent problem on the In-
ternet is barriers like firewalls and proxy servers that prevent direct communications
among peers. In order to circumnavigate such barriers, techniques like HTTP tunneling
are indispensable. Moreover, since no node is more important than any other in pure
P2P networks, many of them may need to be connected to each other. Obviously, such
a pure P2P architecture may not scale well in that when the quantity of peers increases,
the augmentation of connections between peers may mount up egregiously. So, only
carefully designed P2P architectures, which may need to be hybrid, may prove practical
in the end for implementing a P2P MMOG if such challenges are to be overcome.
Security As a game server’s responsibilities are carried out by common player ma-
chines, a P2P MMOG is less easy to secure than a centralized C/S architecture. In other
words, a downside risk of adopting a P2P approach to a MMOG is that it may make it
too hard to stop cheating.
A P2P MMOG must overcome all the problems listed above, and even more. Chapter 3
systematically discusses the essential design issues presented by P2P MMOGs, together
with a survey and classification of related research, explaining what problems have been
addressed in the literature, how they were dealt with, and what their relationship is to
this thesis.
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— We can be knowl-
edgeable with other men’s
knowledge, but we cannot
be wise with other men’s
wisdom.
Michel de Montaigne Chapter 3
Design Issues for P2P MMOGs
3.1 Introduction
To adapt MMOGs from conventional C/S architectures to P2P architectures is a chal-
lenging and active research area. This chapter articulates a broadly comprehensive set
of six key issues for the design of P2P MMOGs, namely interest management (Section
3.2), game event dissemination (Section 3.3), NPC task sharing (Section 3.4), game state
persistency (Section 3.5), cheating mitigation (Section 3.6), and incentive mechanisms
(Section 3.7). Design alternatives for each issue are systematically compared, the re-
lationships between design decisions are discussed, and areas for further research are
identified. Also, several representative P2P MMOG infrastructures are classified and
evaluated against the design issues (Section 3.8).
3.2 Interest-Management
In a game with a conventional Client/Server architecture, every player communicates
with a central game server, which is then responsible for broadcasting game state changes
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to all players in the same game zone, as discussed in Section 2.3.1. In this case, an im-
mediate requirement on a P2PMMOG is how to maintain this consistent, shared sense of
virtual space among large numbers of players without the server’s support. To ask each
player to maintain a full copy of the game state and all players to broadcast updates to all
other players in the game is not a viable solution, because this approach does not scale
well. As the number of players increases, the messages sent over the network increase
exponentially. In the literature, sophisticated Interest-Management (IM) techniques have
been proposed to overcome this problem [163, 168, 88, 140].
IM is a classical research topic in VE, and was initially addressed by Benford et al. in
the early 1990s [27]. The concept of IM originates from two observations. A single
player does not need to know about what is happening in the virtual game world as long
as it does not affect the player; and a player’s avatar only has limited movement speed
and sensing capability. So, a player’s view of the game world can be limited to a com-
paratively static Area of Interest (AOI), and the player only needs to subscribe to game
events that occur within its AOI. IM is the process of determining which information is
relevant to each player [119].
Existing IM schemes can be classified into at least three broad categories: a spatial
model, a region-based publish/subscribe model, and a hybrid communication model,
and these are described next.
3.2.1 Spatial Model
The spatial model uses the properties of space as the basis for mediating interaction [27].
This model is also referred to as the “aura-nimbus” model [31, 125] because of its key
abstractions: aura and nimbus. The “aura” means the area that bounds the presence of
an object in space, while the “nimbus” means the mutual awareness levels between two
objects. In other words, object A is only able to interact physically with object B when
their auras intersect with each other, but A is aware of B when it is in B’s nimbus. So,
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Figure 3.1: Representation of moving objects using the aura-nimbus model
every object should establish communications with other objects that fall within its aura,
in order to prepare for potential interactions.
Usually, a solid point is used to represent an object’s position in a virtual world, and the
aura can be modeled by a fixed-size circle around the object that represents the object’s
AOI. Figure 3.1 illustrates four moving objects in a game world using such notations.
Furthermore, each object’s moving direction and velocity are also indicated by arrows.
In a MMOG, different objects may have different sensing and moving capabilities. For
example a player having a telescope can see further, and a player riding a horse can move
faster. These differences are reflected by the range of a player’s AOI and the length of a
player’s speed arrow.
The advantage of a spatial model is that it allows fine-grained IM in which only necessary
messages are transmitted among relevant peers [31]. However, a significant drawback is
that it requires all objects to exchange positional update information in order to identify
when AOI collisions occur. For example, in [120] all players must share their “frame
of reference” to know the location of each other, so that each player is able to discover
the “active entities” within its AOI. The frequency of these updates must be sufficient
to ensure that AOI collisions can be determined in a timely fashion, which may lead
to considerable communication overhead and undermine the scalability of the system
[125].
To mitigate the limitation of a pure spatial model, a Voronoi diagram can be employed to
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Figure 3.2: Neighbour discovery in a Voronoi diagram [88]
help a player find its neighbouring players in a virtual world (i.e. neighbour discovery)
[34, 88, 86]. Given n points on a plane (each point called a “site”), a Voronoi diagram is
constructed by partitioning the plane into n non-overlapping regions that contain exactly
one site in each region. A region contains all the points closest to the region’s site than to
any other site. The entire plane is therefore divided into arbitrary sizes in a deterministic
way [88]. The left part of Figure 3.2 illustrates such a Voronoi diagram, which can be
used to find the k nearest neighbours of a specific site.
In the diagram, a player’s k nearest neighbours are further classified into Enclosing and
Boundary neighbours. Enclosing neighbours are defined as regions that share a com-
mon edge with the player’s own region. Boundary neighbours are defined as regions that
overlap with the player’s AOI. The right part of Figure 3.2 shows the detailed classifi-
cation of neighbours, where Enclosing and Boundary neighbours are marked by squares
and triangles respectively (an Enclosing neighbour can also be a Boundary neighbour).
In a P2P MMOG implementation, each peer can be required to construct and maintain a
Voronoi diagram by itself, based on the spatial coordinates of neighbours. A peer only
needs to keep network connections with its current neighbours, because potential neigh-
bours can be discovered with the help of its Boundary neighbours. In other words, each
peer serves as the “watchman” for one another in discovering approaching neighbours.
When a peer moves, position updates are sent to all neighbours recorded in the Voronoi
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diagram. If the receiver is a Boundary neighbour, an overlap-check is performed. The
receiver checks if the mover, with its new AOI, would enter into any of its Enclosing
neighbours’ Voronoi regions. The receiver only notifies the mover if a new overlap oc-
curs. This allows the moving peer to become aware of potentially visible neighbours
outside its AOI.
The Voronoi approach is able to reduce the communication overhead incurred by a pure
spatial model, because each peer only needs to maintain network connections and ex-
change messages with a limited number of neighbours. However, the approach is not
ideal in that:
 A Voronoi diagram is vulnerable to the “circular line-up” problem, which is the
worst case when a peer has n  1 neighbours in a diagram of n sites.
 The communication overhead is not minimum, because a peer still needs to receive
and process messages outside its AOI.
 While the communication overhead is reduced, the computation overhead is in-
creased as every peer is required to construct and maintain a Voronoi diagram
locally.
 A gateway server is needed for boot-strapping purposes, through which a join-
ing peer finds its acceptor region, i.e. the region that contains the joiner’s initial
coordinates.
3.2.2 Region-based Publish/Subscribe Model
In contrast with the spatial model, the region-based publish/subscribe model proposes to
support a P2P MMOG using coarse-grained IM. In this model, the virtual game world
is partitioned into well defined static regions, and the recipient of a message is limited
to only interested participants that reside within the same, or neighbouring, region as
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the sender [125]. In this case, IM can be abstracted using a publish/subscribe model,
in which publishers are objects that produce events, and subscribers are objects that
consume events [31]. An object, e.g. a player’s avatar, can be both a publisher and
subscriber.
The main responsibility of a region-based IM mechanism is to determine the regions
that intersect a player’s AOI, and to form the area-of-subscription from the union of the
intersected regions. Usually, each region is implemented as an individual channel for
publishing gaming events. So, if a player’s AOI intersects n regions, the player needs to
subscribe to n different channels at the same time in order to receive all relevant events.
The region-based publish/subscribe model offers many advantages. Firstly, it is straight-
forward to design and implement, because to compute a player’s area-of-subscription
is often simpler and cheaper than to compute AOI collisions in a spatial model. Sec-
ondly, a region channel maps nicely onto a multicast group, hence both publishers and
subscribers may send and receive gaming events efficiently. Last but not least, because
all regions are predefined and released with the game software as a part of the game
world’s description, players are able to carry out local IM without knowing in advance
the position and moving states of other players.
However, this model also suffers from two major drawbacks. On the one hand, the
quality of region-based IM is highly dependent on the shape and size (i.e. granularity) of
regions. With reference to the shape, no definitive solution is given in the literature, and
both hexagonal [68, 168] and quadrant zoning [118, 165] have been equally employed
in the related work. Recently, it appears that hexagonal zoning has become preferred by
game developers for the following reasons:
 Hexagons have uniform orientation and uniform adjacency.
 In hexagonal zoning, a participant moving from one cell to another joins and leaves
the same number of cells.
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Figure 3.3: Worst cases for a subscriber in hexagonal zoning and quadrant zoning
 Because an AOI is usually defined by a radius, hexagonal zoning approximates
more to a circle than quadrant zoning.
 In the worst case of hexagonal zoning, a single player needs to subscribe to three
regions at the same time, whereas this number is up to four in quadrant zoning, as
shown in Figure 3.3.
Regarding the size of a region, it has been pointed out that a region must be of sufficient
size as to ensure objects are able to disseminate messages in one region before entering
another region [125]. However, the granularity cannot be too large, otherwise a player’s
machine might be overloaded by excessive irrelevant messages outside its AOI. It has
been suggested that an appropriate granularity should result in approximately one third
(in hexagonal zoning) of the communication load a specific game engine generates under
a C/S architecture, so that the same level of load would be reached while a player is
simultaneously interested in three hexagons [68] in a P2P MMOG. Nevertheless, up to
the present no easy way has been developed to conform to such a principle.
On the other hand, region-based IM does not work well when objects are not evenly
distributed among the regions. Specifically, if too many objects gather in the same re-
gion as the player, or even in neighbouring regions, the player may still receive too
many state updates from invisible objects outside its AOI. To mitigate this limitation,
mechanisms have been proposed to organize gaming event multicast paths based on the
proximity of peers in the virtual world. These improved mechanisms organize peers in
“clumped” regions into dynamically balanced N-Trees [72, 163], which enable a peer to
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discover other peers that are within a specific proximity. Therefore, a peer can propa-
gate a “scoped event” only to those close by peers, ignoring other further peers although
they are in the same region. Of course, the construction and maintenance of a N-Tree
will introduce extra communication and computation overheads, as well as a series of
reliability issues as the tradeoff.
3.2.3 Hybrid Communication Model
As indicated by its name, a hybrid communication model is a mixture of the spatial
model and region-based model that have been discussed previously. The MOPAR [168]
and Meta-Model [140] infrastructures are representatives of recent work on hybrid IM
for P2P MMOGs, which combine a structured P2P overlay network and a super-peer
network with the spatial model.
First of all, a hybrid communication model partitions a game world into multiple regions,
and identifies each region using a unique regionId in a structured P2P overlay network,
as discussed in Section 2.10. Then, a super-peer is selected to be responsible for the IM
task in each region according to predefined criteria. A super-peer refers to a peer in a
P2P network that operates both as a server to a set of clients, and as an equal in a network
of super-peers [166]. Super-peer selection [117] is a complex issue that is beyond the
scope of this Chapter. Once a super-peer is selected for a region, its peerId is stored by
another peer in the overlay network, whose peerId is numerically closest to the regionId.
When a player wants to join a specific region, the player can find out the current super-
peer working for that region by routing a query message to the regionId through the
overlay network. Next, the player establishes communication with the super-peer, and
updates the super-peer when its moving speed or direction change. In this way, the
super-peer obtains a global view of the region, anticipates every peer’s position in the
near future, and analyzes AOI collision events using an algorithm such as [151]. Players,
whose AOIs are about to intersect, will be notified by the super-peer to establish direct
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P2P connections with each other, so they can prepare for potential real-time interactions.
So, from a common player’s point of view, an IM service is provided in each region
using the spatial model.
The hybrid communication model takes advantages of both spatial and region-based
models. On the one hand, it facilitates fine-grained IM in each region and reduces more
communication overheads for common players than in a pure region-based model. On
the other hand, it is relatively simpler to implement and more efficient than a pure spatial
model. However, it may impose high computation and communication workloads on a
super-peer for a crowded region, so dynamic zoning techniques are needed as a remedy
to distribute the total workload to a set of super-peers, each taking charge of a sub-region.
Furthermore, a super-peer is potentially a single failure point in a region, so fault-tolerant
mechanisms are also needed to provide suitable super-peer backups in order to achieve
adequate robustness for the system.
3.2.4 IM Discussion
Of the three IM approaches outlined above, the spatial model is the most fine-grained,
and as we shall see in the next section, is a prerequisite for disseminating game events
using unicast. However, due to the lack of centralised control, the communication over-
head for a player to establish a global view of the game world may be high. This can
be mitigated with a hybrid model that combines the advantages of both the spatial and
region-based models. As hybrid models use super-peer networks, they must address
super-peer selection, load-balancing and fault-tolerance issues.
3.3 Game Event Dissemination
While IM focuses on finding out what information is relevant to each player, game event
dissemination is concerned with how relevant information is actually delivered to the
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players. In fact, the choice of a game event dissemination approach is largely determined
by the underlying IM mechanisms used in a P2P MMOG.
3.3.1 Unicast or Multicast
A spatial model supports fine-grained IM, which explicitly tells a small set of objects
that a player may interact with them shortly. Therefore, the player just needs to establish
direct P2P connections with these objects, and gaming events are exchanged through
unicast communications, e.g. in [120, 34, 88, 86]. Similarly, because super-peers in a
hybrid model also provide fine-grained IM services, unicast applies to [168] and [140]
as well.
However, a coarse-grained IM scheme only tells a player of some regions to which he
should subscribe. In these regions there might be a large number of players, so unicast
via direct P2P connections is infeasible. Instead, each region is represented by a multi-
cast group, which offers a single medium for any region participant to publish gaming
events in, and enables the events to be received by all the other region participants. In
this circumstance, multicast technology becomes crucial for game event dissemination.
3.3.2 Application-Level Multicast
Traditionally, IP multicast [56] was proposed as a mechanism for sending messages to a
group of recipients efficiently [68]. However, as IP multicast has a number of technolog-
ical, practical, and business obstacles [58], it is not widely available on the Internet. As
an alternative Application-Level Multicast (ALM) has been proposed to support similar
functionality, but as an application service instead of a network service [63].
Structured P2P overlays provide good communication infrastructures for building ALMs.
For example, Bayeux [176] uses Tapestry [175], CAN Multicast [135] uses CAN [134],
and both Borg [174] and Scribe [38] use Pastry [143]. All the ALM systems mentioned
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Figure 3.4: Reverse path forwarding and path maintenance in Scribe [38]
above are tree-based, which means that participants are organized into a hierarchical
multicast tree. Because the Mediator framework and MAMBO technology described in
Chapters 4 and 5 are implemented using Scribe, this section takes Scribe as an example
to explain how a multicast tree is created.
Scribe uses a Pastry key as the groupId for each multicast group, and the peer node with
the nodeId that is numerically closest to the groupId serves as the rendezvous point of
the group (a.k.a. the root). A multicast tree associated with the group is formed by the
union of the Pastry routes from each group member to the root. Multicast messages are
delivered from the root to the members using reverse path forwarding.
In Figure 3.4, suppose that peer 1100 is chosen to be the root for a multicast group,
which peer 0111 wants to join. In this case, peer 0111 sends out a joining request mes-
sage towards the root using the Pastry routing algorithm. The message is successively
forwarded by peer 1001 and 1101 (a.k.a. the forwarders) on the Pastry ring, and finally
arrives at the destination, as shown by the solid arrows. Later on, when peer 0100 sub-
scribes to the same multicast group, its joining request might also be routed via peer 1001
on its way towards the root, as shown by the dot-dashed arrow. Because at this time peer
1001 is already a forwarder in the multicast tree, it can complete the subscription process
immediately on behalf of the root.
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Effective construction of a Scribe multicast tree is guaranteed by two locality properties
of the Pastry routing algorithm. The short routes property ensures that in each step a
message is routed to the nearest node in terms of network proximity. As a result, the
route convergence property ensures that the routes for messages sent towards the same
destination will converge quickly. In other words, there is a high probability for joining
requests from different peers, e.g. 0100 and 0111, to converge at the same forwarder peer
like 1001. Therefore, group member management in Scribe can be efficient, as adding
a member to a group merely involves limited routing activities before a joining request
reaches any existing member of the tree.
At publication time, a participant firstly sends the contents to be published to the root,
which in turn delivers the contents to all the closest forwarders, such as peer 1101. Then,
using reverse path forwarding, the forwarders continue to relay the contents until they
reach the final subscribers, such as peer 0100 and 0111. It is important to notice that
though the intermediary forwarders may not be interested in the contents that are pub-
lished, they are still recruited as members of a multicast group. So, given a Scribe multi-
cast tree, it is only guaranteed that all the leaf peers are subscribers, whereas the internal
peers are either subscribers or forwarders. Furthermore, if there are multiple multicast
groups in an application, the same peer may be employed to work as a forwarder for
more than one group.
Path maintenance in Scribe is efficient, too. For example, in Figure 3.4, when peer 1101
leaves the system, peer 1001 will detect the exception and initiate a new joining process.
As a result, peer 1001 reattaches itself to another forwarder 1111 as shown by the dashed
arrows, but other subscribers that depend on 1001 are not affected by this change at all.
Considering the advantages and convenience provided by an ALM system, several re-
searchers [118, 79, 57, 91] propose building a P2P MMOG using a region-based IM
scheme and disseminating gaming events in each region with Scribe. Mercury [136]
resorts to content-based publish/subscribe rather than a simple channel-based approach.
However, the key idea is similar in that Mercury also organizes game participants into
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a P2P overlay for a range-query, and supports event dissemination using ALM. In ad-
dition, the architectures proposed in [165, 142, 46, 109] fall into the same category as
well, where their main novelties are distinct group member management and multicast
tree construction algorithms that place emphasis on the load-balancing capability, ro-
bustness and scalability of an ALM system.
3.3.3 Problems with ALM
A significant problem with disseminating gaming events using an ALM system is the
potential latency issue. In unicast based P2P MMOGs, players exchange real-time gam-
ing events with other relevant players directly, where the only possible cause of latency
is the network delay between the two players. However, in ALM based P2P MMOGs,
in order to publish a gaming event, a player first needs to send the event to the root of
a multicast tree, which then takes additional multiple hops to deliver the event to target
receivers. This process incurs unnecessary end-to-end delay, especially when the size
of a multicast group is large and an event has to travel through a deep multicast tree.
Smart ALM systems, e.g. Scribe, try to address this by carefully selecting forwarders
in order to reduce the latency as much as possible. However, simulations performed on
several network topology models show that the average distance traveled by a message
is between 1.59 and 2.2 times the actual distance between the source and destination in
the underlying Internet [38], which means that ALM is generally slower than unicast.
To cope with this problem, it has been suggested that a multicast tree can be constructed
according to the proximity of peers in the game world instead of the proximity of peers
on the network [163, 72, 146]. In this way, players in the vicinity are employed as the
most immediate receivers, hence multicast messages get sent to closeby peers faster,
while peers that are further away receive them more slowly. This approach attempts to
provide a better gaming experience by exploiting the tolerance of distant players in a
game world for weak synchronizations.
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A general expedite event dissemination mechanism for P2P MMOGs [17] has also been
proposed in the literature. No matter what environmental setup is used, the mechanism
is able to reduce the overall time that a multicast tree takes to disseminate an event. The
key idea is to utilize better a forwarder’s “idle period”, which is the time slot between a
forwarder’s completion of a relaying task and the generation of the next gaming event.
3.3.4 Event Dissemination Discussion
Disseminating game events with ALM will typically induce a larger communication la-
tency than with unicast. However, efficiency is also a consideration for unicast as a
player may not have enough bandwidth to send every game event to large numbers of
recipients. Hence a P2P MMOG should employ either a fine-grained IM mechanism
that enables a player to unicast game events only to necessary recipients, or a specially
designed ALM mechanism that is able to exploit distant players’ tolerance of weak syn-
chronization.
3.4 NPC Task Sharing
Besides player controlled avatars, there are also considerable numbers of NPCs in a
MMOG, which are crucial elements in game scenarios as discussed in Section 2.2.2.
Traditionally, the NPCs are hosted by a central game server, consuming significant pro-
cessing power and network bandwidth. So, one of the prerequisites for realizing a P2P
MMOG without a server’s support is to provide a mechanism that hosts such NPCs us-
ing computing resources that are available on common game participant machines. From
this perspective, the distributed hosting of NPCs can be viewed as a task sharing problem
in a heterogeneous computing environment.
A NPC task has the following characteristics. Firstly, it consumes processing power,
as each NPC is associated with a “think function” [29], which is the AI program that
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determines the NPC’s actions. For example, a monster NPC may determine its move
by examining the surrounding terrain and the position of nearby players. Secondly, it
is interactive, as a NPC needs to communicate with or behaviourally respond to other
players. For example, a monster NPC may engage in combat with player avatars, which
would result in the exchange of real-time gaming events. Last but not least, it is indivis-
ible, as a NPC can usually only be efficiently hosted by a single computer.
According to the characteristics listed above, the responsibilities of a NPC task sharing
mechanism include the selection of a host computer that is able to provide an adequate
computing resource, the migration of related think function and state information for a
NPC, and a NPC location service for other players to get into contact with a NPC’s host.
From this point of view, a NPC task sharing mechanism is also referred to as a NPC host
allocation mechanism. Many different NPC host allocation schemes have been proposed
in the literature, which can be classified into at least two broad categories - static region
based approaches and dynamic virtual distance based approaches.
3.4.1 Static Region Based Approaches
Static region based approaches [118, 91] partition a virtual game world into multiple
regions, and assign each region a super-peer, which works as an authoritative server and
hosts all the NPC objects within the region.
In [118], a live peer whose peerId is the closest to the regionId is selected as the “co-
ordinator” for that region. It receives and processes all gaming events in the region, as
well as multicasting state updates to region participants. Because a region coordinator
is selected according to the Id locality in a structured P2P overlay network, it is unlikely
that the coordinator is a member of its own region. In other words, a coordinator is re-
sponsible for a region regardless of its actual position in the game world, and the NPC
host is only changed when the coordinator leaves the application, or another peer shows
up with a peerId that is closer to the regionId.
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The super-peer selection policy is slightly different in [91], which requires a “zone
owner” to be a member of its own zone. If the zone is empty, the first peer that joins
the zone becomes the zone owner. Otherwise, a successor is appointed by the previous
zone owner when it leaves the zone or the application. Similar to [118], a structured
P2P overlay network is employed as the rendezvous point for an application, and the
peer whose peerId is the closest to a zoneId serves as the register for that zone, telling a
newly joined peer whether it is the first member of the zone, or whether there is already
a working zone owner that the peer should contact.
Static region based approaches have several significant drawbacks. Firstly, they might in-
cur excessive computation and communication workloads on a super-peer, e.g. a region
coordinator or zone owner. Secondly, the super-peer selection mechanisms are overly
simple, especially when random peerIds and regionIds are used. A P2P MMOG is a
heterogeneous computing environment, so it is impractical to assume that peers’ hard-
ware configurations are similar and resource availabilities are equally adequate. Last
but not least, these approaches cannot guarantee to fulfil the real-time requirements of
PC-vs.-NPC interactions. Some region participants may suffer from slow connections to
a super-peer, even though the super-peer is able to provide enough computing resource.
3.4.2 Dynamic Virtual Distance Based Approaches
In contrast with static region based approaches, which are somewhat centralized, dy-
namic virtual distance based approaches completely distribute NPC objects to all game
participants. The key idea in these approaches is to allocate a NPC object to the player,
whose avatar is closest to the NPC in a virtual game world. The rationale is that a player
that is closest to a NPC is most likely to interact with the NPC. So, if the player is hosting
the NPC by itself, it removes the need for the player to communicate with a potentially
remote third party. It has even been suggested that the virtual distance based approach is
optimal for minimizing interactive latency and communication overhead [29].
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Colyseus [29] has demonstrated the feasibility of applying virtual distance based task
sharing in Quake II, a well-known multiplayer first-person shooter game. The game
object manager of Colyseus allocates mutable objects, e.g. NPC characters, doors and
weapon items, to the closest players, and supports an object locator service using either
a traditional randomized Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [150, 143], or a range-queriable
DHT [136]. However, Colyseus does not provide technical details about how its “place-
ment strategy” determines which player’s avatar is closest to a mutable object in terms
of virtual distance.
A concrete algorithm for virtual distance calculation is given in AtoZ [167]. AtoZ allo-
cates each player avatar a “priority field”, which is analogous to Mahalanobis distance
in the domain of quadratic discriminant analysis [21] to decide which avatar can access
the shared object in a shortest time. This approach is dynamic in that the priority field
is decided dynamically, considering the relationship between the associated avatars in
terms of their position, velocity, acceleration and orientation. The weakness of AtoZ is
that sometimes the host for a shared object is ambiguous in a “dead zone”, which is the
border area between two players’ priority fields. Furthermore, the workability of the al-
gorithm has only been demonstrated with an air-hockey game that involves two players
and a single hockey object, whereas its effectiveness and efficiency in a multi-user and
multi-object environment have not been evaluated.
The Voronoi diagram discussed in Section 3.2.1 seems inherently suitable for virtual
distance based task sharing. As shown in Figure 3.2, a Voronoi diagram partitions a
game world into multiple non-overlapping regions that contain exactly one player avatar
in each region. In this case, it is natural for each player to host the NPC objects within
its own Voronoi cell [86, 34]. In [86], a player has two separate roles: “arbitrator” and
“peer”. An arbitrator is in charge of all NPC objects in a Voronoi cell, and has the
authority to decide how game states should change according to event messages and
game logic. A peer is a node that generates events and displays the results of processed
events. All players start as both peers and arbitrators where each peer submits events
to its arbitrator part for processing. However, when players crowd together and become
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overloaded due to increased connections and messages, a more capable player is selected
as the only arbitrator responsible for a group of peers. This elevated super-peer is called
an “aggregator”.
Compared to static region based approaches, dynamic virtual distance based approaches
are better at utilizing the computing resources of more player machines, eliminating
interactive latency for some of the players (i.e. NPC owners), and reducing the commu-
nication overhead. However, they also have the following disadvantages:
 While eliminating latencies for NPC hosts, the approaches may lead to high la-
tencies for non-host players. Of course, it is likely that a player closest to a NPC
will interact with the NPC, but it does not mean that other nearby players will not.
Contrarily, it is quite usual for a group of players to attack the same monster in a
MMOG. In this case, all non-host players need to communicate with the host, and
it is not guaranteed that the latency for each player is equally small.
 The computation of accurate host allocation can be expensive, and because a ma-
jority of the players in a MMOG are constantly moving, switches of NPC host may
be frequent. Therefore, the overall computation and communication overhead may
be still high.
 These approaches cannot account for the spawning/respawning mechanisms that
create all the NPC objects in the first place. In this case, a centralized game server
that initially controls all the NPC objects is still needed. For example, in [86] NPCs
are managed collaboratively by both servers and clients. To avoid ambiguities in
NPC host allocation caused by player movements, as well as overloading of busy
arbitrators, the game server exerts an important role.
 Cheating may become easier for unscrupulous players who might abuse their host-
ing of NPC objects to their own advantage. When the think function and game
logic for a monster that combats with a player are maintained by the same player,
the rules of the game may be subverted. For example, an unscrupulous player may
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tamper with the game logic so as to kill a monster without effort. Even worse,
because no third party is required in a local interaction, it is rather hard to detect
such a breach.
3.4.3 NPC Task Sharing Discussion
Currently, virtual distance based approaches are more widely used for NPC task sharing
because they minimise the communication latency for NPC hosts. In this thesis, a novel
NPC task sharing mechanismDDA is proposed, which further optimises overall commu-
nication latency when an NPC interacts with multiple players. Potentially P2P MMOGs
could utilise both strategies flexibly in different game scenarios.
3.5 Game State Persistency
A MMOG is also referred to as a Persistent World, because the game world is always
available to the users and game plots evolve even while some of the players are not
playing their characters online, as discussed in Section 2.2.1. In this case, a MMOG
must store all players’ profiles and inventories, as well as any changes they have affected
on the world, between login sessions. When a player comes back to the game, the player
retrieves its previous state information and continues to play. Usually, a MMOG operates
for many years, and during this time substantial amounts of data may need to be kept.
Conventionally, such game data is preserved by centralized databases in game servers.
However, once a game server is down, important game data might be lost. For example,
Blizzard’s World of Warcraft game server crashed on 21 Jan 2006. This eventually led to
compensation for thousands of players, whose inventories were damaged in the accident
[112]. As a result considerable research effort has been put into the development of reli-
able, scalable, and high performance persistency solutions for MMOGs [112, 173]. This
issue becomes especially challenging in the context of a P2P MMOG, where centralized
management is not available.
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3.5.1 Distributed Storage Infrastructures
Several distributed storage infrastructures have been proposed in the literature, which
may facilitate game state persistency in P2P MMOGs. For example, the OceanStore
project [104] provides a global persistent data store utility designed to scale to billions
of users. It supports consistent, highly–available and durable storage atop an infrastruc-
ture comprised of untrusted hosts. OceanStore assumes that any host may crash without
warning or leak information to third parties. So, sophisticated redundancy and crypto-
graphic techniques are introduced to protect the privacy, integrity and availability of the
information being stored.
Furthermore, large-scale persistent storage services have also been built upon structured
P2P overlay networks, e.g. PAST [144] that uses Pastry. Any host connected to the
Internet can act as a PAST node that contributes its local storage capacity to a distributed
application. PAST assigns each file that is stored in the system a unique fileId, and
replicates the file at k PAST nodes whose nodeIds are numerically closest to the fileId.
Operations like Insert, Lookup and Reclaim are supported by the underlying Pastry
routing algorithm. Compared to OceanStore, PAST is preferred by more P2P MMOG
systems [79, 23, 29, 91]. A significant reason is that most of them already employ Scribe
for game event dissemination. Scribe is an ALM service that is also built upon Pastry,
as described in Section 3.3, so it is fairly simple and convenient to support Scribe and
PAST at the same time.
3.5.2 Further Considerations
Though the distributed storage infrastructures discussed above provide many advantages,
their suitability to be applied to a P2P MMOG directly is still in doubt. One of the
considerations is the efficiency for reading and writing data through such infrastructures.
It has been already pointed out that a MMOGmay generate event updates frequently, but
it takes a long time to modify the data using an overlay network. In this case, there will be
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a severe delay when a player wants to retrieve the data that is still being modified. So, it
has been proposed that data holder super-peers be used to provide a caching mechanism,
so that real-time event updates take effect immediately, whereas a distributed storage
infrastructure is only used as a slow medium for backup purposes [91].
Moreover, availability is another significant consideration. It has also been argued that
data should always be available for retrieval, since players would not be satisfied if their
characters were inaccessible because the persons that were storing their characters left
the game [23]. This related work addresses the problem of separating storage needs into
two categories: permanent and ephemeral data.
Ephemeral data makes up the bulk of data in a MMOG. For example, a player drops a
sword in the forest. The sword should be stored as ephemeral data because if the player
leaves the game, other players can still see the sword on the ground for some time. How-
ever, it does not matter much if most of this data is lost, because its loss would not usually
affect the overall game. On the other hand, character data and inventories are examples
of permanent data. Data which is ephemeral can be simply stored using a distributed
storage infrastructure, indexed by its geographical area in the virtual world. Players that
enter an area, query the storage infrastructure for all ephemeral data. In contrast, per-
manent data concerning characters should be stored locally, as it is accessed only when
the player is playing in the game. Local storage ensures that is always available when
needed but requires use of anti-cheating mechanisms to prevent users tampering with it.
Players may backup their permanent data using the distributed storage infrastructure in
case their local data becomes corrupted, but the availability for the backup is not guar-
anteed. Also some game world data such as the specifications and state of unique NPCs,
unique magical artifacts, or enduring features of the world with variable state like Pom-
peii Towns before or after the eruption of Vesuvius are important to the overall story
line of the game world and need to be reliably stored. In such cases both the distributed
storage infrastructure and local storage can be used to ensure accessibility on demand
and long term persistent storage with general availability.
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3.5.3 State Persistency Discussion
Game state persistency is a major challenge for P2P MMOGs as existing P2P storage
infrastructures are designed to support file sharing, and seldom fulfil the performance and
security requirements of a MMOG. Compared with the previous three design issues that
have been heavily researched, the persistency area is still immature with many problems
waiting to be investigated.
3.6 Cheating Mitigation
In a C/S architecture, it is easier to maintain the security of an online game, because a
server gives the game provider substantial control over the game, and the server is able to
validate every action request sent by a client before carrying it out. However, without the
existence of such an authority, prevention of cheating becomes a challenging problem in
P2P MMOGs.
In the literature, many distributed cheating mitigation mechanisms have been proposed,
for example [73, 107, 26, 97, 115]. Some of them attempt to prevent cheating from hap-
pening by reinforcing game event ordering and state exposure protocols, whereas some
others just aim at detecting and remedying inconsistent game results after suspicious
game sessions. In this section, the former category are termed Proactive Approaches,
and the latter category are termed Reactive Approaches.
3.6.1 Proactive Approaches
Games involve rule-based, real-time simulations of multiple in-game objects controlled
by a player [26]. A game proceeds along a sequence of time units called “frames”. In
each frame, every player makes its own decision, which is an action allowable under
game rules. A player can make exactly one such decision during each frame, based on
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its perception and estimation about other players’ status. All players’ decisions are then
aggregated and resolved by computing the resulting state according to game rules. The
sequence of resolved states observed by each player is the game’s “playout”.
As discussed above, there are generally two different ways for an unscrupulous player
to cheat during a game session. On the one hand, a player may gain extra advantages
unfairly by peeking at current status information at other players. This form of cheating
is especially common in strategy games, because it would be very helpful if a player
could illegitimately discover his opponent’s hidden position and activity. In this case,
advanced information exposure protocols such as [41] can be applied to reinforce the
fair playout of a game.
On the other hand, a more significant security flaw in a P2P MMOG is the “suppress-
correct” cheat, which allows a player to gain an advantage by purposefully dropping
update messages. More concretely, when a dead reckoning policy that allows n buckets
to be dead-reckoned is used, a cheating player can purposefully drop n 1 update packets
while playing. The player then uses knowledge of the current game state to construct
an update packet for the nth bucket that provides some advantage [26]. For example,
when player A and B are trying to shoot at each other, A can pretend to be sluggish by
constantly dropping n   1 updates; meanwhile B dead-reckons A’s missing state but
cannot confirm where A really is. For the nth bucket, A sends a fabricated update that
indicates it has dodged all the bullets. However, because A receives all B’s updates on
time, A’s shooting is not affected at all.
Lockstep [26] is the first event-ordering protocol to address fixed-delay and timestamp
cheats. Lockstep orders events by rounds and increments a round only after every player
has committed its move for that round. A drawback of Lockstep is that the total ordering
of events suffers from the largest delay between any two players, because all other play-
ers involved in the same interaction have to wait until the commitment is received from
the slowest player. NEO [73] improves this design by bounding the length of each round
with a maximum latency. To prove that an event occurred at its stated time, a player
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must be able to send its update to a majority of other players within the round duration.
Then, voting is used to form a consensus on whether a given player has sent an update
within a round. As long as a majority of players receive updates on time, normal gaming
experience will not be affected by slow players. However, the tradeoff is that a player
who is slow to most nearby players will not be able to play in that area of the virtual
world.
Moreover, NEO requires event updates be signed and encrypted before being sent to
other players, so that a player cannot modify its own action after it has learned of others’
actions. In order to achieve better performance and remove potential issues with key
tampering and selection, the SEA [76] protocol has been proposed to replace NEO’s en-
cryption with a cryptographic hash function as the commitment method. Recently a more
efficient signature scheme EASES [42] has improved SEA by computing a message’s
digest before signing the message. EASES is able to prevent the existential-forgery
problem, as well as greatly save on computation time.
Similarly, other protocols and infrastructures have also been devised, e.g. FPS [45]
and Hack-Proof [71], which actively minimize the opportunity for cheating by requiring
players always to react upon the same game state information for every frame.
3.6.2 Reactive Approaches
Instead of applying sophisticated information exposure and event-ordering protocols,
reactive cheating mitigation approaches just aim at detecting unfair game playouts after-
wards and rolling back unfair results.
Log Auditing (LA) [97] partitions a game world into multiple regions, and a super-peer
called a “region controller” (RC) is selected in each region. In LA, each player sends
their commands as a signed sequence of packets, and the RC responds with signed game
state updates. In this process, significant game events are logged by both the player
and the RC. When given the same initial game state and player commands, the correct
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output can be reproduced by rerunning the log on a trusted machine, so that cheating can
be detected and unfair results can be rolled back.
Likewise, the design of [93] is based on the same idea, where the only difference is that
multiple “monitor nodes” are introduced in each region. These monitor nodes calculate
the latest game state from the previous game state respectively according to the game
events happened during the current timeslot. Hash values of game states are compared
periodically, so as to identify potential inconsistencies and cheats.
Actually, both approaches mentioned above can be classified as referee based mecha-
nisms, in which the selection of non-colluding referees from untrusted peers is critical.
Two secure referee selection algorithms, SRS-1 and SRS-2, have been proposed in [160],
which not only emphasize the fairness issue, but also the communication latency among
referees and common peers.
DaCAP [115] and FreeMMG [40] rely on mutual monitoring among all the players,
rather than a limited number of referees. In these systems, players are organized into
“legal groups” according to their locality in the virtual game world. All members of a
legal group have to compute and record all actions and status of the other members in
the same group. Once cheating behaviour is detected, the cheating player is reported
to a “check server” with related evidence. To avoid collaboration to falsify player data,
DaCAP randomly chooses a number of players from other areas of the game world to
join the group, while FreeMMG allocates each group a server simulated player that can
always be trusted.
Last but not least, a novel behavioural monitoring mechanism has been proposed in
[107]. This approach differs from any other methods in that it does not rely on knowledge
about specific vulnerabilities and their method of exploitation in order to protect the
system. Instead, it relies on the real-time monitoring and analysis of players’ movements
and behaviours in the game world for indications of cheating play. This concept is
based on the hypothesis that players engaged in cheating will exhibit behaviour which
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is significantly distinguishable from normal play. If this is the case, cheaters can be
identified without regard to their actual method of exploitation.
3.6.3 Cheating Mitigation Discussion
It is widely accepted that P2PMMOGs are more difficult to secure than conventional C/S
architectures. Moreover, security issues present themselves at all stages in the design and
implementation of P2PMMOGs. Hence it is reassuring to see that intensive research into
proactive and reactive cheating mitigation mechanisms is starting to bear fruit.
3.7 Incentive Mechanisms
P2P applications are by nature voluntary resource sharing systems, in which there is
often a tension between individual concerns and collective welfare. This is evidenced
by well-known examples, such as Napster [28], eDonkey [155] and BitTorrent [94]. As
the benefits of these systems are rooted in cooperation, they are inherently vulnerable to
non-cooperative behaviour, and it is especially necessary for such systems to be designed
so that participants are induced to cooperate. The mechanisms that are embedded in the
system for this purpose are called Incentive Mechanisms [172].
Like other P2P applications, a P2P MMOG also requires an incentive mechanism to
convince its participants to contribute their resources for the collective welfare. As dis-
cussed in the previous sections, a P2P MMOG is deployed on a collection of computing
assets owned by common game participants. For example, network bandwidth is needed
in game event dissemination, storage capacity is needed in game state persistency, and
both CPU cycles and memory are needed in interest-management, NPC hosting and
cheating mitigation. A P2P MMOG is so demanding an application that it requires con-
siderable amount of computing resource being offered not only by super-peers, but also
by every single player.
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Specifically, a P2P MMOG requires two types of incentive mechanisms: accounting and
reputation.
3.7.1 Accounting Mechanisms
An accounting mechanism maintains the viability of a P2P MMOG by quantifying the
amount of computing resource a player has contributed to the system. On the one hand,
it keeps a record of a player’s historical contribution, and on the other hand, it entitles the
player to consume roughly equivalent resources from other players. In this way, selfish
players (a.k.a. free-riders) can be identified and discouraged, and a sufficient level of
reciprocity can be ensured to make use of a P2P MMOG beneficial.
DCRC [77] is a fully distributed accounting system that can be applied to general P2P
applications. The key idea in DCRC is a Debit/Credit platform using a virtual currency.
By tracking a user’s activities in a P2P system, DCRC bills the user according to the
amount of resources that the user has consumed (i.e. Debit), and rewards the user ac-
cording to the time and quality of a service that the user has offered to others (i.e. Credit).
A user that stays in credit for long can be further encouraged in many different ways,
e.g. service quality differentiation, application-specific wealth, or other privileges.
3.7.2 Reputation Mechanisms
Merely quantifying a peer’s contribution to a P2P system is sometimes inadequate in dis-
couraging certain disadvantageous behaviours. For example, a player may have worked
as a super-peer in a region for a long time and have contributed a lot of resources to the
application. However, the player may also disconnect from the system abruptly when
it decides to leave, and thus put the system into an inconsistent state which takes much
time and inconvenience to recover from. In this case, a reputation mechanism becomes
necessary for qualifying a peer’s dependability, honesty and overall manner towards P2P
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collaborations, so as to make the player accountable for their positive or negative contri-
bution to the system.
Many distributed reputation management systems can be used in a P2P MMOG. Eigen-
Trust [98] and REPS [89] are representatives of mutual rating based approaches. In
these systems, after each interaction peers produce either positive or negative feedbacks
for each other, and keep the feedbacks in their own storage, i.e. the local trust values.
Reputation query algorithms are provided for a peer to aggregate such local trust values
from its direct friends, friends of friends, or arbitrary numbers of unacquainted peers, so
that the peer can estimate approximately the trustworthiness of any other stranger peer.
In contrast, approaches like Proactive Reputation [152] and Local Reputation [116] do
not depend on ratings from third parties. Instead, they provide various means for a
peer to evaluate the trustworthiness of a target peer directly, hence they are inherently
immune to bad-mouthing or collusion attacks. These approaches focus on addressing the
challenge of anonymous reputation requests inside application traffic, because once an
unscrupulous peer determines that the purpose of a request is to measure its reliability,
it will always process these requests correctly to boost its reputation.
Finally, some P2P applications are vulnerable to the so called “white-wash” problem,
i.e. selfish and irresponsible past behaviour is hidden by acquiring a new online identity
that is not burdened with a record of past misdemeanours. However, in P2P MMOGs,
the problem is naturally avoided, because the MMOG features expensively acquired
identities. Though an unscrupulous player is able to switch to a new Id at any time, the
player will lose all in-game characteristics like experience levels that are bound to the
previous user account and cannot be transferred to the new one. So, “new participants”
can be more safely granted an initial reputation and contribution credit in order to help
them start playing smoothly.
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P2P MMOG Interest Event Dis- Task Game State Incen- Overall
Architectures Management semination Sharing Persistency tive Evaluation
P2P Support ’04 Region-based ALM Static None None Basic
Distributed ’04 Region-based Unicast Dynamic Distributed None Refined
OPeN ’05 Spatial Unicast None Centralized None Refined
P2P Arch ’06 Region-based ALM None PAST None Basic
VAST ’07 Voronoi Unicast Dynamic None REPS Advanced
Mediator ’07 Hybrid Unicast Dynamic Distributed DCRC Advanced
Table 3.1: Comparison of representative P2P MMOG architectures
3.7.3 Incentive Discussion
The success of a P2P MMOG relies on an effective incentive mechanism that facilitates
the collection of resources, and a reputation mechanism that minimises antisocial be-
haviours. Such incentive mechanism is a key design issue that is often unjustly ignored
in the literature. As we shall see in the next section some P2P MMOG infrastructures
may need to improve their incentive mechanisms to make them more practical.
3.8 Comparison of P2P MMOG architectures
In this section, five pieces of related work [118, 59, 57, 79, 87], as well as the Media-
tor framework [64] proposed in this thesis, are selected as representatives of recent P2P
MMOG architectures. Table 3.1 summarizes their features and illustrates how they ad-
dress the essential issues discussed previously (related work is ordered according to its
time of publication). However, cheating mitigation is ignored in this table, because it
is a relatively separate issue, and all the architectures are potentially compatible with
existing cheating mitigation techniques.
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1) P2P Support ’04 [118] This early architecture partitions a virtual game world into
multiple regions, and interest-management is carried out by region-based publish/subscribe.
Each region is associated with a publish channel, to which all region participants sub-
scribe, and gaming events are delivered using Scribe. A super-peer called a “region
coordinator” is selected in each region, which hosts all the NPC objects in that region.
A prototype application, “SimMud”, is implemented.
While representing a number of good design decisions, this architecture is evaluated as
basic for the following reasons. The IM scheme is coarse-grained and its event dissem-
ination relies on general purpose ALM middleware, which may induce high communi-
cation latency. Also, its NPC host allocation mechanism is intuitive, and neither specific
game state persistency nor incentive mechanisms are provided.
2) Distributed ’04 [57] This architecture adopts a region-based interest management
scheme, where the size of each region is quite small. In this case, the number of players
in a region is limited, so players in the same region can communicate with each other
using unicast. However, it is likely that a gaming event that takes place in one region
may also affect the players in neighbouring regions. Therefore, a super-peer is selected
in each region to propagate local gaming events to neighbouring super-peers when nec-
essary. Furthermore, the architecture suggests that each player stores its own permanent
data, while public ephemeral data is stored by a Distributed Hash Table [150].
The architecture is evaluated as refined, because its IM, event dissemination and state
persistency mechanisms are well designed. However, it is only held to be refined because
it assumes that there are always adequate peers donating computing resources, and thus
when a NPC becomes active, a random capable peer is selected to host that NPC. Such
NPC host allocation and incentive mechanisms are overly simple.
3) OPeN ’05 [59] The OPeN architecture proposes a distributed spatial data index
service, which is built on top of a structured P2P overlay network. With this service,
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players can register their current locations in a game world, and query about other entities
in their AOIs. Nearby entities establish direct UDP packet flows with each other in order
to exchange gaming events. Persistent game data is stored and managed by a centralized
database server. A simple P2P MMOG is implemented for demonstration purposes.
The architecture is evaluated as refined, because its IM and event dissemination mech-
anisms seem to be adequate. However, it is only held to be refined because the infras-
tructure still depends on game servers for state persistency, and NPC host allocation and
incentive mechanisms are not supported.
4) P2P Arch ’06 [79] This architecture is purely Pastry based, as it uses Scribe for
game event dissemination, and PAST for game state persistency. The architecture em-
ploys coarse-grained region-based interest-management, but does not provide details
about NPC host allocation and incentive mechanisms.
The architecture is evaluated as basic, because it directly employs ALM and distributed
storage middleware built on top of Pastry. As these middleware components are designed
for general P2P applications their performances may not be adequate for a P2P MMOG.
No arguments are provided for the suitability of the middleware nor demonstrations of
its effectiveness.
5) VAST ’07 [87] A unique Voronoi assisted interest-management mechanism is em-
ployed in the VAST project. The Voronoi diagram is also inherently suitable for virtual
distance based NPC host allocation. Furthermore, the architecture provides a native
incentive mechanism, namely REPS [89]. A prototype application “ASCEND” is imple-
mented.
Though currently the architecture still requires a game server for peer bootstrapping,
load-balancing, fault-tolerance and state persistency purposes, it is evaluated as ad-
vanced, because its application of the Voronoi technology is quite remarkable, which
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offers a consistent way of fine-grained IM, efficient game event dissemination and con-
venient NPC host allocation.
6) Mediator ’07 [64] The Mediator framework employs a hybrid IM scheme like
MOPAR [168] and disseminates gaming events through unicast communication. A novel
NPC host allocation mechanism, Deadline-Driven Auctions (DDA), is devised to support
the sharing of real-time NPC tasks. DDA is inherently compatible with reactive cheat-
ing mitigation approaches, e.g. Log Auditing [97], and also supports a DCRC-like [77]
incentive mechanism that motivates application participants to contribute their resources
to the system. Furthermore, a membership-aware multicast mechanism (MAMBO) [65]
is developed for maintaining game zone infrastructures efficiently. It is also convenient
to support game state persistency using PAST [144], as both PAST and MAMBO use
the same overlay network. Key components of this framework as well as a test-bed
application are implemented.
The architecture is evaluated as advanced, because it addresses all of the design issues
surveyed by this chapter. In particular, its NPC host allocation mechanism is good at
minimising communication latency among NPC hosts and ordinary players. More de-
tails about the Mediator framework will be given in Chapter 4.
3.9 Conclusion
Over recent years, substantial research efforts have been devoted to adapting MMOGs
to P2P architectures. A crucial step of this PhD research is to develop an in-depth un-
derstanding of the related work by clarifying their objectives, discovering their relation-
ships, comparing their differences, and most importantly analysing their advantages and
limitations. In this process, six key design issues for P2P MMOGs have been identified,
including interest management (Section 3.2), event dissemination (Section 3.3), task
sharing (Section 3.4), state persistency (Section 3.5), cheating mitigation (Section 3.6),
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and incentive mechanisms (Section 3.7). This chapter systematically discusses design
alternatives for each issue, and evaluates to what extent these issues have been addressed
by existing P2P MMOG architectures.
Among the six key issues, interest management and event dissemination mechanisms
have been heavily studied, with abundant practical technologies proposed in the litera-
ture. By comparison, state persistency and cheating mitigation are developing research
areas, which have already started to bear fruit but still have some problems waiting to be
solved. However, it is important to notice that few existing architectures have addressed
task sharing and incentive mechanisms appropriately, although they are also essential
aspects to the success of a P2P MMOG. This situation will be improved with a new
comprehensive design framework that is presented in the next chapter.
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— Nothing is particularly
hard if you divide it into
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Chapter 4
Mediator Framework
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the design of Mediator, a generic framework for peer-to-peer mas-
sively multi-player online games. The aim of this framework is to address the key design
issues identified in Chapter 3 within an integrated system, so as to offer key elements of
a comprehensive and feasible blueprint for P2P MMOG applications.
The Mediator framework attends to distribute the functionalities of conventional game
servers to common game participant machines using a self-organising super-peer net-
work that is created on top of a structured P2P overlay. Its design comprises three
conceptual layers (Section 4.2) and four major super-peer roles (Section 4.3). As a
generic framework, the design of Mediator is flexible and extensible. Application de-
velopers can customise their implementations for each conceptual layer, as well as the
super-peer modules according to the needs of an actual P2P MMOG. Furthermore, be-
cause the availability and dependability of game participant machines are not compara-
ble to a dedicated game server running on a dedicated platform, the Mediator framework
also considers the detection and handling of exceptional states that may be caused by
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super-peer failures, and provides corresponding mechanisms for a P2P MMOG to re-
cover from these accidents automatically 4.4. In particular, a hierarchical supervision
architecture is proposed, which could be facilitated by the MAMBO technology that is
presented in Chapter 5. Finally, this chapter provides a critical analysis of the strengths
and weaknesses of the Mediator framework in comparison with conventional and other
P2P MMOG architectures (Section 4.5).
4.2 Mediator Overview
4.2.1 The Three Conceptual Layers
As MMOGs have scaled up rapidly, conventional C/S architectures have started to ex-
hibit various technical and commercial drawbacks, primarily reliability and scalability
costs, as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Hence several P2P MMOG architectures have been
proposed in the literature [139, 108, 91, 87, 57, 79, 118], aimed at reducing the costs of
providing and maintaining a game server infrastructure by exploiting game participants’
computing resources while maintaining a sufficient level of reliability. In comparison
with the related systems, Mediator is an integrated design framework that addresses all
of the six key technical challenges of P2P MMOGs. The framework comprises three
conceptual layers, as depicted by Figure 4.1:
1. Structured P2P Overlay The characteristics and functionalities of a structured
P2P overlay, e.g. CAN [134], Chord [150] and Pastry [143], have been discussed in
Section 2.4.3. The Mediator framework uses a P2P overlay as the rendezvous point for
a MMOG application. Concretely, in order to join a MMOG, an intending participant
needs to know the IP address of at least one existing peer in the system (referred to as
the “linkman”), which can be either a well-known public peer or a friend who is already
playing the game. The intending participant will identify itself with a random PeerId and
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Figure 4.1: Three conceptual layers in the Mediator framework
exchange several messages with its linkman according to the overlay’s working protocol
to join the overlay. Once a participant has joined, it will be able to deliver messages to
any destination Ids using a routing algorithm that is provided by the underlying overlay
infrastructure. The bottom left part of Figure 4.1 illustrates a situation where a number
of application participants have joined a Pastry overlay and been organised into a logical
ring.
2. Super-peer Network In the P2P overlay, certain application participants are se-
lected to carry out various computational and administrative tasks according to prede-
fined selection criteria. These peers are called “super-peers”, and are entitled to govern
other ordinary peers. Generally speaking, a super-peer is a node in a P2P network that
acts both as a service provider to a set of clients, and as an equal in a network of super-
peers [166]. The super-peer selection problem has been identified across a spectrum of
P2P applications. Basically, the problem involves the selection of a subset of the peers
in a large scale, dynamic network to serve in distinguished roles, and sometimes those
selections also have to satisfy additional requirements, such as suitable allowance for
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load-balancing and fault-tolerance [117, 124]. The right part of Figure 4.1 illustrates a
scenario where some super-peers have been selected, controlling a number of ordinary
application participants. Here, a simplified notation is used for demonstration purposes.
Actually, the Mediator framework features four kinds of primary super-peer roles, whose
responsibilities and interactions are discussed in the next section.
3. P2P MMOG Game Zones The Mediator framework adopts a divide-and-conquer
strategy and partitions the whole virtual game world into multiple consecutive quadrant
zones. A game zone is the largest granularity of game space for super-peer selection
and game logic execution. According to the current design, each game zone comprises
one boot mediator, one zone mediator, one interest-management mediator, an adequate
number of resource mediators, and multiple ordinary player peers. For load-balancing
purposes, it is possible for a crowded zone to be further partitioned into multiple sub-
zones, and similarly, multiple contiguous vacant zones to be merged into one larger
vacant zone. Every game zone is identified by a ZoneId. The main difference between
a PeerId and a ZoneId is that the former is random and temporary, whereas the latter is
static and well-known by all participants of the application. In the P2P overlay, a ZoneId
serves as a rendezvous point for the peers that are playing in that game zone. The upper
left part of Figure 4.1 illustrates a virtual game world that is composed of eight game
zones.
4.2.2 The Four Super-Peer Roles & Their Interactions
Currently, the Mediator framework comprises four super-peer roles: Boot Mediator
(BM), Zone Mediator (ZM), Interest-Management Mediator (IMM) and Resource Medi-
ator (RM). Figure 4.2 outlines the following ways in which the super-peers may interact
with each other, as well as with ordinary players:
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Figure 4.2: Super-peer roles & interactions
Interactions among super-peers & ordinary players This category of interactions
is required by the normal play of a P2P MMOG and is represented by solid arrows in
Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 further indicates the order in which an ordinary player initiates
such interactions during a typical game session. First of all, to join a P2P MMOG
a player needs to route a boot request to the BM for a target game zone through the
underlying P2P overlay. A BM is a super-peer that provides a look up service in a
P2P overlay network and replies to boot requests with the communication endpoint of
the current ZM for that zone. After the bootstrapping process, the player registers at
the corresponding ZM to become one of its zone members. A ZM is responsible for
establishing the super-peer infrastructure in a game zone with resource rich peers. Also,
a ZM notifies its zone members about the super-peers that it has selected (i.e. the IMM
and RMs) via periodical heartbeat messages [141]. An IMM is by nature a game event
anticipator. Ordinary players are required to inform the IMM about their moving states.
A RM, on the other hand, serves as a resource matchmaker that proposes appropriate
resource providers to the IMM for hosting NPC objects according to game scenarios.
Multiple RMs may coexist and work in parallel in a game zone, and ordinary players
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Figure 4.3: Sequence diagram for the interactions among super-peers & ordinary players
are able to upload their resource availability information to the RMs periodically. More
details about super-peers’ responsibilities and selections will be discussed in Section 4.3.
Interactions for reinforcing super-peer dependability Because the robustness and
availability of a super-peer in a P2P MMOG are not comparable with a dedicated game
server, fault-tolerant mechanisms are needed to enable a P2P MMOG to recover from
various exceptions automatically. The interactions that are carried out for this purpose
are represented by dashed arrows in Figure 4.2. In short, a hierarchical supervision rela-
tionship is established, in which the BM monitors the working status of the ZM, and the
ZM in turn monitors the IMM, RMs and ordinary zone members. Further discussions
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about super-peer dependability and the supervision architecture will be given in Section
4.4. Also, an efficient supervision technology, Membership-AwareMulticast with Bushi-
ness Optimisation (MAMBO) that is primarily devised for the Mediator framework will
be presented in Chapter 5.
Interactions among the IMM and multiple RMs This special category of interac-
tions is represented by dashdotted arrows in Figure 4.2. The purpose of these coopera-
tions is to address the NPC host allocation problem discussed in Section 3.4. As a game
event anticipator, the IMM has a global view of the game zone and is able to forecast the
creation or activation of NPC objects using a hybrid interest-management mechanism
like MOPAR [168]. Accordingly, the IMM distributes resource requests to the RMs in
advance, asking for appropriate NPC hosts. On the other hand, the RMs aggregate re-
source availability information from ordinary players, match existing resource offers to
their requests, and reply to the IMM with locally optimised resource offers. This pro-
cess is referred to as Deadline-Driven Auctions (DDA), and will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 6.
4.2.3 Addressing the Key Design Issues
The Mediator framework accounts for the key design issues for P2P MMOGs in the
following ways:
Interest-Management TheMediator framework adopts a MOPAR-like hybrid interest
management scheme that is discussed in Section 3.2.3. In every game zone, a dedicated
super-peer (a.k.a. Interest-Management Mediator, or IMM) is selected to work like a
Master Node in MOPAR [168]. Ordinary player peers in the same game zone are re-
quired to update the IMM when their moving states are changed, so that the IMM can
obtain a global view of its game zone and anticipate the location of the players in the
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near future. The IMM is able to notify related players about forthcoming gaming events,
as well as to organise the spawning of NPC objects as required by game scenarios.
Event Dissemination Unicast communication is used for exchanging gaming events
among player peers that are involved in an interaction. Because the hybrid IM scheme
endows a player with information about other players or NPCs that are about to show
up in its AOI, the player only needs to establish direct P2P connections with a limited
number of other players or NPC hosts when it becomes necessary.
Task Sharing Mediator’s distributed hosting of NPC objects is based on a distinctive
task mapping mechanism, Deadline-Driven Auctions (DDA). DDA is primarily designed
to support the sharing of real-time NPC tasks in a large-scale P2PMMOG, though it may
also apply to general P2P applications that feature computational and interactive tasks
with various deadlines. The systemmodel of DDA involves three different parties, which
are a set of resource providers, a work source, and an adequate number of matchmakers.
In the Mediator framework, an IMM serves as the work source, as it constantly initi-
ates the generation of NPC tasks according to the game scenario. In addition, ordinary
player peers in a game zone are resource providers, which have spare computing re-
source available on their machines. In order to bridge between such resource availability
and resource requirement, dedicated super-peers (a.k.a. Resource Mediators, or RMs)
are selected to supply the role of matchmakers. More details about the design, analysis,
implementation and evaluation of DDA are provided in Chapter 6.
State Persistency It is fairly convenient to support game state persistency in the Me-
diator framework using the PAST [144] distributed storage middleware that is discussed
in Section 3.5. As we shall see in Chapter 5, Mediator relies on Membership-Aware
Multicast with Bushiness Optimisation (MAMBO) for efficient game zone structure
maintenance. MAMBO is in nature an enhanced version of the Scribe application-level
multicast service [38], and both Scribe and PAST are built upon the Pastry P2P overlay
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infrastructure [143]. Hence, it is reasonable to apply Scribe and PAST simultaneously in
the same P2P MMOG.
Cheating Mitigation The NPC task sharing mechanism used by the Mediator frame-
work is inherently compatible with reactive cheating mitigation approaches, e.g. Log
Auditing [97] that is discussed in Section 3.6.2. Unlike virtual distance based mecha-
nisms, DDA allocates NPC tasks to third party hosts which are able to provide adequate
computing resources, as well as to guarantee acceptable game interactivity. So, it of-
fers the opportunity for a reactive cheating mitigation scheme to be applied to reinforce
the fairness of a PC-vs.-NPC interaction. PC-vs.-PC interactions can also be secured
by proactive cheating mitigation approaches like NEO [73] and EASES [42] that are
discussed in Section 3.6.1.
IncentiveMechanism TheMediator framework incorporates native support for DCRC-
like [77] incentive mechanisms. DDA incorporates a reward scheme that keeps a record
of the resources that a peer has contributed to the system, and accordingly, to entitle the
peer to consume roughly equivalent resources from other peers. In this way, selfish peers
can be identified and discouraged. Furthermore, DDA also supports flexible matchmak-
ing policies, and with a friendly incentive policy, can establish a cooperative economic
model that shares NPC tasks more fairly and helps motivate application participants to
contribute their resources to the system.
4.2.4 Key Characteristics
The Mediator framework is designed to exhibit the following characteristics:
Self-organisation The Mediator framework is self-organising, as its infrastructure can
be assembled and maintained automatically. With the help of a structured P2P overlay,
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an application participant only needs to know minimal information (i.e. the communica-
tion endpoint of an existing peer) and to carry out minimal configuration (i.e. identifying
itself with a random PeerId) in order to join the system. As the system evolves, super-
peer roles (Section 4.3) and NPC tasks (Chapter 6) can also be distributed to suitable
participants automatically. A P2P MMOG does not have any centralised game servers
and its users log in and out of the game unpredictably, so self-organisation is an impor-
tant characteristic that is needed to adapt the system to fluctuating resource availability.
Scalability A crucial reason for deploying a MMOG using a P2P architecture is to
pursue better scalability, and it is also a principle underlying the design of the Mediator
framework. In order to bring the potential of a P2P system into full play, the Mediator
framework puts much emphasis upon the utilisation of incentive mechanisms to convince
application participants to contribute their computing resources to the system and to
facilitate a sufficient level of reciprocity. As a result, free-riders can be identified and
discouraged (Section 6.3.3). More users will always bring more resources to a P2P
MMOG and to the right places, because more players coming to a zone will bring more
resources to that zone. On the other hand, the framework is designed to make effective
use of available resources. For example, it distributes a large amount of NPC tasks
to ordinary participant machines. Furthermore, with suitable super-peer load-balancing
mechanisms and the use of sub-zoning techniques, the Mediator framework has a good
potential to support large scale MMOG applications with hundreds of players per zone
(Section 6.6) over indefinitely many zones.
Dependability In a P2P MMOG, a game participant is mainly responsible for its own
playing of the game, plus the hosting of a limited number of public tasks. Therefore,
the failure of an individual participant will only affect a few other players in a short pe-
riod of time, instead of cutting out the normal play of all the other players in the game.
However, a super-peer in a P2P system can be expected to be less dependable than a
dedicated game server in terms of network connectivity, software and hardware capac-
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ity. Therefore, the Mediator framework is designed for resilience and is able to recover
from various exceptional states. First of all, a super-peer’s dependability is enhanced by
a number of super-peer backups and data replication, as described in Section 4.4. The
failure of a working super-peer can be detected in due course, and one of the backups
will step up to replace its predecessor automatically. This backup mechanism enables
Mediator’s super-peer infrastructure to be as dependable as the underlying P2P overlay.
In addition, a MAMBO technique (Chapter 5) has been devised to establish a hierarchi-
cal supervision architecture within a game zone. MAMBO reuses the communication
structure of a tree-based ALM system and helps to track the presence of application
participants efficiently.
Integrity Table 3.1 in Section 3.8 compares the characteristics of six existing P2P
MMOG architectures, among which the Mediator framework is evaluated as advanced,
because the design takes into consideration each of the six challenges in the design of a
P2P MMOG. In comparison, most of the other related work only addresses some of the
key design issues identified in Chapter 3, and thus does not identify a sufficiently com-
prehensive way for adapting a conventional MMOG to a P2P architecture. This thesis
endeavors at presenting a more complete and feasible framework that could serve as a
blueprint for designing practical P2P MMOG applications.
Flexibility & Extensibility It is important to notice that the design of the Mediator
framework is flexible and extensible. On the one hand, it is flexible because even though
useful technologies such as MAMBO and DDA have been proposed to fulfil specific
requirements of the framework, they are not tightly coupled with the framework. For
example, DDA is applicable to general P2P applications that feature computational and
interactive tasks with various deadlines, and it is also possible for the Mediator frame-
work to allocate NPC hosts using a different approach. Similarly, it has been mentioned
that MOPAR [168] is adopted as the IM scheme for Mediator, but it does not mean
that Mediator is only compatible with adopting MOPAR. On the other hand, the frame-
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work is extensible as new super-peer roles can be easily introduced into the framework
according to newly identified requirements. For example, currently security is not a
primary focus of the Mediator framework. However, it can be imagined that a set of
trusted super-peers could be present in the system for authentication, authorisation and
accounting (A3) purposes [93, 40]. The framework is open for modification, and may
collaborate with extension mechanisms such as REPS [89] that facilitates distributed
reputation management for P2P MMOGs.
General characteristics of P2P applications The Mediator framework is designed to
exploit general characteristics of P2P applications of being low cost to maintain and run,
of being suitable for collective implementation on the open source model, and through
engaging the interest of a community of player-developers, of being more likely to last
than rival commercial services.
4.3 Mediator Super-Peer Roles and Selection
This section elaborates on the responsibility and self-organising selection of each class
of super-peer in the Mediator framework, including the Boot Mediator for handling
bootstrapping messages (Section 4.3.1), the Zone Mediator for maintaining the super-
peer infrastructure (Section 4.3.2), the Interest Management Mediator for anticipating
game events (Section 4.3.3), and the Resource Mediator for locating appropriate re-
source providers to host NPC objects (Section 4.3.4).
4.3.1 Boot Mediator
A Boot Mediator (BM) is the rendezvous point of a game zone, and is responsible for
handling bootstrapping messages sent by other peers that are about to join that zone.
The selection of a BM is based on Id space locality, rather than the game world locality
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in terms of geography. Specifically, a BM is a super-peer whose PeerId is numerically
closest to a ZoneId in the P2P overlay. As a result, a BM is not necessarily a member
of the game zone that it works for. This is an important difference between the BM and
other super-peer roles.
A player who wants to join a P2P MMOG needs to carry out the following procedures:
 Firstly, the player creates a random PeerId (e.g. a Pastry Id) to identify itself during
this game session.
 Then the player sends out a boot request with a ZoneId that specifies the game
zone it wants to join.
 The boot request is delivered by the overlay network to an existing peer in the
system, whose PeerId is numerically closest to the ZoneId.
 The peer that receives the boot request is selected to be the BM for that zone,
which processes the request and responds to the sender with a boot reply.
Here, a concrete example is helpful to clarify a BM’s selection process and responsibility.
Suppose that in the bottom left part of Figure 4.1, peer 65a1fc is attempting to join
zone d46a1c. In this case, the peer sends out a boot request towards the destination
Id d46a1c. This message is finally delivered to peer d467c4 by the overlay network,
because at present its PeerId is numerically closest to the destination Id. As a result,
peer d467c4 is selected to be the BM for zone d46a1c. If peer 65a1fc is the first one to
join that zone, BM d467c4 responds with a promotion message that allows the peer to
become a provisional Zone Mediator (ZM). Otherwise, the BM replies to the peer with
the communication endpoint of the existing ZM for that zone. As we shall see in the
next section, a ZM is responsible for zone structure maintenance, and every new zone
member is required to register its presence at the ZM. However, as peers join and leave
the system, the ZM for each zone may change over time. Because a P2P MMOG lacks
centralised control, it is difficult for newly joined peers to get in touch with the latest
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working ZM. From this point of view, a BM’s main responsibility is to provide a look
up service that helps newly joined peers to find their ZMs.
The previous example also demonstrates that the selection of a BM is fully self-organising,
as an application participant only needs to identify itself using a random PeerId before
joining a P2P MMOG, and only needs to know minimal information about the game
world, namely an Id for the zone he wishes to enter. Then, a BM can be determined
automatically according to the routing algorithm of the underlying P2P overlay. Further-
more, because a BM promotes the first member of a game zone to be a provisional ZM,
which in turn establishes the rest of the super-peer infrastructure, the self-organisation
property of the Mediator framework is rooted in self-organising selection of BMs.
However, this super-peer selection strategy is subject to the randomness of the topology
of a P2P overlay network. In other words, because every application participant identi-
fies itself using a random PeerId, it is out of the application developers’ control which
participant will be selected as a BM. Consequently, two significant issues have presented
themselves in the design of the Mediator framework:
1. Separation of super-peer responsibilities Due to the randomness in the selec-
tion process, a BM is selected regardless of a peer’s actual resource availability. In this
case, an important rationale behind the design of the Mediator framework is to separate
super-peer responsibilities appropriately. In particular, the services to be performed by
a BM must not be computational demanding or time sensitive, so that any ordinary peer
qualifies for this role. Although some related systems [118, 91, 168, 79] also feature
self-organising super-peer selection mechanisms, they suffer from the crucial defect of
imposing too much workload on a randomly selected super-peer, e.g. hosting NPCs
for the entire zone. In contrast, the Mediator framework either distributes the workload
to large numbers of application participants, such as the distribution of supervision re-
sponsibilities using MAMBO (Chapter 5) and the distribution of NPC tasks using DDA
(Chapter 6), or only assigns computational demanding super-peer roles to resource-rich
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Figure 4.4: Boot Mediator activity diagram
machines (Section 4.3.2). From this perspective, the Mediator framework is more effi-
cient in terms of resource utilisation, and its design is more comprehensive and feasible
than the related work.
2. Even distribution of ZoneIds Another practical issue related to the random selec-
tion of BMs is the even distribution of ZoneIds. Suppose that a P2P MMOG comprises
10 game zones, and an extreme example for unevenly distributed ZoneIds could be 10
continuous Ids from d46a10 to d46a1a. Consequently, a peer whose PeerId is d46a15
may be selected as the BM for all the 10 game zones. To avoid this from happening the
designer of a P2P MMOG should guarantee that all the ZoneIds are carefully arranged
across the whole Id space. In this case, there is only a small probability for randomly gen-
erated PeerIds to be unevenly distributed, which may cause the same peer to be selected
as BMs for multiple zones. However, the precondition for such an unusual problem to
happen is an adequately small online population, so even though a peer is required to
handle boot requests for multiple zones, the peer is unlikely to be overloaded.
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Figure 4.5: Boot Mediator sequence diagram
Figure 4.4 and 4.5 are UML activity and sequence diagrams that depict a BM’s process-
ing of boot requests as discussed above. Besides this, in the Figures there are also other
activities that are not covered by this section, such as K backup, periodical probing of
potential new BMs, and the monitoring of a ZM’s heartbeat. These activities are carried
out by a working BM and its neighbouring backup peers to enhance the dependability of
a P2P MMOG, and will be discussed in Section 4.4.1.
4.3.2 Zone Mediator
A ZM is an important super-peer role that is responsible for establishing the super-peer
infrastructure within each game zone, as well as roughly balancing out the workload
among multiple super-peer instances. Furthermore, a ZM also monitors the working
state of the Interest-Management Mediator (IMM) and Resource Mediators (RMs) in its
game zone, and maintains the robustness of the system by replacing failed super-peers
with capable backups in good time.
Compared to a BM that is used to process trivial enquiry messages, the workload of a
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ZM may be heavier, and thus a ZM is preferably a peer with abundant processing power
and network bandwidth. So, the selection of a ZM comprises the following stages:
 The first member of a game zone is promoted to be a ZM in spite of its actual
resource availability, because at that time the zone is empty and there is not much
work to do.
 As more peers join the zone, the first ZM’s workload increases gradually, until it
perceives the risk of being overloaded. During this time, other zone members will
have completed their local scheduling activities, and resource-rich peers may reg-
ister at the first ZM as super-peer backups. Local scheduling is a part of Deadline-
Driven Auctions, which is discussed in detail in Section 6.3.3. Once a suitably
capable super-peer backup is identified, the first ZM will give up its position to
that backup, which in turn becomes a formal ZM.
 Such a handover process may occur repeatedly, either as the population of a game
zone keeps scaling up, or when a ZM has to leave the system.
 Where an overcrowded zone induces too much workload to be handled by any in-
dividual peer, the working ZMmay divide the zone into four sub-zone quarters and
appoint ZMs for each of them from super-peer backups. When the four quadrants
of a partitioned zone become sparsely populated again, they will run an election
protocol to replace themselves with one of their number for all four quadrants.
 When the last player leaves a zone, the player will wait a suitable period before
informing the BM that the ZM for that zone has become redundant and is termi-
nating.
A ZM has four important administrative duties, which are described below:
1. Super-peer promotion At present, the Mediator framework comprises four super-
peer roles, which are BM, ZM, IMM and RM. As discussed previously, the selection of
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a BM is self-organising, and a BM promotes the first member of a game zone to be the
first ZM, which in turn gives up its position to a formal ZM. Finally, a ZM is in charge
of selecting the IMM and multiple RMs to complete the super-peer infrastructure. Both
the IMM and RMs are promoted from resource-rich volunteer super-peer backups that
have registered at the ZM.
2. Super-peer monitoring A ZM monitors the working state of the IMM and RMs
that it has promoted, and once any of these super-peers have failed due to network con-
nection, software or hardware reasons, the ZM will replace them with other super-peer
backups immediately. This monitoring functionality is carried out using MAMBO tech-
nology that is discussed in Chapter 5. A ZM sends heartbeat messages to all its zone
members periodically via application-level multicast, which will be explained soon.
MAMBO is able to reuse this multicast infrastructure to establish hierarchical super-
vision relationships among information forwarders and receivers. So, even though a ZM
is required to track the presence of all the zone members, it can be done with little effort.
3. Super-peer load-balancing Because the current design of the Mediator framework
uses a single ZM and IMM in each game zone, their load-balancing is mainly achieved
through dynamic zoning. In other words, when a zone is overcrowded, its ZM may
divide the zone into several sub-zones and appoint new ZMs and IMMs for each of them.
Several spatial data structures have been proposed in the literature, such as BSP, octrees
and PVS, which can be used to control peer groups and their relationships, to facilitate
dynamic zoning [140]. However, because the DDA mechanism discussed in Chapter
6 supports multiple RMs to work in parallel, a ZM can balance out their workload by
promoting an adequate number of RMs and assigning roughly equal number of ordinary
peers to each of them. More details are discussed in Section 4.3.4.
4. Heartbeat A ZM periodically informs its zone members about the current status
of the game zone, including a manifest of all existing zone members, communication
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Figure 4.6: Zone Mediator activity diagram
endpoints of the IMM and available RMs, and the requirement for super-peer backups.
This is implemented as regular heartbeat messages. Firstly, a manifest is provided for
ordinary peers to carry out their local scheduling activities. Secondly, communication
endpoints are provided for newly joined peers to get in touch with related super-peers,
and also for existing zone members in case some super-peers have been replaced. Fi-
nally, the super-peer requirement is provided for ordinary peers to evaluate their own
resource availability, so that qualified peers may volunteer as super-peer backups. Com-
pared to real-time game events, such zone status information is less emergent and can
be disseminated via application-level multicast, e.g. Scribe that is discussed in Section
3.3.2, so as to reduce communication overheads.
Figure 4.6 and 4.7 are UML activity and sequence diagrams for a detailed registration
process between an ordinary peer and a ZM. Through the bootstrapping process an or-
dinary peer finds out the communication endpoint of the latest ZM from the BM for that
zone, and then the peer registers its presence with the ZM using a joining request. The
acceptance of a new zone member may cause the zone population to reach its upper limit,
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Figure 4.7: Zone Mediator sequence diagram
so the ZM firstly carries out a series of zone structure maintenance procedures, analysing
the workload of each super-peer role, deciding whether it is necessary to divide the zone
into sub-zones, and whether more super-peers and backup peers are required. To ensure
the performance of a NPC host allocation mechanism (Chapter 6), a ZM also attempts to
keep the number of ordinary peers and RMs to a relatively stable ratio, and to balance the
workload for each RM by only telling the addresses of lightly-loaded RMs to new zone
members. After these procedures, the ZM replies to the new zone member with a mes-
sage that contains the addresses of the current IMM and available RMs, together with
the super-peer selection criteria, i.e. the “reference RAd” (Section 6.3.3). Accordingly,
the ordinary peer starts to inform the IMM about its moving status, to upload its resource
availability information to one of the RMs, to evaluate its own hardware configuration
and to decide whether to volunteer for super-peer jobs or super-peer backups.
4.3.3 Interest-Management Mediator
As indicated by its name, an IMM is responsible for the interest-management job and
serves as a game event anticipator. Because the Mediator framework adopts a MOPAR-
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like hybrid IM scheme, the role of an IMM is similar, but not limited to a Master Node
in MOPAR.
In each game zone, a single IMM is selected by the ZM from super-peer backups, as
described in the previous section. Once an IMM is chosen, its communication endpoint
in the P2P overlay network will be disseminated to all the zone members in the next
heartbeat message from the ZM. Accordingly, zone members start updating their posi-
tions and moving states at the IMM. In order to minimise the amount of such update
messages, a peer may only notify the IMM when its moving direction and velocity is
changed, and the IMM will estimate the peer’s course by itself. Synchronization of a
peer’s precise position in a game world can be carried out when it is necessary. In this
way, the IMM is able to obtain a global view of its game zone and to anticipate forth-
coming game events.
It is important to clarify that the hybrid IM algorithm mentioned above is not an original
contribution of this PhD research, and thus its details are beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, as such algorithms have been demonstrated to be effective on anticipating PC-
vs.-PC game events [168, 140], we assume that the algorithms will be equally effective
in anticipating PC-vs.-NPC game events. In other words, if an IMM is able to forecast
that a player character is about to enter another player character’s AOI, it should also be
able to forecast that a non-player-character is about to enter a player character’s AOI in
a similar way. Hence, the IMM is regarded as a major source of NPC tasks in the design
of Deadline-Driven Auctions in Section 6.3.4.
4.3.4 Resource Mediator
A RM is essentially a resource matchmaker that facilitates the DDA NPC host allocation
mechanism, which is the theme of Chapter 6. So, more details about the cooperation
among the IMM and RMs will be discussed later. Here, it is important to notice that
unlike the ZM and IMM, multiple RM instances may coexist and work in parallel in
each game zone.
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A RM is responsible for maintaining two queues: a resource queue and a task queue.
The resource queue is used by a RM to cache resource availability information received
from ordinary game participants. On the other hand, the task queue is used to cache
NPC tasks the RM receives from the IMM. A RM’s resource queue cannot be arbitrarily
long due to performance considerations. In other words, a RM cannot accept and handle
resource availability information from too many application participants. So, the ZM for
a game zone should promote adequate RMs from super-peer backups and make sure that
each of them takes charge of roughly equal numbers of zone members.
The first requirement can be satisfied by keeping the number of RMs and the zone’s
population to a stable ratio. Every time a new player joins the zone, the ZM analyses
whether a new RM is needed. The second requirement is also known as the RM load-
balancing issue, which can partly be solved by the ZM’s heartbeat mechanism. A ZM
exposes the communication endpoints of current IMM and RMs to its zone members
through heartbeat messages, as explained in Section 4.3.2. A newly joined zone member
can choose one available RM from the heartbeat, to which it uploads resource availability
information. When a RM’s resource queue is full, the RM notifies the ZM to remove
its communication endpoint from later heartbeats, so it can be temporally hidden from
newly joined players. However, it is still possible that the RM has been chosen by
some players according to the last heartbeat. In this case, the RM explicitly rejects their
resource information and tells them to try with other RMs. As players leave the game
zone, some previously busy RMs may become lightly loaded again and restore their
communication endpoints in ZM’s heartbeats.
Figure 4.8 and 4.9 are UML activity and sequence diagrams for the resource discovery
and scheduling activities carried out by the IMM and RMs. In short, the IMM maintains
a global view of its zone and periodically anticipates forthcoming game events using a
hybrid interest-management algorithm [168]. In case a NPC object is required according
to game scenarios, the IMM distributes a real-time resource request (i.e. JAd) to all
the RMs in the same zone. By receiving such a request, each RM selects a locally
optimised resource provider according to resource availability, quality of service and
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Figure 4.8: Interest-Management & Resource Mediator activity diagram
other incentive constraints, and proposes it to the IMM as a “bid” (i.e. RAd). When the
IMM has received all the bids, or the deadline for the task is sufficiently near, the IMM
closes the “auction” and determines which resource provider hosts the NPC.
4.3.5 Synergy of the Super-Peers
Figure 4.10 shows collectively the activities, communication and collaboration among
the ordinary and super-peers in a P2P MMOG that is designed according to the Mediator
framework. In summary:
 The BM is the rendezvous point of a game zone, at which an ordinary peer can
find out the current ZM for the zone that it is about to join.
 The ZM constructs the super-peer infrastructure of a game zone, and roughly bal-
ances out the workload for multiple super-peer instances.
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Figure 4.10: Activity diagram for the Mediator framework
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 The IMM carries out a fine-grained interest-management algorithm, anticipates
forthcoming game events, and supplies the game world with NPC objects.
 The RMs manage zone members’ available resources, and put forward appropriate
candidates to the IMM to host NPC objects.
 The ordinary peers inform the IMM about their moving status, upload their re-
source availability information to the RMs, and contribute to the system by vol-
unteering for super-peer jobs or super-peer backups at the ZM and hosting NPC
objects for the public.
4.4 Super-Peer Dependability
At a macro-level, a P2P MMOG is more fault-tolerant than a C/S MMOG that relies on
a centralised game server. As functional and administrative tasks are distributed to large
numbers of application participants, the failure of some participants of a P2P MMOG
will only affect a few other players in a short period of time. In contrast, if a game server
failed, it would completely cut out the normal play of all the players supported by that
server.
However, at a micro-level the robustness and availability of an individual super-peer
is not comparable with a dedicated game server. So, it can be expected that various
exceptions may often occur in a P2P MMOG, and a comprehensive P2P MMOG design
framework must be able to handle such exceptions and enhance the dependability of its
super-peers appropriately.
This section adopts a heuristic method to identify and address potential dependability
issues in the Mediator framework by considering the following questions:
Q1. What kinds of exceptions may happen to each super-peer role? Here, a de-
pendability exception refers to a super-peer failure that is caused either by various net-
work, software and hardware problems, or the churn effect [83], i.e. constant joining and
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leaving of application participants. A presumption for the analysis is that all the appli-
cation participants are honest and willing to cooperate for collective welfare. Situations,
such as an unscrupulous super-peer providing false information to other peers that leads
the system to an inconsistent state, are categorised as security issues, which should be
addressed by cheating mitigation (Section 3.6) or reputation (Section 3.7) mechanisms.
So, they are beyond the scope of this section.
Q2. How does a system detect such exceptions effectively and efficiently? This
question is about the failure detection mechanism [43] that a system uses. An introduc-
tion to failure detection in asynchronous distributed systems is given in [138], where a
simple yet widely employed approach is “heartbeat” [141]. This approach requires a
node being monitored to send short “IAmAlive” heartbeat messages to its manager pe-
riodically to signify that the node is still operating. The node is said to “timeout” if the
manager goes too long without observing a heartbeat message from it. In the case of
a timeout, the manager could declare the node that timed-out had failed and then take
whatever actions are necessary to recover the system from the exception [74]. As we
shall see in the following sections, the Mediator framework uses a heartbeat as a pri-
mary way of detecting peer failures, and endeavours at avoiding the need for explicit
“IAmAlive” messages so as to reduce communication overhead. Furthermore, an effi-
cient membership management technology [65] will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Q3. How does a system recover from such exceptions automatically? A fault-
tolerant system should be able to continue operating properly even when some of its
components broke down. A typical way of achieving fault-tolerance is to provide mul-
tiple instances of the same system component and to switch over automatically to a
redundant or standby component in case of a failure (a.k.a. failover). Redundant Ar-
ray of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) [131] is a representative example. RAID1 enhances
data reliability by replicating data to a redundant hard drive. Similarly, redundancy and
replication are also helpful to improve the dependability of a P2P system. For exam-
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Figure 4.11: BM dependability enhancements
ple, in [165] the addresses of application participants which have higher computation
powers and more available bandwidths are buffered in a “backup node queue”. When a
working super-peer is detected failed, one of these backup nodes will take over its job
immediately. Moreover, a P2P system can also assign tasks or requests to a number
of super-peers in parallel [132], so as to increase the probability of getting a correct or
optimal result. As we shall see later on, the Mediator framework uses both of the two
strategies flexibly.
4.4.1 BM Dependability
To enhance the dependability of a BM, three exceptions must be handled properly:
 The leaving or failure of a working BM.
 The churn effect of a P2P overlay network.
 The unbalanced distribution of PeerIds.
1. The leaving or failure of a working BM Such exceptions will not affect the normal
play of the corresponding game zone, because a BM is not involved in the game logic.
However, it will result in the zone being closed to new game participants, because boot
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requests cannot be processed correctly. To prevent this from happening, a BM should
replicate its knowledge of a game zone at its neighbouring peers.
Suppose that in Figure 4.11, BM d467c4 is suddenly disconnected from the system
due to a software crash. According to the current state of the overlay network, one of its
immediate neighbours, i.e. peer d47020 or d462ba, may become the new BM for zone
d46a1c, depending on which PeerId is closer to the ZoneId. If these two peers were
not aware of the status of zone d46a1c, when they receive a boot request from a newly
joined peer, they would incorrectly infer that the peer is the first member of that zone,
and thus would promote the peer to a ZM. Consequently, the system will be put into an
inconsistent state, which may take significant time and inconvenience to recover from.
Instead, if BM d467c4 has replicated its knowledge of the current ZM at its immediate
neighbours periodically, when peer d47020 or d462ba receives a boot request in an
exceptional circumstance, they would be able to process the requests correctly and to
step up as a BM substitute.
Furthermore, it is also possible for BM d467c4 to leave or fail with both of the imme-
diate neighbours simultaneously. In this case, zone information is still lost, and the new
BM that is two hops away from d467c4 could not process boot requests correctly. In
practice, a working BM can recursively backup its information at 2*K neighbours, so
that only when all the 2*K+1 consecutive peers fail simultaneously, which is a low prob-
ability event, is the information lost. For example, when K=2, BM d467c4 replicates
its information at peer d47020 and d462ba, which in turn replicate at peer d471f1
and d4213f. In fact, a structured P2P overlay can usually tolerate failures of about 16
consecutive peers, which means that when K=8, a BM can achieve equivalent depend-
ability to the underlying overlay network, which is adequately robust.
2. The churn effect of a P2P overlay network A P2P MMOG is a dynamic system,
as peers may leave and join the system at arbitrary times. The paragraphs above only
discussed the departing of a working BM, whereas the arriving of new peers can also
have an impact.
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In Figure 4.11, if a new peer d46b35 joins the overlay network, its PeerId is closer to
the ZoneId d46a1c than the current working BM d467c4. As a result, when some
peer wants to join zone d46a1c, its boot request will be routed to peer d46b35 by the
overlay network, rather than to the BM for that zone. However, peer d46b35 does not
know anything about the zone, and thus will regard the sender of the request as the first
member of the zone by mistake. To prevent this from happening, a working BM should
detect the emergence of a nearby peer in terms of the Id space locality, and give up its
role to that peer when necessary.
A simple way of detecting such situations is to ask a working BM to route small probe
messages to the ZoneId periodically to simulate boot requests. Usually, such probe
messages are delivered to the BM itself and discarded. However, when a new peer like
d46b35 appears, the probe messages are delivered to the new peer. On the one hand,
the new peer learns that there is an existing BM close to it, so it waits until the previous
BM passes on necessary information, before starting to process boot requests. On the
other hand, the previous BM detects the newly joined peer, and sends over its working
information quickly.
Sometimes, only to ask a working BM to send out such probe messages is not sufficient.
For example, if BM d467c4 has just failed before peer d46b35 shows up, the former
would not detect the latter, and the latter would not fetch necessary information from peer
d47020 or d462ba either. So, a more reliable approach is to ask both the working BM
and its backup peers to issue probe messages periodically. In the case of a BM failure,
the probe messages would be delivered either to one of the existing backup peers, or to
a newly joined peer like d46b35, so that it is always guaranteed that a BM substitute is
selected automatically in a timely fashion.
The last thing that needs to be tidied up is the backup peers that fall out of range. For
example, when K=2, BM d467c4 replicates its data at four neighbouring peers, which
are d47020, d471f1, d462ba and d4213f. As peer d46b35 joins, the previous
BM becomes a backup peer, and the furthest backup peer d4213f falls out of range.
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So, when the new BM d46b35 receives a probe message from peer d4213f, it replies
with an unemploy message that tells peer d4213f to stop probing.
3. The unbalanced distribution of PeerIds Section 4.3.1 noted that although the
ZoneIds are evenly distributed across the Id space, unbalanced distribution of PeerIds
may still result in a single peer being the BM for multiple game zones. Hence, appli-
cation developers should take into consideration this potential issue and enable a BM
module to handle boot requests for different zones, as well as to carry out related K
backup and probing procedures for those zones separately. As more peers join the sys-
tem, such unbalanced distribution is likely to disappear, and the previous BM will have
the opportunity to hand over the workload for some game zones to other newly joined
peers.
In summary, a BM is subject to its own failure, the churn effect of the underlying over-
lay network, and occasionally, unbalanced distribution of PeerIds. To cope with these
exceptions, data replication, redundant backup peers and failure detection mechanisms
are needed. According to the characteristics of a BM, the ideal locations for data replica-
tion are its immediate neighbours on both sides. Also, a BM may require its immediate
neighbours to replicate the data at more neighbouring peers recursively. As a result, up
to 2K redundant backup peers can be recruited. Then, the working BM and its backup
peers simulate boot requests together using periodical probing messages, so as to detect
possible exceptions and to activate a BM substitute automatically.
So far, the BM activities depicted in Figure 4.4, including the processing of boot re-
quests, theK backup and the periodical probing have been clarified. The last unclear bit
of this diagram is a BM’s monitoring of a corresponding ZM, which will be explained
in the next section.
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4.4.2 ZM Dependability
Compared to a BM, a ZM, IMM and RM are subject to fewer kinds of exceptions,
because they are not selected according to the Id space locality and changes to the topol-
ogy of the underlying P2P overlay network do not have an impact on their functioning.
Hence, these super-peer roles are mainly subject to their own failures caused by network
connection, software or hardware problems.
A ZM is responsible for zone structure maintenance, as described in Section 4.3.2. The
services that a ZM provides are stateful, as it requires historical information about a
game zone. Typically, a ZM maintains the following information:
 A manifest of all the zone members.
 A list of working super-peers, including one IMM and multiple RMs.
 A list of qualified super-peer backups.
When a ZM stops working, the game zone that is controlled by the ZM will no longer
be responsive to changes to the zone structure, e.g. the leaving of a RM. However, if the
zone structure remains the same, a ZM’s failure will not affect the normal play of existing
zone members. So, it is possible to reinforce a ZM’s dependability with redundancy and
replication, by replacing a failed ZM with a super-peer backup which has a valid replica
of the ZM’s information. Furthermore, in the worst case when the ZM and all its backup
peers fail simultaneously, a “rebooting” of the entire game zone can be performed.
With reference to failure detection mechanisms, heartbeats seem to be an efficient way
of telling a ZM’s working status. A ZM needs to update its zone members periodically
about the latest zone structure via an application-level multicast, as discussed in Section
4.3.2. These multicast messages can be used to replace explicit “IAmAlive” messages,
and if the multicast stops for a sufficiently long time, it suggests that the ZM has ceased
operation. Furthermore, because such heartbeats are sent to all the zone members, when
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they stop, every zone member is able to tell this and there are many different ways of
initialising a ZM recovery process. For example, a P2PMMOGmay entitle all the super-
peer backups that have a valid replica of ZM information to negotiate and elect a ZM
successor among themselves. The current design of the Mediator framework advocates
consigning the monitoring and replacing of a ZM to the corresponding BM for that zone,
due to the following considerations:
 A BM is a sufficiently dependable super-peer role. By choosing an appropriate
K value, a BM can achieve an equivalent reliability to the underlying overlay
network. Therefore, to ask the BM to monitor the ZM directly is a more reliable
and straightforward solution than to ask another set of peers to monitor the ZM.
 When multiple peers are used to monitor the ZM, an extra negotiation protocol is
required for a ZM successor to be elected. During the negotiation, many messages
need to be exchanged, which induces unnecessary communication overheads and
may delay the selection of a new ZM. Comparatively, it is easier and quicker to
ask the BM to appoint a new ZM from super-peer backups directly.
 In practice, a BM can subscribe to the multicast group of its game zone to mon-
itor the ZM’s heartbeat. In case the heartbeat stops for a sufficiently long time,
the BM would publish a “resuscitation” anycast [39] message within the group,
which rapidly travels through every zone member, until it reaches the first super-
peer backup that has a valid replica of ZM information. This backup peer is then
selected to be the new ZM. So, the BM does not need to know how many ZM
backups are available in the zone and which peers they are.
 BM’s resuscitation can be repeated at fixed intervals until it works. However, if
the working ZM and all its backup peers fail simultaneously, the ZM’s information
could be permanently lost, and the zone heartbeat could not be restored. After sev-
eral resuscitation attempts, the BM will publish a reboot message in the multicast
group, asking the zone members to bootstrap again. As a result, the first peer to
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rejoin the zone is promoted to be the first ZM, leaving a formal ZM to be selected
later, and the whole super-peer infrastructure will be reestablished at last. This can
be used as an ultimate recovering mechanism, which takes effect even when the
super-peer infrastructure of a game zone is seriously damaged.
4.4.3 IMM, RM & NPC Host Dependabilities
The IMM, RM and NPC hosts are discussed together in this section, because their ways
of reinforcing their dependabilities are quite similar. These special peers are all selected
from resource-rich zone members. As a ZM maintains a manifest of all its zone mem-
bers, it is convenient for the ZM to find out which of these peers are still working well
and which have left the zone or failed. The technology for the ZM to obtain such infor-
mation efficiently is a membership-aware multicast that is discussed in Chapter 5.
Again, redundancy and replication are primary strategies for handling these peers’ fail-
ures. For the IMM, its stateful working information that needs to be replicated at backup
peers is a list that maps important NPC objects to their current hosts. As a game event
anticipator, an IMM also works on other information, such as the positions, orientations
and velocities of zone members. However, this information is transient, and thus does
not need to be replicated. When the ZM detects the failure of the IMM, it selects a new
one from the super-peer backups and informs the zone members about this change in
the next heartbeat message. Accordingly, players in the game zone switch to update
their moving information at the new IMM. However, during the handover time, affected
players will not perceive other player avatars or NPCs that have entered their AOI re-
cently. When the new IMM is up and the hybrid interest-management mechanism is
restored, those players may see some avatars and NPCs appear around them suddenly.
Such disturbed gaming experiences should be tolerable if they do not occur frequently.
For the RMs, they only work on transient information, which is the temporal resource
availability of some zone members, so they do not need to carry out any replication.
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When an RM is detected to have failed, the ZM notifies its zone members in the next
heartbeat, and affected zone members can switch to upload their resource availability at
any other available RMs. Because multiple RMs coexist in one game zone and work
in parallel, the failure of some RMs will not affect the functioning of a game zone.
However, as the resources controlled by a failed RM can not be exploited in a short
period of time, the overall resource quality attained by the system might become lower.
For example, resource provider Alice is able to host a NPC and to provide better game
interactivity than resource provider Bob. However, because Alice’s RM happens to fail
at the matchmaking time, the NPC task may be allocated to Bob. When some of the
RMs are not working properly, the scheduling results are unlikely to be optimal.
For the NPC hosts, their importances are determined by the NPC objects that they are
hosting. Some NPCs are relatively more important, such as a special character that drives
a continuing storyline. When a game participant that is hosting an important NPC fails
and is removed from zone membership in the ZM’s heartbeat, the IMM will notice that
and migrate this NPC to another capable resource provider. However, some other NPCs
are less important, such as trivial monsters that combat with player characters. In this
case, the IMM adopts a “let it fail” strategy and supplies the game world with more such
NPCs according to game scenarios. Currently, the Mediator framework assumes that a
NPC host does not need to replicate any data, because on the one hand the AI program
and appearance of a NPC is part of the game software, and on the other hand, the stateful
information required to initialise some important NPCs is usually part of the persistent
game world and is stored and retrieved through a distributed persistency mechanism
(Section 3.5). If a NPC host happens to fail in the middle of an interaction, the temporal
state of the corresponding NPC could be lost. However, this should be tolerable if it does
not occur frequently.
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Figure 4.12: Hierarchical supervision relationships in a game zone
4.4.4 Hierarchical Supervision Architecture
In summary, the discussions from Section 4.4.1 to 4.4.3 result in a hierarchical supervi-
sion architecture as illustrated by Figure 4.12, in which:
 A BM monitors a ZM by listening to its heartbeats. When the heartbeat has
stopped for a sufficiently long time, the BM sends out a resuscitation message
using an application-level anycast service provided by the underlying P2P overlay
network to activate a ZM backup peer.
 The ZM in turn monitors a single IMM and multiple RMs. When any of these
super-peers are detected to have failed, the ZM will replace them with capable
super-peer backups, and notify the changes to its zone members via heartbeat mes-
sages.
 The ZM also monitors the presence of other zone members, including NPC hosts
and ordinary players. In case a zone member is detected to have failed, the ZM
would remove it from zone membership in its heartbeat. If the zone member was
hosting an important NPC, the IMM would notice that and carry out necessary
recovery behaviours.
To judge whether the design of the supervision architecture above is appropriate we need
to reflect on the following points:
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1. Why is the BM the highest level supervisor in this architecture? The Mediator
framework comprises three conceptual layers as discussed in Section 4.2.1. It is impor-
tant to notice that the lowest layer is a structured P2P overlay network, which provides
the most fundamental services that support the functioning of a P2P MMOG, such as
message routing and forwarding. However, an overlay infrastructure is not absolutely
robust, as it is only able to sustain a certain level of churn. For example, a Pastry ring
can tolerate failures of up to 16 consecutive peers [143], otherwise its routing algorithm
will be broken. In this case, the ultimate goal of a supervision architecture is to help a
P2P MMOG achieve an equivalent robustness to the underlying overlay infrastructure,
and by tuning the K value, a BM is just able to meet this goal as discussed in Section
4.4.1. Therefore, it is reasonable to make the BM the highest level supervisor, as it is
likely to be the last super-peer role that works correctly in a severe accident.
2. Are there any alternatives for monitoring a ZM? A short answer to this question
is “yes”, because a ZM’s heartbeat messages are delivered to all its zone members, and
once the heartbeat has stopped for a sufficiently long time, every zone member could
tell that the ZM has ceased operation. As ZM backup peers can also tell this exception
by themselves, it is possible for one of them to step up as a new ZM automatically. So,
to ask the BM to monitor the ZM may be an easier and quicker solution as discussed
in Section 4.4.2, but it is not the only possible solution. The most significant advantage
of the design is that it makes a P2P MMOG as dependable as the underlying overlay
network. Even if the working ZM and all of its backup peers failed simultaneously, the
BM would still be able to recover the zone through a rebooting process. However, a
disadvantage of the design is that to monitor a ZM’s heartbeat will result in additional
communication overhead, whereas a BM should have as little workload as possible as
discussed in Section 4.3.1.
3. Is the ZM design scalable? It seems that the supervision workload imposed on a
ZM is overly excessive, as it is required to monitor the working states of all its zone
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members. Actually, Figure 4.12 just depicts the logical supervision relationships among
the super-peer roles, and in practice a ZM does not need to monitor so many peers by
itself. Because a ZM disseminates heartbeat messages periodically to its zone members
via application-level multicast, a multicast tree is established within each game zone.
This communication infrastructure can be reused by an efficient membership manage-
ment technology, which distributes a ZM’s supervision responsibilities to large numbers
of information forwarders in a multicast tree, so that not much workload is put on the
ZM directly. This distinctive technology is called Membership-Aware Multicast with
Bushiness Optimisation (MAMBO), whose design, implementation and evaluation are
presented in Chapter 5.
4.5 Mediator Design Comparison
This section compares the Mediator framework with other existing P2P MMOG archi-
tectures, analyses their characteristics, and reflects on their relative advantages.
4.5.1 Mediator vs. Hybrid P2P MMOG Architectures
A crucial reason for a game server infrastructure being so expensive is that a substantial
computation and communication workload is imposed on game servers. Therefore, a
promising way of mitigating the game servers’ workload is to distribute some of their
functionalities to resource-rich application participants in a P2P fashion. Accordingly, a
number of hybrid MMOG architectures have been proposed, e.g. [139], [108] and [91].
These architectures are referred to as “hybrid”, because centralised game servers are still
present in their design and usually play an important role. For example, in [139] a hybrid
P2P MMOG initialises with a main server, which stores players’ account information,
maintains the global game state and supports players in joining and leaving the game.
As the number of players increases, the main server delegates more and more of its role
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as game and communication manager to the connected player machines. Concretely,
a hybrid MMOG architecture partitions its game world into multiple sub-spaces, and
a single resource-rich participant machine (a.k.a. “region server” [139], “subserver”
[108], or “zone owner” [91]) is selected by the main server to take charge of each sub-
space. The main server delegates its responsibilities, such as communicating with game
clients, processing game events, hosting NPC objects and updating game states, to these
special peers. In other words, these peers serve as the authoritative game servers for
corresponding sub-spaces.
Such hybrid architectures attempt to combine the advantages of C/S and P2P architec-
tures. On the one hand, trusted game servers, e.g. a database server that stores the global
game state, can be used to reinforce the security of a game. On the other hand, because a
set of participant machines are employed to regulate game servers’ workload, a MMOG
may scale up at a lower cost than using conventional C/S architectures. However, a
significant limitation of these approaches is that their distribution of game servers’ func-
tionalities is coarse-grained, and thus they cannot make use of all the spare computing
resources available in a P2P system efficiently. Though some resource-rich participant
machines are recruited to help the main server, a larger proportion of participant ma-
chines are not utilised.
In contrast, the Mediator framework distributes a game server’s functionalities to consid-
erable numbers of participant machines in a fine-grained mode. A game zone comprises
four major super-peer roles, each carrying out a subset of a game server’s responsibili-
ties, as discussed in Section 4.3. Peers may carry out self-evaluation and qualified peers
may volunteer for a super-peer job or register as a super-peer backup. In addition, any
application participants may contribute their spare resources by hosting NPC tasks for
others. Hence the design of the Mediator framework offers more opportunities for the
participants of a P2P MMOG to collaborate and brings the potential of a P2P system
into full play. Furthermore, when large amounts of resource offers are available, re-
source heterogeneity can be exploited to provide better quality of service. For example,
among multiple NPC host candidates, the one that has the shortest communication la-
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tency with target players can be selected to provide a smoother gaming experience, as
discussed in Section 4.3.4. As long as a sufficient proportion of application participants
are willing to cooperate, a P2P MMOG could be self-sufficient. The ultimate goal of the
Mediator framework is to avoid the need for centralised game servers and to support a
large scale P2P MMOG at very low, or even no cost.
Of course, it is also possible for the Mediator framework to adopt dedicated game
servers, but the purpose of doing that is just to enhance system robustness and qual-
ity of service. For example, when many player avatars crowd in a popular area of a game
world, the workload for the IMM in charge of that zone will become especially high. If
the ZM could not find any competent resource providers that have adequate processing
power and network bandwidth to serve the IMM role, the ZM would have to divide the
zone into four sub-zones, as discussed in Section 4.3.2. However, if a powerful server-
peer is available in the system, it can take over the IMM job temporarily, until the IMM’s
workload returns to a normal level and can be handled by a player super-peer. Similarly,
a server-peer can take over multiple super-peer jobs simultaneously in case various ex-
ceptions have happened, and the server-peer may give those jobs back to player super-
peers whenever it is appropriate. In this way, an arbitrary number of server-peers can be
introduced and removed from a P2P MMOG flexibly without affecting the functioning
of the system. Such server-peers may be provided either by a MMOG service provider,
or generous players who would like to dedicate their computers to a MMOG even when
they are not playing the game.
4.5.2 Mediator vs. Fully Distributed P2P MMOG Architectures
A number of fully distributed P2P MMOG architectures also have been proposed in the
literature, including [59, 86, 57, 79, 118]. The purpose of these architectures is similar
to Mediator, and they all aim at supporting a MMOG using a pure P2P network with-
out conventional game servers. Compared to these architectures, the Mediator design
provides the following advantages:
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1. Comprehensive Six representative fully distributed MMOG architectures are anal-
ysed in Section 3.8, and their ways of addressing the key design issues for P2P MMOGs
are compared in Table 3.1. Among them, the Mediator framework is evaluated as ad-
vanced, because its design addresses the six key issues in an integrated system. Section
4.2.3 further elaborates on how each individual issue is addressed in the Mediator frame-
work.
2. Robust A P2P MMOG relies on game participant machines to carry out various
computational and administrative tasks. However, these user-supplied resources are less
reliable than dedicated server resources, so fault-tolerance in face of node or link failure
is important [86]. Some related work, such as [59] and [57], does not discuss failure
detection and recovery mechanisms, while some others resort to a simple redundancy
strategy. For example, capable backup peers are used to replace failed region controllers
in [79], or coordinators in [118], or arbitrators and aggregators in [86]. Unfortunately,
the descriptions of these architectures do not explain how these backup peers are se-
lected, in what way super-peer failures are detected effectively and efficiently, and when
multiple backup peers are available how a super-peer successor is elected. In contrast,
the Mediator framework presents a hierarchical supervision architecture to reinforce the
dependability of all its super-peer roles. This supervision scheme allows a super-peer
infrastructure to recover from various exceptions automatically, and to achieve a theo-
retical robustness that is equal to the underlying P2P overlay network. Furthermore, the
Mediator framework can use a novel membership management mechanism (Chapter 5)
to reduce the communication overheads incurred by the supervision scheme.
3. Appropriate Super-Peer Selection The Mediator framework selects super-peers
according to participant machines’ actual resource availability, and encourages resource-
rich peers to volunteer for super-peer jobs using cooperative incentive mechanisms (Sec-
tion 4.3). An exceptional case is that BM super-peers are selected using the Id space lo-
cality in a P2P overlay network so as to achieve self-organisation. There is no guarantee
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that a randomly selected super-peer like a BM can always provide adequate processing
power and network bandwidth. Therefore, the workload assigned to a BM is lighter than
other super-peer roles, and it is expected that any typical participant machine should be
capable of performing a BM’s service. In contrast, some related work, such as [118]
and [79], selects super-peers in a random way, uses these super-peers as regional servers
and imposes much workload on them. Such an approach to super-peer selection and
load-balancing does not look appropriate.
4. Meeting Inherent Challenges for P2P Applications General P2P applications, in-
cluding P2P MMOGs, are confronted with a few inherent challenges, as discussed in
Section 2.5.2. These challenges have been considered through out the design of the Me-
diator framework, and often played a decisive role. Firstly, most Internet users suffer
from asymmetric network bandwidth. Specifically, the amount of downstream band-
width is usually more than the amount of upstream bandwidth. However, the bandwidth
requirement of a game server is quite the reverse, because one inbound game event may
result in many outbound messages being reflected to the clients that are affected by the
change of the game state. Hence in a P2P network few peers seem likely to have suffi-
cient upstream bandwidth to provide a service that is similar to a game server. However,
many hybrid [139, 108, 91] and fully distributed [79, 118] MMOG architectures require
player super-peers to work as regional game servers. The practicability of these architec-
tures is inevitably in doubt. The Mediator framework avoids this problem by breaking
down a game server’s functionalities and assigning them to different super-peers in a
finer-grained way. On the one hand, time critical game events, such as the interaction
among a NPC host and ordinary players, are exchanged via direct P2P communica-
tions. The consumption of upstream bandwidth at each peer is kept low. Furthermore,
application-level multicast is employed when a super-peer needs to disseminate infor-
mation to large numbers of receivers, e.g. via ZM’s heartbeat messages. A multicast tree
may lead to a higher end to end delay, but the messages that are disseminated in this way
are not time critical, and thus such delay is usually tolerable.
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Secondly, due to geographical distances and different Internet service provider’s network
configurations, the communication latency among game participants may vary. For ex-
ample, let us suppose that players Alice, Bob and Chris are in the UK, and player
David is in the USA. In this case, the communication latency between Alice and Bob
will be smaller than the latency between Alice and David. Furthermore, the commu-
nication latency between Alice and Chris could be even smaller, if they used the same
broadband service and their computers were on the same site of a metropolitan area net-
work. Consequently, when Alice’s machine is selected to be a super-peer, it is not able
to provide equal quality of service to all of its clients, such as Bob, Chris and David,
even though Alice’s machine has sufficient network bandwidth. Considering this fact,
the Mediator framework adopts a novel NPC host allocation mechanism that exploits
peers’ resource heterogeneity and allocates a NPC to the host that has the shortest com-
munication latency with players in the vicinity of the NPC (Chapter 6). Comparatively,
other P2P MMOG architectures that use region based or virtual distance based NPC host
allocation mechanisms all suffer from various drawbacks, as discussed in Section 3.4.
Finally, both the Mediator framework and other P2PMMOG architectures require a min-
imum number of users to ensure the availability of player’s account information and the
global game state. Also, they all need to address the security issue, which has been a
long term challenge for all kinds of online games. To date these issues have not been
completely solved by any existing P2P MMOG architectures, and significant research
efforts are being made into the investigation of useful technologies. For example, the
PAST [144] distributed storage middleware discussed in Section 3.5 is a promising ap-
proach towards game state persistency for P2P MMOGs. PAST is built on the Pastry
overlay infrastructure [143], which is also the substrate of the Mediator framework, as
discussed in Section 4.2.1. So, it can be fairly convenient for Mediator to adopt a stabler
and maturer version of PAST when it becomes available. Furthermore, real-time inter-
actions among players and NPCs can be secured either by proactive cheating mitigation
approaches like NEO [73], SEA [76] and EASES [42], or by reactive cheating mitigation
approaches like Log Auditing [97], DaCAP [115] and FreeMMG [40], as discussed in
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Section 3.6. Compared to other P2PMMOG architectures, Mediator demonstrates better
compatibility with the latest game state persistency and cheating mitigation technologies,
and has better potential for addressing these issues more fully in the near future.
4.6 Discussion
Mediator is a novel and broadly comprehensive design framework for P2P MMOGs.
Compared to other hybrid MMOG architectures, the Mediator framework breaks down
a game server’s functionalities and distributes them to large numbers of game participant
machines in a more fine-grained manner, so as to achieve more efficient resource utili-
sation. While hybrid MMOG architectures aim at reducing the costs of a conventional
game server infrastructure, the Mediator framework aims at supporting a large scale P2P
MMOG at lower or even no cost.
Furthermore, compared to other fully distributed MMOG architectures, Mediator’s ad-
vantages lie in that it addresses the six key design issues for P2P MMOGs in an inte-
grated system; provides a hierarchical supervision architecture and an efficient member-
ship management mechanism to endow a P2P MMOG with the same level of robustness
as a P2P overlay network with limited maintenance overhead; selects super-peers and
NPC hosts appropriately according to participant machines’ actual resource availability;
and takes into consideration more inherent challenges for general P2P applications, such
as asymmetric network bandwidth, heterogeneous resources, and compatibility with the
latest persistency and security mechanisms. Hence the Mediator framework has better
potential to adapt MMOGs from conventional C/S architectures to P2P architectures.
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on the way.
Adams Franklin Chapter 5
Membership-Aware Multicast with
Bushiness Optimisation
5.1 Introduction
Multicast is the delivery of information to multiple hosts which have joined an appropri-
ate communication group. It is an important component of many network applications,
which require efficient one-to-many and many-to-many communication infrastructures.
Examples include:
 Multimedia streaming, in which a single media source broadcasts to a large num-
ber of receivers, e.g. audio webcasting, live sports and TV program streaming.
 Web conferencing, in which multiple parties share data in real-time such as audio,
video, presentation slides, text chat and whiteboards.
 Multi-player online gaming, in which participants may frequently generate events
and messages that affect the in-game state of other participants.
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 Generic publish-subscribe and event notification services, in which subscribers
subscribe to and receive from publishers events that they are interested in.
In the literature, IP multicast [56] has been proposed as a mechanism for sending data
to a group of recipients efficiently. However, due to a number of technological, prac-
tical, and business obstacles [58], IP multicast is not widely used. The alternative
Application-Level Multicast (ALM) has been proposed to support similar functionali-
ties, but as an application service instead of a network service [63]. A survey of existing
ALM systems is given in [84], which identifies their characteristics, such as gossip-based
[130, 110, 111] and tree-based [157, 153, 38], compares their protocols, and analyzes
current trends.
Different P2P applications impose a range of requirements on membership management.
Some applications do not care whether a participant is still present in the system, and
a simple “let it fail” strategy can be used to handle participants’ failures. However, in
some other applications, the arrival and departure of application participants need to be
detected and managed within a short time period (Section 5.2). This has sparked this
research’s interest in Membership-Aware Multicast (MAM).
This chapter presents the conceptual design ofMAM and its extension for load-balancing
purposes, namely Bushiness Optimisation (BO) (Section 5.3). MAM reuses the commu-
nication infrastructure of a tree-based ALM system to track group membership, i.e. to
record when peers join or leave the group. Currently, MAM and MAMBO are imple-
mented as policy plug-ins for Scribe [38] which is available with Pastry [143] (Section
5.4). A demonstration application, Peer-to-Peer Online Market Place (POMP), has been
developed, with which the effectiveness, scalability and communication overheads of
MAMBO have been measured and compared with a conventional service-provider ar-
chitecture. (Section 5.5).
The experimental results in Section 5.5 show that MAM and MAMBO quickly detect,
and effectively manage, the arrival and departure of peers. In addition, MAMBO delivers
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a number of other advantages. The bushiness optimisation limits the overhead placed on
any peer, preserving the scalability of the ALM system. The implementation as Scribe
policy plug-ins demonstrates that MAMBO can readily be overlapped on a tree-based
ALM, and requires few changes to the underlying technology.
5.2 Motivation
A framework for classifying P2P applications is given in [99], together with a range of
examples like file sharing and instant messengers. The framework indicates that dif-
ferent P2P applications have varying requirements on membership management. For
example, a P2P file sharing application does not need to tackle this issue, because from a
downloader’s perspective, the leaving of an uploader may only affect the quality of ser-
vice, e.g. resulting in a slower download speed, and from an uploader’s perspective, the
leaving of a downloader can be ignored, as the uploader can switch to serve other down-
loaders. In other words, a P2P file sharing application only needs to provide best-effort
services.
However, this is not the case in some other P2P applications, which have much higher
requirements regarding membership management. This section identifies several such
scenarios in order to motivate this research’s investigation of membership-aware multi-
cast.
5.2.1 Collaborative & Distributed Computing
P2P applications for collaborative and distributed computing employ application par-
ticipants’ computing resources such as CPU cycles, memory, and storage capacity to
perform critical service functions in a decentralized manner. For example, the Mediator
framework described in Chapter 4 supports a P2P MMOG by a pooling of game players’
computing assets. Consequently, a substantial proportion of application participants are
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responsible for various computational or administrative tasks, and thus the loss of any
participant needs to be detected and handled in due course, otherwise it may damage
the integrity and consistency of the system. Therefore, Mediator aims to provide de-
pendability using a hierarchical supervision architecture, as discussed in Section 4.4. In
particular, a Zone Mediator is both responsible for monitoring the presence of its zone
members and disseminating periodic heartbeat messages to them via an application-level
multicast. In this case, if the underlying ALM infrastructure used by the ZM comes with
a membership management capability, the ZM would be able to find out which zone
members are subscribing to its multicast group. As a result, there would be no need
for the ZM to monitor the zone members by itself, and considerable communication
overhead could be avoided.
5.2.2 P2P Incentive Mechanisms
P2P applications are by nature voluntary resource sharing systems, in which there is of-
ten a tension between individual concerns and collective welfare. As the benefits of these
systems are rooted in cooperation, they are inherently vulnerable to non-cooperative be-
haviour, and it is especially necessary for such systems to be designed so that participants
are induced to be cooperative. The mechanisms that are embedded in a P2P system for
this purpose are called incentive mechanisms [172], and are crucial for maintaining the
viability of a P2P application.
Event dissemination and notification are also common functionalities that are required
by substantial numbers of P2P applications. Hence, an ALM infrastructure that supports
membership management functionalities, such as tracking a peer’s historical activities in
a system [77], would be able to satisfy the communication and incentive requirements
of a P2P application at the same time. The POMP application discussed in Section 5.4
demonstrates the advantages delivered by membership-aware multicast.
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5.2.3 P2P Multimedia Streaming
P2Pmultimedia streaming is another well-known application type that relies on application-
level multicast. Some P2P streaming applications, such as live sports and television
broadcasting, happen in real-time and require the subscribers to be tightly synchronised
with each other [170, 48]. However, some other applications, such as Video on Demand,
allow users to select and watch videos and clips over a network [82, 44]. Such appli-
cations could be made stateful, which means that an information forwarder monitors its
subscribers’ states, and in cases where some of them experience temporary network or
software failure, the forwarder will cache the contents for them, rather than cut off the
streaming. So, when the subscriber recovers from the failure, it may reconnect to all the
previous forwarders and resume the streaming at the point of disconnection, instead of
restarting the clip again from the beginning. It would be fairly convenient to fulfil such
application requirements with a membership-aware multicast infrastructure.
5.3 Design
5.3.1 MAM Design
The key idea in MAM is to overlap an application-level multicast tree with a super-
vision tree that monitors and organises its membership, as depicted in Figure 5.1. Its
main novelty is to reuse a communication infrastructure for a secondary purpose, namely
membership management. In Figure 5.1, from the left to the right are:
ALM Tree Existing ALM systems can be classified into at least two broad categories:
a gossip-based approach and a tree-based approach. A gossip-based approach, e.g.
Chainsaw [130], Bar-Gossip [110] and MSCAMP [111], uses an epidemic model, in
which each application participant forwards information to a number of random “neigh-
bouring” participants. Because such information dissemination is stochastic, there is not
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual design of Membership-Aware Multicast
a stable communication topology in a gossip-based approach. In contrast, a tree-based
approach, e.g. Chunkyspread [157], SMO [153] and Scribe [38], establishes a relatively
stable multicast tree infrastructure among its participants, in which receiver peers keep
subscribing to the same forwarder peers. The tree creation algorithm used by Scribe to
do this was outlined in Section 3.3.2.
Supervision Tree The supervision tree concept was formulated by Joe Armstrong in
his PhD thesis on the Erlang programming language [22]. A supervision tree is based on
the idea of Workers and Supervisors. Workers are processes which do the actual work,
and supervisors are processes which monitor the behaviour of workers. A supervisor is
entitled to stop and restart a worker if something goes wrong with it.
MAM Tree The MAM tree combines a ALM tree and a supervision tree by mapping
the logical supervisor-worker relationship to the existing information forwarder-receiver
relationship in a communication infrastructure. In other words, MAM endows the for-
warder peers with supervision responsibilities, so that each forwarder may monitor its
own children’ activities and carry out various management behaviours according to spe-
cific application requirements.
The most significant advantage of MAM is to provide a convenient way of membership-
management while reinforcing the dependability of P2P applications. Without MAM,
a P2P application either requires a centralised service provider to monitor the presence
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and working state of its participants, or has to construct and maintain a separate hi-
erarchical supervision infrastructure, which may result in unnecessary communication
and computation overheads. Furthermore, because a MAM tree reuses an ALM tree,
it automatically inherits all the advantages provided by the underlying communication
infrastructure, such as being self-organising, scalable and fault-tolerant.
However, the main limitation of MAM is that it only applies to a P2P application which
already employs a tree-based application-level multicast. Otherwise, there would not
be an appropriate environment to deploy MAM. Currently, three application types that
may exploit MAM are identified in Section 5.2. One avenue of future work would be to
investigate MAM’s potential use in further distributed applications.
5.3.2 MAMBO Design
The key idea in MAM with Bushiness Optimisation is to limit the number of children
a MAM parent peer will accept. Because MAM directly reuses a tree that is created
by an ALM system, the shape of a MAM tree may vary. Concretely, on a MAM tree,
it is possible for some parent peers to have many more children than others and hence
incur high overhead. Experimental evidence shows that a small number of MAM parent
peers can experience very high workloads, e.g. the workloads for some parent peers in
a 1000-peer tree are hundreds of times greater than for an idle parent peer (see Figure
5.13, Section 5.5.5). To address this, a bushiness optimisation mechanism has been
introduced.
Figure 5.2 compares the shape of a MAM and a MAMBO tree with at most 3 children.
The MAMBO tree is more balanced than the MAM tree, and hence the workload is
more fairly distributed. However, a tradeoff is that the MAMBO tree may be deeper and
induce greater end-to-end communication latency, e.g. the same 16-element MAMBO
tree has a maximum depth of 4, whereas the MAM tree depth is 3.
The experimental results in Section 5.5.5 show that MAMBO is an effective load-balancing
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Figure 5.2: Contrasting MAM &MAMBO trees
mechanism and enhances the scalability of a P2P application. However, it may also in-
crease the probability of simultaneous child/parent failures. This negative side effect is
discussed further in Section 5.5.6.
5.4 Implementation
5.4.1 MAMBO Prototype
Currently, a prototype ofMAMBO has been implemented on top of the Scribe application-
level multicast middleware [38] provided with Pastry [143]. MAM is implemented as a
maintenance policy plug-in, and BO as a tree construction policy plug-in. Both of the
policies only cause a few changes to the underlying technology.
MAMMaintenance Policy
TheMAMmaintenance policy establishes a supervision relationship between eachMAM
parent peer and its child peers using a heartbeat mechanism [141], as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4. On the one hand, a child peer periodically sends an “IAmAlive” (IAA) message
to its parent, and on the other hand, a parent peer expects such IAAs to arrive on time,
and when a child fails to do this, the parent will actively check the child’s liveness. This
supervision protocol can be expressed by the pseudo-code in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
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//Maintenance_Interval is configurable
if(t >= Maintenance_Interval){
//A node may subscribe to multiple groups
    for(each groupId)
//Line-5.3a
        resubscribe(groupId);
}
Figure 5.3: Pseudo-code for MAM child peers
In Figure 5.3, theMaintenanceInterval is a configurable parameter. A shorter interval
can make a system to be more sensitive to membership updates, whereas it can also
result in more communication overhead. Furthermore, because an application participant
may subscribe to multiple multicast groups simultaneously, the participant may need to
upload IAA messages to more than one parent peers.
Most importantly, Line  5:3a indicates that a child peer sends IAA messages by resub-
scribing to a multicast group, instead of delivering the messages to its previous parent
peer explicitly. This is because of Scribe’s reverse path forwarding multicast tree con-
struction algorithm discussed in Section 3.3.2. In Scribe, a subscribe request is routed
by the underlying Pastry overlay from the subscriber to the root for the multicast group.
Along the route, the request may terminate at any intermediary peer, which is already a
part of the multicast tree, before arriving at the root. The intermediary peer then adopts
the subscriber as one of its children and forwards any multicast messages to the sub-
scriber. Therefore, if a peer’s parent is still present in the system, when the peer resub-
scribes, its previous parent will receive and recognise the request as an IAA message.
Otherwise, if the peer’s parent has left the system or failed silently, by resubscribing,
the peer will automatically attach itself to some other parent peer in the multicast tree.
In this case, the MAM maintenance policy guarantees that a child peer is always well
subscribed to the multicast groups that it is interested in, as well as enables a parent
peer to monitor the presence and working state of its child peers. By efficiently reusing
the IAA messages, MAM fulfils these two requirements at the same time with minimal
communication overheads.
Line   5:4a in Figure 5.4 shows that unlike common interior peers, the root for a mul-
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if(t >= Maintenance_Interval){
//A node may have children in multiple groups
    for(each groupId){
//Line-5.4a
if(is root for this group)
            doBackup(leafset);
        for(each child nodeId){
            if(no IAA in the last Maintenance_Interval)
//Line-5.4b
                checkLiveness(child nodeId);
        }
    }
}
Figure 5.4: Pseudo-code for MAM parent peers
ticast tree does not have any parent supervisor, so the root has to backup the knowledge
of its own children to some other nodes, in case it fails. This strategy is quite similar
to the dependability reinforcement for BMs in the Mediator framework (Section 4.4.1),
as a BM is the peer whose PeerId is closest to a ZoneId, and a root is the peer whose
PeerId is closest to a multicast GroupId.
Line  5:4b in Figure 5.4 shows that a parent peer would actively check the liveness of
a potentially missing child, if the child fails to send an IAA message in the last mainte-
nance interval. This is considered as a non-routine supplement to the IAA approach, and
application developers may configure their MAM maintenance policies to ask a parent
peer either to carry out such active checking, or to infer a child’s failure passively when
the child fails to report IAA messages in K continuous maintenance intervals.
Also, application developers can customise the structure and contents of an IAAmessage
according to their needs. Typically, an IAA message should carry necessary information
as evidence of the correct functioning of a child peer. However, in order to reduce
communication overheads, as well as the workload for parent peers, the size of an IAA
message should be kept small.
Finally, once a parent peer detects the departure or failure of a child peer, it should be
possible for the parent peer to handle this exception by itself, or to report it to other
higher level supervisors. Currently, the MAM maintenance policy supports adjunctive
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decision-making policies, according to which a parent peer can solve problems that are
within its authority locally and pass more significant problems on to appropriate handlers
using an observer/observable pattern.
BO Tree Construction Policy
The BO tree construction policy entitles an intermediary peer to reject adopting a new
child when it does not have enough communication bandwidth, or computation power,
to forward content to, and monitor the child. Instead, the intermediary peer will pass the
subscribe request on to another peer within that group as an anycast message. Anycast
[39] is a Scribe service which allows a peer to send a message to a nearby member
of a group, and guarantees that the message travels through the whole group, passing
each member just once, until some member accepts the message explicitly. It is used
for delivering a resuscitation message to a potential ZM backup peer in Section 4.4.2.
By passing on a subscribe request as an anycast, a fully subscribed parent peer inquires
about possible attachment points in the multicast tree on behalf of the subscriber.
The current tree construction policy enables a peer to define a maximum number of
children that it accepts, i.e. its bushiness, and when this number is reached, the peer can
determine in which way new subscribe requests are passed on as anycast messages in a
multicast group, e.g. breadth first or depth first.
5.4.2 Alternative Service-Provider architecture
As a basis for comparison, an alternative service-provider membership management ar-
chitecture is also implemented. In this architecture, the root peer for a Scribe multicast
tree is assumed to be a dedicated server that monitors the presence and working state
of all the application participants directly. Its supervision protocol is depicted by the
pseudo-code in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
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if(t >= Maintenance_Interval){
//Line-5.5a
    if(no comm in the last Maintenance_Interval)
        send(IAA);
}
Figure 5.5: Pseudo-code for service consumers
if(t >= Maintenance_Interval){
    for(each service consumer nodeId){
//Line-5.6a
        if(no comm in the last Maintenance_Interval)
            checkLiveness(service consumer nodeId);
    }
}
Figure 5.6: Pseudo-code for the service provider
At the first glance, this supervision protocol is quite similar to MAM’s maintenance
policy, because service consumers also periodically upload IAA messages to the service
provider, and the latter expects the IAAs to arrive on time and actively checks the liveness
of service consumers that fail to report on time.
However, in fact there is a significant difference between the service-provider architec-
ture and MAM. In Scribe, when a participant of a multicast group wants to disseminate
its information to other participants, it sends the information first to the root of the mul-
ticast tree, which in turn forwards the information to forwarder and receiver peers re-
cursively. In this case, any communication between a service consumer and the service
provider can be used as an optimisation to avoid the need for explicit IAA messages.
This is named the Communication Overhead Reduction (COR) effect. So, in Figure 5.5
Line 5:5a shows that a service consumer only needs to send out an IAA message when
no other communications were made to the service provider in the last maintenance in-
terval, and in Figure 5.6 Line  5:6a also shows that the service provider is able to infer
the presence and working state of a service consumer from ordinary messages.
In contrast, a COR effect cannot be exploited in MAM, because there is only unidirec-
tional communication between a parent peer and its child peers, i.e. the parent forwards
information to its children. Hence, there is no opportunity for a child peer to replace ex-
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Figure 5.7: POMP system model
plicit IAA messages with other communication. The COR effect is quantified in Section
5.5.4.
5.4.3 POMP Demonstration Application
To measure the effectiveness, scalability and communication overheads of MAMBO, as
well as to compare MAMBO to a conventional service-provider architecture, a POMP
demonstration application was implemented.
Figure 5.7 depicts the system model of POMP, which consists of a service provider and a
group of users, who can be buyers, or sellers, or both. The architecture of POMP is simi-
lar to PeerMart [81], an auction-based P2P market. POMP relies on an application-level
multicast tree (a.k.a. POMP channel), which is rooted at the service provider to dis-
seminate information among its participants. Sellers subscribe to the channel to publish
their inventories (i.e. items for sale) periodically, and buyers subscribe to the channel
to inquire about certain items that they are interested in. Each published inventory is
cached for a certain period of time by all online participants that have received it, so it is
possible for a buyer to look up recent available items using P2P content discovery [78].
According to the information dissemination mechanism of a tree-based ALM, both sell-
ers and buyers have to send their inventory and inquiry messages to the root for the
POMP channel, which in turn forwards them to other application participants recur-
sively. In this case, it is convenient for the service provider to reinforce Authentication,
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Parameter Value
Maintenance Interval 60 (seconds)
Length of a Liveness Checking 120 (seconds)
Permissible Billing Error 180 (seconds)
Length of an Experiment 100 (minutes)
Table 5.1: POMP configuration parameters & values
Authorization and Accounting (A3) [55] for all application participants. For example,
the service provider can charge the participants in terms of virtual credits according to
the number of messages that they have published, and intercept the messages from par-
ticipants who can not afford the payment.
However, to establish a complete incentive model and to guarantee the viability of the
application, the service provider may also reward the participants according to the time
that they stay online, facilitating other people’ inquiries. For this purpose, the service
provider needs to record the time when a participant joins and leaves the application. It
can either monitor all the participants directly using the mechanism discussed in Sec-
tion 5.4.2, or delegate supervision responsibilities to intermediary participants using
MAMBO as discussed in Section 5.4.1. By comparing the two different approaches,
the advantages and disadvantages of MAMBO are investigated in the next section.
5.5 Evaluation
5.5.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments were carried out with the Direct network simulator provided by FreeP-
astry, a Java-based open source implementation of the Pastry [143] structured P2P over-
lay infrastructure. The Direct simulator is a discrete event simulator, which can be ex-
ecuted either with a system clock, or with a virtual clock that runs much faster than
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real-time. The simulator supports a variety of network topologies, and a topology de-
scriptor file created by GT-ITM [171] is used in the experiments to simulate Internet
scale communication latencies among the application participants.
Furthermore, both MAMBO and the conventional service-provider architecture are im-
plemented over Scribe, an ALMmiddleware built on FreePastry outlined as discussed in
Section 5.4. In this case, the POMP demonstration application was also implemented in
Java, and the experiments were performed in a single JVM hosted by a physical machine
with 2.4GHz Intel Dual Core CPU and 2GB of main memory. Such a hardware platform
is capable of running around one thousand POMP peers.
In each experiment, a number of simulated POMP peers boot into the same overlay
network, select their roles as sellers or buyers randomly, and communicate with each
other through the Direct simulator. Table 5.1 lists the parameters and their values used to
set up the POMP application. TheMaintenance Interval parameter discussed in Section
5.4 is set to 60 seconds, and parent peers are required to check the liveness of a child
actively, if the child failed to upload an IAA message in the last maintenance interval.
Such a checking process may take up to 120 seconds to complete, so normally a parent
peer can discover the leaving or failure of its children within 180 seconds, which is
referred to as the permissible billing error. This error range applies to both MAMBO
and the service-provider architecture.
Each experiment simulates a POMP application session of 100 minutes, and is repeated
5 times. In order to speed the experiments up, the Direct simulator is configured with a
virtual clock running at ten times the real-time rate. As a result, it is unfeasible to model
a POMP peer using an individual thread which is not synchronized with the virtual clock.
Instead, a POMP peer is modeled as an event-driven stub that schedules activities, e.g.
publishing inventory/inquiry messages, joining, or leaving the application, on the simu-
lator thread, and takes action according to the simulator’s notifications. The controlling
of application churn rate (Section 5.5.2) and peers’ talkativeness (Section 5.5.4) is also
achieved via the scheduling of these activities.
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Figure 5.8: Effectiveness of the conventional service-provider architecture
5.5.2 Effectiveness
This experiment validates and compares the effectiveness ofMAM,MAMBO(Bushiness=10)
and the service-provider architecture by simulating five different churn rates with 100
POMP peers. The performance metric is their mean billing errors, which should be
smaller than 180 seconds as discussed in the previous section. With the help of MAM
or MAMBO, the service provider delegates supervision responsibilities to parent peers
and registers itself as an exception observer. Each parent peer records the time when
its child peers join and leave the application, and reports corresponding results to the
service provider. On the other hand, each individual peer also records the time period
that it has subscribed to the application. So, after the experiment, the billing error can
be determined by comparing the service provider’s estimations against each peer’s own
accurate record.
Furthermore, the churn rate in this experiment is expressed by the mean session length of
the application participants [83]. For example, if the mean session length is 20 minutes,
it means that in every minute 1
20
th of the online population will leave the application.
In the case where the mean online population is 100 peers, in every minute, there will
be 100
20
= 5 peers leaving the application, resulting in a churn rate of 5% of the total
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Figure 5.9: Effectiveness of MAM
population per minute. In this experiment the mean online population is kept steady at
100 peers, hence when 5% of the peers leave the application, another 5% new peers will
join. The effectiveness of the service-provider architecture (Figure 5.8), MAM (Figure
5.9) and MAMBO (Figure 5.10) is measured under five churn rates that range from 1%
to 5%.
Figure 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show that the three approaches are all able to provide an ac-
ceptable mean billing error below 180 seconds. Therefore, they are all considered to be
effective on membership management. We make the following additional observations
from the figures:
Maximal Billing Errors In most circumstances, the maximal billing error caused by
the three approaches is within the 180 seconds threshold as expected. However, this is
violated sometimes, e.g. for the service-provider architecture, under a churn rate of 5%
the maximal billing error exceeds such a threshold. A conjecture with regard to this phe-
nomenon is that a higher churn rate may lead to more workload on the service provider,
as it is monitoring all the application participants directly by itself. When a sufficient
number of participants leave the application simultaneously, the service provider would
have to check their liveness and thus form a performance bottleneck.
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Figure 5.10: Effectiveness of MAMBO(10)
The conjecture cannot account for two important facts. On the one hand, the experiments
are carried out on a single physical machine, and all communications are simulated. So,
it is unlikely that the service provider runs out of processing power or network band-
width. On the other hand, the same effect also happens to MAM and MAMBO, which
actually distribute the supervision workload to multiple parent peers. MAMBO espe-
cially puts a limitation on the number of children that a parent peer may have, but its
maximal billing error exceeds the threshold even earlier at a 2% churn rate.
Further investigation finally revealed the real reason for this issue. A high churn rate
not only affects the application level, but also has an significant impact on the underly-
ing Pastry routing algorithm. When an existing peer leaves the system and a new peer
joins, other peers that have been present in the system will need to update their leaf
sets in order to maintain a correct routing table. To do that, many messages need to be
exchanged, and some complex computations need to be carried out. Because low level
maintenance messages take a higher priority than common application level messages,
the simulator will facilitate the delivery of the former, even though this may delay the
latter. The situation in MAMBO is worse, because MAMBO often needs an anycast
message to be sent through a Scribe multicast tree until a parent peer that can accept
a new child is found. Anycast messages also take higher priority than application level
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Figure 5.11: Scalability comparison
messages, so the delay occurs even earlier when there is only a 2% churn rate. We regard
this issue as a drawback of carrying out experiments with a network simulator, and con-
sider an implementation to be effective if its mean billing error satisfies the 180 seconds
threshold.
Billing Exceptions In Figures 5.9 and 5.10 there are several exceptional results marked
by red crosses. These billing errors are too long to be caused by a simulator delay, and
indicate that the leaving of some peers was never detected until the end of an experiment.
Such exceptional cases only happen to MAM and MAMBO, and it seems that MAMBO
suffers the problem more often than MAM.
A careful analysis of experiment logs reflects that the reason for these outstanding errors
is the simultaneous leaving of a parent peer and some of its children. In the service-
provider architecture, because a dedicated service provider is always available, the leav-
ing of any application participant can be detected. However, MAM and MAMBO dis-
tribute the supervision work to intermediary parent peers, which may leave the appli-
cation at an arbitrary time as well. Normally, when a parent peer has left, its children
will automatically resubscribe to a new parent peer in the next maintenance interval by
routing an IAA message. But, if some of these children happen to leave the application
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before they find a new parent, they would disappear from the application silently.
The inability to detect simultaneous leaving/failures of a parent peer and its children is
regarded as a significant limitation of the current design of MAM and MAMBO, and is
discussed further in Section 5.5.6.
5.5.3 Scalability
This experiment compares the scalability of MAM, MAMBO(Bushiness=10) and the
service-provider architecture by increasing the online population gradually from 50 to
1000 peers. Figure 5.11 shows the change of inbound communication overheads im-
posed on the root for a multicast tree. This measurement can reflect the scalability of the
three different approaches, because of the following reasons:
Inbound Communication Overhead The inbound overhead is selected as a perfor-
mance metric instead of outbound overhead, because supervisor peers in all the three
approaches mainly wait for IAA messages to arrive from their children. Outbound com-
munication only happens when a supervisor peer needs to check a child peer’s liveness
actively, and to report an exception to higher level supervisors when it is necessary. Com-
paratively, such outbound overhead is much less than the inbound overhead for routine
maintenance purposes.
The Root Peer In all the three approaches, the root for a multicast tree always tends
to have more overhead than other supervisor peers, and thus it is more likely to become
a performance bottleneck. On the one hand, the service-provider architecture requires
the root peer, i.e. the service provider itself, to monitor all the application participants,
so of course its overhead is the highest. In MAM and MAMBO, due to Scribe’s tree
construction mechanism, more peers tend to subscribe to the root directly, than to other
intermediary forwarders. Therefore, the root may also supervise more children than
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Figure 5.12: Communication overhead reduction effect
other parent peers. On the other hand, the POMP application requires the root to fulfil
the accounting responsibility. In this case, MAM and MAMBO parent peers will report
leaving/failures of their children to the root, which results in extra inbound communica-
tion overhead on the root. In short, the root in all the three approaches is a representative
peer that can be used to measure a system’s scalability.
Figure 5.11 demonstrates that as the online population increases from 50 to 1000, the
workload of the service provider increases rapidly. However, for the roots of MAM and
MAMBO, their workloads increase at a much slower speed, which means that MAM
and MAMBO are less affected by the scale of the application, and thus they are more
scalable than the conventional service-provider architecture. Furthermore, MAMBO is
even more scalable than MAM, because its bushiness optimisation capability puts an
absolute limitation on the number of children that the root may have.
Last but not least, it may appear strange that at the beginning of the experiment, the
workload of the service provider is even lower than the root peer of MAM. However, this
is because when the online population is small, e.g. 50 peers, the Scribe multicast tree
is shallow, and most of the peers subscribe to the root directly. In such a circumstance,
MAM is not able to distribute the supervision work to multiple parent peers, and the
root has to monitor all the application participants just like a service provider does.
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Figure 5.13: MAM &MAMBO(10) workload distributions
Moreover, MAM replaces explicit IAA messages with resubscribe requests, as discussed
in Section 5.3. The size of a resubscribe request is usually bigger than a simple IAA
message, because the former has to carry extra routing information. As a result, when the
online population is small, the root for MAM could have higher inbound communication
overhead than the service provider. However, this is never a problem for MAMBO,
because the root for MAMBO will not accept more than 10 children, regardless of the
actual online population.
5.5.4 Communication Overhead Reduction
The objective of this experiment is to carry out a quantitative study on the COR effect
outlined in Section 5.4.2 under different degrees of peer talkativeness. The talkative-
ness parameter is defined as the probability of a peer to communicate with the root of a
multicast tree in any maintenance interval. The experiment measures the inbound com-
munication overhead imposed on the root peer with 500 application participants and
talkativeness values ranging from 0% to 100%.
Figure 5.12 demonstrates that the communication overhead of the service-provider ar-
chitecture reduces quickly as the peers’ talkativeness increases, but this COR effect is
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not exhibited in MAM and MAMBO. When the mean talkativeness exceeds 73.5% per
maintenance interval, the overhead of the service-provider architecture becomes lower
than MAM, and when the mean talkativeness exceeds 94%, it even becomes lower than
MAMBO.
The communication overhead of the MAMBO root is also lower than the MAM root be-
cause of the bushiness optimisation. For the same reason, the overhead of the MAMBO
root is also more stable than the MAM root, since the amount of peers that directly sub-
scribe to the MAM root may vary, whereas the MAMBO root consistently has 10 child
peers when the online population is around 500 peers.
The experimental results validate the previous theoretical analysis about the COR ef-
fect. MAM is able to reduce communication overhead for applications with moderately
talkative or quiet peers compared with the service-provider architecture, and MAMBO
reduces the overhead still further.
5.5.5 Load-Balancing
This experiment investigates the load-balancing capability of the bushiness optimisation
mechanism by comparing the shapes of a MAM and a MAMBO tree that are created
for 1000 application participants, and by measuring the actual inbound communication
overhead imposed on each parent peer.
Figure 5.13 shows that in MAM, only about 40 peers were selected to be parent peers,
monitoring the other 960 peers in the system, whereas in MAMBO(Bushiness=10),
about 300 peers were selected to be parent peers. It demonstrates that the shape of
the multicast trees built by MAM and MAMBO are quite distinct, and the bushiness
optimisation has a significant impact by ensuring that each interior peer only accepts up
to a limited number of children.
Furthermore, while mapping supervision relationships onto a MAMBO tree, the total
workload is fairly distributed among all the parent peers. However, in MAM the work-
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load of some parent peers is about 100 times more than some other parent peers. It
clearly indicates that the bushiness optimisation mechanism is quite effective at load-
balancing.
5.5.6 Dependability Implication of Bushiness Optimisation
Though the bushiness optimisation provides a good improvement to load-balancing ca-
pability, its side effect on supervision is also observed in the experiments. Because
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MAM distributes the supervision responsibilities to multiple parent peers, sometimes it
is unable to detect simultaneous child/parent failures as discussed in Section 5.5.2. Fig-
ure 5.14 further demonstrates that the bushiness optimisation mechanism can increase
the probability for such exceptions to occur.
Figure 5.14 shows the mean number of supervision exceptions happened in MAM and
MAMBO(Bushiness=10). Firstly, as an inherent design limitation, the exceptions hap-
pened to both MAM and MAMBO. Secondly, a higher churn rate implies that there are
more peers leaving the system concurrently, so the probability for a supervision excep-
tion to happen is also higher. Last but not least, no matter what churn rate is applied
to an experiment, the mean number of exceptions in MAMBO is always higher than in
MAM. Figure 5.15 justifies these experimental results with a statistical analysis, where
a higher degree of bushiness is helpful to reduce the exception probability.
MAMBO is an effective load-balancing mechanism, and it is helpful to further enhance
the scalability of a P2P application. However, as a double-edged sword, it may also
increase the probability of a supervision exception. Currently, several secondary policy
plug-ins for MAMBO are being considered, which either attempt to exploit grandparents
and siblings to enhance the parent-child supervision relationship, or to adopt a multi-
tree strategy like Splitstream [37]. Before these secondary solutions become available, a
program has been implemented, which suggests appropriate bushiness values according
to the typical online population and the churn rate of a P2P application, as shown in
Figure 5.15. Developers who want to apply MAMBO in their P2P applications may
refer to the suggested bushiness value, and strike a balance between the workload that
is to be imposed on each parent peer and the possible failure rate of the supervision
mechanism.
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5.6 Conclusion
Application-level multicast is an important research area investigating efficient com-
munication infrastructures for sending data to a group of recipients. In the literature,
tree-based application-level multicast systems have been implemented to facilitate P2P
applications such as file sharing, multi-player online game, incentive mechanisms, and
multimedia streaming. Some of these applications only provide a best-effort service, but
others have higher membership management requirements.
This chapter proposes a newmembership management mechanism, MAMBO, that reuses
the ALM infrastructure in a P2P application to monitor and organise its membership, by
overlapping the multicast tree with a supervision tree (Section 5.3). Unfortunately, a
naive overlapping, MAM, may induce heavy workloads on some nodes (Section 5.5.5),
so a tree Bushiness Optimisation is introduced to limit the maximum workload.
Both MAM and MAMBO have been implemented on FreePastry as policy plug-ins for
Scribe (Section 5.4.1). With the demonstration application POMPwe show the following
advantages of MAMBO:
 MAM and MAMBO are more scalable than a conventional service-provider ar-
chitecture, and MAMBO is more scalable than MAM (Section 5.5.3), e.g. the
inbound communication overhead is 1
30
th of that in a service-provider architecture
on a 1000-node P2P network. Hence MAMBO is more suitable for large scale
P2P applications.
 MAM and MAMBO reduce communication overheads compared with a conven-
tional service-provider architecture for applications with low levels of talkative-
ness. For example, on a 500-node P2P network, MAM outperforms the service-
provider implementation up to 73.5% talkativeness, and MAMBO up to 94%
talkativeness (Section 5.5.4).
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 MAM and MAMBO keep the communication and computation overheads of pro-
viding membership management low. For example, the Scribe resubscription mes-
sages act as heartbeats indicating peer status (Section 5.4.1). MAMBO can further
balance the supervision workload among application peers (Section 5.5.5).
 MAM and MAMBO keep the configuration overhead of providing membership
management low by mapping the supervisor-worker relationship to the informa-
tion forwarder-receiver relationship in the ALM infrastructure (Section 5.3). It is
straightforward to deploy MAM and MAMBO as policy plug-ins in existing P2P
applications that use tree-based application-level multicast (Section 5.4.3).
A limitation of MAM and MAMBO has been identified, i.e. its inability to detect the
failure of a child if its supervising parent fails at the same time. Currently, a MAMBO
user can partly compensate for this by choosing a bushiness configuration for a specific
P2P application which minimises this risk (Section 5.5.6). In future work we aim to
provide secondary policy plug-ins that remove this limitation.
The relationship between MAMBO and the Mediator framework discussed in Chapter
4 is that Mediator uses MAMBO as an efficient membership management mechanism
for a ZM to monitor the presence and working states of its zone members, as discussed
in Section 4.4.2. A ZM disseminates periodic heartbeat messages to its zone members
via a tree-based application-level multicast. MAMBO reuses this communication infras-
tructure to distribute a ZM’s supervision responsibilities to large numbers of information
forwarders. As a result, the communication overhead that is imposed on a ZM can be
reduced, and super-peer dependability of the Mediator framework can be enhanced with-
out weakening its scalability.
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— It’s much better to do
a little with certainty, and
leave the rest for others
that come after you.
Isaac Newton Chapter 6
Deadline-Driven Auctions
6.1 Introduction
To adapt MMOGs to P2P architectures a range of design issues have to be addressed, as
discussed in Chapter 3. NPC host allocation is one of these important issues. Typically
a MMOG features considerable numbers of NPCs, i.e. virtual actors who drive continu-
ing storylines or combat player characters. In conventional C/S architectures NPCs are
hosted by centralised game servers, consuming significant processing power and net-
work bandwidth. However in P2P architectures, such dedicated game servers are not
available. As a result, a P2P MMOG needs to host its NPCs using resources available
on game participant machines.
This chapter presents the design (Section 6.3), analysis (Section 6.4), extension (Sec-
tion 6.5), implementation (Section 6.6) and evaluation (Section 6.7) of Deadline-Driven
Auctions (DDA). DDA is a novel task mapping infrastructure for heterogeneous P2P
environments, and is also an important component of the Mediator framework (Section
4.2.3). The relationship between DDA and the Mediator framework can be viewed from
two perspectives. On the one hand, DDA completes the Mediator framework by pro-
viding a distributed NPC host allocation mechanism that is compatible with other sys-
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tem components, such as interest-management and incentive mechanisms. On the other
hand, the Mediator framework also facilitates the application of DDA by supplying a
self-organising and dependable super-peer infrastructure.
Common NPC host allocation schemes are region-based [118, 91] or virtual distance
based [29, 167, 86], as discussed in Section 3.4. The former hosts all the NPCs in a
game zone using a single super-peer, and the latter allocates a NPC to the machine of a
player, whose avatar is closest to the NPC. Compared with these approaches DDA offers
the following advantages:
 Efficient Resource Utilisation - DDA shares NPC tasks among multiple applica-
tion participants and guarantees that a NPC task is always allocated to a host with
adequate resources. So, DDA is able to utilise available resources efficiently, and
to bring the potential of a P2P system into full play.
 Real-time Resource Allocation - The fast pace of a MMOG usually requires a
NPC to appear and start working within a few of seconds. Experimental results
demonstrate that DDA is able to process large numbers of tasks within their dead-
lines, and to support a simulated P2P MMOG with the better part of 1000 players
(Section 6.7.3).
 QoS for 1:N Interactions - DDA reduces communication latency among a NPC
host and multiple ordinary players in the vicinity of that NPC, so as to provide
better gaming experiences for 1:N interactions (Section 6.7.4).
 Cooperative Economic Model - DDA supports flexible resource selection policies,
and it conveniently establishes a cooperative economic model that shares NPC
tasks among competent resource providers fairly (Section 6.7.5). DDA’s native in-
centive mechanism should persuade application participants to volunteer for NPC
tasks, and thus maintains the viability of a P2P MMOG.
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NPC Allocation Category Resource Task Allocation Game Cooperative
Mechanisms Utilisation Overhead Interactivity Incentive
P2P [118] Region-based Low Low Unoptimisable None
Zoned [91] Region-based Low Low Unoptimisable None
Colyseus [29] Distance-based Moderate Unknown Good for 1:1 None
AtoZ [167] Distance-based Moderate High Good for 1:1 None
Voronoi [86] Distance-based Moderate High Good for 1:1 None
DDA [66] Task mapping High Moderate Good for 1:N DCRC
Table 6.1: Comparison of NPC host allocation mechanisms
6.2 DDA Related Work
Existing NPC host allocation schemes can be classified into static region based ap-
proaches and dynamic virtual distance based approaches. The former, e.g. [118] and
[91], partition a game world into multiple regions, and assign each region a super-peer,
which works as an authoritative server and hosts all the NPCs within the region. In con-
trast, dynamic virtual distance based approaches, e.g. [29], [167] and [86], distribute
NPC objects to ordinary game participants, where the key idea is to allocate a NPC to
the machine of the player, whose avatar is closest to the NPC in a virtual game world.
However, both of the approaches have several drawbacks in terms of the degree of util-
isation of resources, overhead for task allocation, game interactivity optimisation and
support for cooperative incentive. Table 6.1 systematically compares DDA to five pieces
of representative related work from these perspectives.
Firstly, region based approaches cannot make use of application participants’ resources
efficiently, because they only employ one super-peer to host the NPC objects of a whole
region. As a result, excessive computation and communication workloads are put on a
single super-peer, whereas resources available at other peers in that region are not ex-
ploited. Dynamic virtual distance based approaches are relatively better at sharing NPC
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tasks among multiple application participants. However, a potential problem in such
approaches is that the player that is closest to a NPC may not have adequate resources
to host the NPC for other players. In contrast, DDA’s task mapping mechanism takes
players’ actual resource availability into consideration, and guarantees that NPC tasks
are always allocated to capable resource providers. Therefore, DDA can utilise available
resources in a P2P system more efficiently than the related work.
Secondly, the overhead for achieving a NPC host allocation mechanism should not be ne-
glected. In region based approaches, all NPC tasks are assigned to the same super-peer,
so no decision making is required, and only a little overhead is incurred by super-peer se-
lection process. Comparatively, the computation of accurate NPC host allocation is more
expensive in virtual distance based approaches. For example, AtoZ [167] uses Maha-
lanobis distance in the domain of quadratic discriminant analysis [21], and Voronoi [86]
requires each peer to construct and maintain a Voronoi diagram by itself. Even worse,
because a large proportion of the players in a MMOG are constantly moving, switches
of NPC host may be frequent, and thus communication overhead can also be high. In
comparison with the analysis of virtual distance, DDA’s distributed matchmaking pro-
cess is not computational intensive, and once a NPC is allocated to a game participant,
the hosting relationship remains stable, unless the NPC is destroyed, or the host needs to
leave the system. The experimental results in Section 6.7 demonstrate that DDA is able
to process large numbers of NPC tasks within their deadlines, and to support a simulated
P2P MMOG with approximately 1000 players on a single computer. However, Colyseus
[29] and AtoZ [167] have only been evaluated with a few players and game objects, so
their practicability and performance at a large scale are unknown. On the other hand,
Voronoi [86] has to resort to dedicated server nodes when the overhead for analysing
NPC hosting relationships becomes overly high.
Thirdly, game interactivity is another important criterion for comparison. A NPC host
should have low communication latencies with other players that interact with the NPC,
so as to guarantee a smooth gaming experience for a P2P MMOG. From this point of
view, region based approaches are unoptimisable, because in each region a single super-
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peer is selected to host all the NPCs, regardless of which players will interact with them.
Virtual distance based approaches are inherently optimal for 1 to 1 interactions. When
the player that is closest to a NPC happens to be the only player that interacts with the
NPC, the player can host the NPC by itself and avoid communication latency completely.
However, most NPCs in a MMOG can have a real-time effect on players on several
hosts at a time. In this case, all the players need to communicate with the NPC host,
and virtual distance based approaches cannot ensure that the latency for each player is
equally low. Contrarily, DDA aims at reducing communication latency among a NPC
host and multiple ordinary players in the vicinity of that NPC, so as to provide better
gaming experiences for 1 to N interactions (Section 6.7.4). Though DDA requires a
third party NPC host even in 1 to 1 interactions, the communication latency between a
player and a NPC host is kept low. Furthermore, the use of a third party NPC host should
also help to reduce the opportunities for unscrupulous players to abuse their hosting of
NPC objects to their own advantage.
Last but not least, when a P2P MMOG relies on game participants to carry out various
functional and administrative tasks, an incentive mechanism becomes crucial to persuade
application participants to contribute their resources, and to maintain the viability of the
system (Section 3.7). Unfortunately, none of the related work has discussed their sup-
ports for incentive mechanisms. So, another advantage DDA provides is that it supports
flexible resource selection policies, and it conveniently establishes a cooperative eco-
nomic model that shares NPC tasks among competent resource providers fairly (Section
6.7.5). Such an economic model enables a DCRC-like [77] accounting mechanism to
identify and discourage free-riders in a P2P MMOG. These free-riders are selfish play-
ers who attempt to consume more resources than they contribute as well as shoulder
fewer responsibilities than other players.
In conclusion, DDA is a dynamic task mapping mechanism for heterogeneous P2P envi-
ronments that is different from existing region based or virtual distance based NPC host
allocation approaches. Compared to related work, DDA is designed to utilise game par-
ticipants’ resources well and always distribute NPC tasks to capable resource providers.
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It is designed to allocate computing resources efficiently for large numbers of real-time
NPC tasks and to support gaming interactivity by keeping the communication latency
among NPC hosts and ordinary players low. Finally, it supports flexible matchmak-
ing policies, and with a friendly incentive policy, can establish a cooperative economic
model that helps motivate participants to contribute their resources to the system. The
following sections in this chapter present the design of DDA, a theoretical analysis of its
model, as well as the implementation and evaluation of its prototype.
6.3 Design
6.3.1 System Model
DDA is a novel task mapping infrastructure for heterogeneous P2P environments. Tra-
ditionally Heterogeneous Computing (HC) refers to the coordinated use of various re-
sources with different capabilities to satisfy the requirements of varying task mixtures
[70, 32]. A resource management system is employed to maximise the cost effective-
ness of an HC system by appropriately assigning resources to tasks (i.e. matching) and
ordering the execution of tasks on the resources (i.e. scheduling) [102]. This procedure
of matching and scheduling is defined as a “mapping” [102]. The design of DDA’s map-
ping infrastructure is different from a traditional HC system because of the following
reasons:
Characteristics of tasks & resources In traditional HC systems, an application is as-
sumed to be composed of one or more independent tasks, and some of the tasks may
be further decomposed into multiple communicating subtasks [70]. The subtasks have
data dependencies among them, but are able to be assigned to different machines for
execution. The resources, on the other hand, are dedicated to an HC system, such as a
computer cluster that is owned by a single institution. In this case, a resource manage-
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ment system is given full control of these resources, and able to schedule the execution
of a task on any computer at any time.
In contrast, DDA is customised for open, dynamic and fully distributed P2P applica-
tions. It is assumed that in such applications a large proportion of participants have
spare computing resources besides running their own tasks, and that the participants are
willing to contribute these resources by running public tasks for the collective welfare.
A public task is usually independent, such as to provide a service for other participant
peers during a specific period of time. However, because a participant may join and
leave a P2P application freely, and its resource availability may change over time, DDA
does not have the knowledge about what type and amount of resources are available
on which participants. As a result, DDA separates the matching and the scheduling,
where application participants carry out the scheduling by themselves (e.g. Mediator
local scheduling, Section 6.3.3) and report temporary resource availability information
to resource management super-peers, which carry out the matching accordingly (e.g.
Mediator zone-level matching, Section 6.3.4).
Goals & methods of mapping A traditional HC system is considered to be oversub-
scribed, when there are always tasks waiting to be mapped, and it is unlikely that all the
tasks will be completed within their deadlines. So, the priority of each task is evaluated,
and the goal for the mapping is to maximise the cost effectiveness of an HC system
by meeting the deadlines of larger numbers of important tasks within a certain time in-
terval. However, the problem of producing an optimal mapping has been shown to be
NP-complete [90], and thus various heuristic techniques are proposed as methods for
finding near-optimal mappings [102].
The goal for DDA is quite different. Above all, it is assumed that the spare comput-
ing resources available on the participants of a P2P application are always adequate to
satisfy the requirements of public tasks. If this were not so, the P2P application type
would not be viable. Furthermore, the priority of a task is determined by the deadline
for the task to be mapped, whereas other metrics of importance such as the deadline
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for the task to be completed are seldom considered. Besides quantitative requirements
such as the amount of resources required, a task may also specify a set of qualitative
requirements on potential resource providers’ trustworthiness, dependability, quality of
service and so on. In this case, the suitability for multiple resource providers, which all
have adequate resources to run a task, can still be compared and ranked. So, the goal
for DDA’s mapping is to assign all the pending tasks in a P2P application to satisfactory
resource providers within their deadlines. The method of achieving this goal is through
opportunistic matchmakings and auctions.
A matchmaking refers to the process of discovering a satisfactory resource provider,
which both satisfies a task’s quantitative requirements and ranks high according to the
task’s additional qualitative requirements. DDA’s matchmaking is opportunistic, because
the mapping of a task has to be completed within the task’s deadline. Consequently, a
relatively more competent resource provider that is discovered in due course at match-
making time is regarded as satisfactory, though it might not be an ideal choice if more
time was available or the mapping was required at a different time. In large scale P2P
applications DDA may distribute matchmaking responsibilities to multiple matchmaker
super-peers, each managing a subset of the resource providers. Given a task request,
each matchmaker proposes a locally optimised resource provider, and an auction is used
to determine the most satisfactory resource provider among these offers.
An auction in economic theory refers to any mechanism or set of trading rules for ex-
change. A typical format of auction comprises offering an item up for bid, taking bids,
and then selling the item to the winning bidder. Auctions have been widely used in
market-based P2P resource sharing systems, e.g. Popcorn [137], Spawn [158] and Ty-
coon [106]. These systems support their users to trade computing resources for virtual
currency, and users bid for resources with the rate that they are willing to pay for the
resource. In contrast, DDA supports multiple matchmakers to bid for tasks with locally
optimised resource providers. A resource provider that is evaluated to be more suitable
for running a task is kept as a winning bid, whereas other less competitive bids are re-
jected immediately. An auction’s time limit is determined by the deadline for the task
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that is up for bid. When there are no more matchmakers to bid for the task, or the dead-
line for the task is sufficiently near, the auction is closed and the task is assigned to the
winning resource provider.
In summary, the system model for DDA involves three parties:
1. Work Source The work source is the origin of tasks that need to be run by the par-
ticipants of a P2P application. The work source is also an auctioneer that distributes task
requests to multiple matchmakers in the system, accepts bids and determines the final
winning bid. DDA supports general P2P applications with real-time computational or
interactive tasks. A computational task may specify the computing resources that it re-
quires, such as CPU processing power, memory and storage capacity. An interactive task
may specify the communication resources that it requires, such as network bandwidth
and the maximal communication latency. Furthermore, both kinds of tasks may specify
a deadline, before which an appropriate resource provider must be located, as well as ad-
ditional qualitative requirements on a resource provider’s trustworthiness, dependability
and quality of service.
2. Resource Providers The resource providers are application participants that have
spare resource on their machines and would like to contribute the resource to the ap-
plication by running various tasks. Typically, resource providers in a P2P system have
two important characteristics - heterogeneity and non-dedicated resources [164]. The
former means that the resource providers may have different hardware configurations
and network connections. As a result, their capabilities of processing tasks may differ
significantly in terms of computation and communication. Non-dedicated resources, on
the other hand, indicates that a resource provider may share its resource among multiple
applications concurrently, and thus its performance may vary over time. In this case,
DDA allocates tasks according to each resource provider’s individual capability, as well
as the latest resource availability.
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Figure 6.1: The Mediator framework & Deadline-Driven Auctions
3. Matchmakers The key idea in DDA is to bridge between resource requirements and
their availability using opportunistic and distributed matchmaking via resource match-
makers. Firstly, the work source disseminates resource requirement information to a
set of matchmakers. Secondly, each resource provider requests tasks by uploading
its resource availability information to a nearby matchmaker. Thirdly, a matchmaker
matches resource requirements to resource offers, and proposes a locally optimised re-
source provider for each task to the work source. Finally, when the work source has
received proposals from all the matchmakers, or the deadline for a task is sufficiently
near, it closes the auction and determines which resource provider is finally selected to
run the task.
6.3.2 Mediator DDA
DDA is primarily designed to support NPC host allocation in P2P MMOGs, and specif-
ically in the Mediator framework (Chapter 4). Figure 6.1 depicts the roles of the three
parties when DDA is applied to the Mediator framework, and Figure 4.8 and 4.9 in Sec-
tion 4.3 depict the interactions among the super-peers. The components of DDA are
fulfilled as follows:
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Work Source The Mediator work source is the virtual game world that constantly gen-
erates requests for NPC objects. Conceptually, a NPC object is an indivisible, computa-
tional and interactive task, because:
 It can only be efficiently hosted by a single computer.
 It consumes processing power, as a NPC is associated with an AI program that
determines the NPC’s actions. For example, a monster NPC may determine its
move by examining the surrounding terrain and the positions of nearby players.
 It needs to interact with players. For example, a monster NPC may engage in
combat with a set of players, and exchange real-time gaming events with them.
The IMM for each game zone is in fact an oracle for the game world, as it anticipates
game events and issues NPC task requests according to game scenarios. An important
responsibility of an IMM is to allocate each NPC task within its deadline to a suitable
resource provider that has adequate computing resources, and is able to provide low
communication latency to player characters in the vicinity of the NPC.
Resource Providers The resource providers in the Mediator framework are ordinary
game participants. Driven by an incentive mechanism, the game participants carry out
a series of local scheduling activities (Section 6.3.3), and may decide to volunteer for
hosting NPC tasks, serving various super-peer roles, or registering as super-peer back-
ups.
Matchmakers The RMs for each game zone serve as DDA resource matchmakers. On
the one hand, they buffer NPC task requests from the IMM, and on the other hand, they
receive resource offers from ordinary zone members. Each RM matches a NPC task
request to all existing offers, and then proposes a locally optimised resource provider to
the IMM, which in turn compares the candidates and determines the final NPC host.
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6.3.3 Local Scheduling
Local scheduling refers to the activities carried out by a peer to manage its local com-
puting resources, and to contribute spare resource to a P2P application. Typical local
scheduling activities in Mediator DDA include:
Self-evaluation of Computing Capability A peer may evaluate its own resource avail-
ability, and estimate what kind and amount of tasks it can afford. For example, a ZM
in the Mediator framework issues super-peer requirements to its zone members periodi-
cally (Section 4.3.2), specifying the processing power and network bandwidth required
by different super-peer roles. By receiving such advertisements, each ordinary zone
member carries out self-evaluation to tell whether it is capable of a super-peer role. This
self-evaluation process is crucial for dealing with the resource heterogeneity in a P2P
system.
Volunteering for Super-PeerWork A peer may decide whether to volunteer for super-
peer work, if it qualifies for a super-peer role. For example, a resource-rich peer that
qualifies for a ZM role can register at the current ZM to become a ZM backup. Where
the current ZM is leaving the zone, or is about to be overloaded, it will give up its role to
a suitable backup peer, or divide the game zone into multiple sub-zones and appoint new
ZMs for each of them from backup peers. Similarly, qualified peers can also register as
backups for the IMM or the RMs, in case some of them leave or fail.
QoS Optimisation A peer may need to optimise its quality of service according to
application-specific requirements. For example, real-time interactions in a P2P MMOG
are susceptible to high communication latency. So, in order to provide smooth gaming
experiences, Mediator DDA requires resource providers to find out their communication
latencies with other players in the same game zone, which becomes an important part of
a peer’s local scheduling. Concretely, the ZM for each game zone publishes heartbeat
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messages periodically for zone structure maintenance purposes. Such messages carry a
list of existing zone members, so that a peer can check whether new zone members have
shown up. If so, the peer sends out a set of Ping messages to the new zone members,
and they reply with Pong messages, so that communication latencies among them can
be measured.
Requesting Tasks A peer may request new tasks by uploading its resource availabil-
ity information to a matchmaker. For example, in the Mediator framework an ordinary
player may request NPC tasks by uploading its resource availability information to a
nearby RM. Due to the resource non-dedication property, a resource provider should up-
date its availability information at the matchmaker periodically, so that the matchmaker
always works with information that is reasonably up-to-date.
Condor-like Matchmaking Mechanism
DDA resorts to a Condor-like [113] matchmaking mechanism for resource discovery,
and represents both the available resources and the task requests using ClassAds. A
ClassAd is a set of uniquely named expressions, which can be used to describe the
characteristics and constraints of machines and jobs [133]. In Mediator DDA, a ClassAd
that describes a usable resource is called an RAd, and a ClassAd that describes a job is
called a JAd. Figure 6.2 shows the structures of these two kinds of ClassAds.
RAd Structure: The Owner field contains a resource provider’s PeerId as a 128bit
code. The PRI and Rep fields respectively indicate the resource provider’s current vir-
tual credits and reputation score. The CPU, RAM, and BW fields reflect a peer’s avail-
able processing power, memory and network bandwidth. A resource provider is able to
specify a minimum task weight that it accepts in theMini field, because on the one hand
a powerful provider may not want to be bothered by tiny tasks, and on the other hand,
less competent providers would be starved of contribution opportunities if all tasks in
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Figure 6.2: Structures of ResourceAd and JobAd
their power were seized by stronger peers. The LV field is a serialized HashMap with
PeerIds as keywords, and communication latency values as contents. The Rank and Re-
quirements fields are required by Condor’s matchmaking mechanism. By the evaluation
of those two fields, it is determined whether a given resource provider is able to host a
specific task or not, and to what extent both parties are a good match for each other. The
last two fields, Latency and Preference are completed by the RM that carried out the
matchmaking. A RM finishes the RAd from the locally optimised resource provider, and
passes it to the IMM as a bid for the corresponding NPC task request.
JAd Structure: TheOwner field reflects a set of PeerIds, for whom RMs should min-
imise communication latency while selecting the locally optimised resource provider.
The owners of a specific NPC task request are determined by the IMM that issued the
JAd, according to a game event anticipation algorithm. If a NPC task was triggered by
a single player for a 1:1 interaction, that player would be identified as the owner of the
task request. Otherwise, if a NPC was spawned for a 1:N interaction, all of the players
that are in the vicinity of the NPC would be identified as the owners of the task request.
The TTL, Amount, and ObjectType fields respectively represent the life time, the car-
dinality, and the type of a NPC. These three fields will be used for a selected resource
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provider to initialise the NPCs. Furthermore, the IMM can specify a Mini field in a
JAd to restrict the minimum reputation score for a required resource provider, according
to the significance of the NPC to be hosted. The Deadline and TimeStamp fields are
utilised by DDA to make sure that a resource provider is located in due course. Finally,
CPU, RAM and BW fields describe the weight of a NPC task.
DCRC-like Incentive Mechanism
Local scheduling is driven by a DCRC-like incentive mechanism [77], which on the one
hand charges peers in term of credits according to the time that they play the game,
and on the other hand, rewards peers according to the amount of resources that they
contribute to the system. Ideally, a peer that actively contributes usable resources to the
system should be able to earn enough credits to pay for its playing time. In contrast,
free-riders will become poorer and poorer, and finally be identified and discouraged.
However, a potential problem with this incentive mechanism is that if resource-rich peers
eagerly volunteer for tasks, less competitive peers will be starved of opportunities for
earning credits, and as a result, they could come to be regarded as free-riders unfairly.
To cope with this problem, DDA adopts a friendly matchmaking policy (Section 6.5.2)
that fairly shares credit earning opportunities among all competent resource providers.
Cheating Mitigation
Currently, cheating mitigation is not a primary focus of DDA’s design, but obviously it
is possible for unscrupulous peers to cheat on local scheduling. For example, in order to
earn more credits, a peer may lie about the spare computing resource it can provide, or
upload its resource availability to multiple RMs. As a result, the peer will be allocated
tasks that are beyond its capability, which consequently damage other peers’ gaming
experiences. One avenue of future work is to enhance DDA’s security by discouraging
disadvantageous peer behaviour using a distributed reputation system, which enables a
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Figure 6.3: DDA zone-level scheduling
RM to favour more dependable and trustworthy resource providers during a matchmak-
ing process.
6.3.4 Zone-Level Matching
Zone-level matching refers to the collaboration among the work source (i.e. IMM) and
multiple resource matchmakers (i.e. RMs), as depicted by Figure 6.3.
Each RM maintains two queues: a resource queue (RQ) for storing resource availability
information (i.e. RAds) from resource providers, and a task request queue (TQ) for
buffering NPC task requests (i.e. JAds) given by the IMM.
1. RQ An ordinary player that is willing to request NPC tasks will firstly complete its
local scheduling activities, and then upload an RAd to a nearby RM to report its resource
availability and communication latencies with other players. The RM stores the RAds
that it has received in the RQ, and for each pending NPC task request, the RM scans
the RQ to locate a locally optimised resource provider that has adequate resources, as
well as the lowest mean communication latency with the target players specified in the
task request. Finally, the RM returns the selected RAd to the IMM as a bid for the
corresponding NPC task request. In this matchmaking process, the following aspects
need to be emphasised:
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 The Length of RQ - Every time an RM receives an RAd, it can recognise whether
the RAd is from a familiar resource provider, or a stranger. In the former case,
the RAd is regarded as an update, and will replace that provider’s existing RAd
in the RQ. In the latter case, the RAd is regarded as a new subscription to the
RM, which will result in the length of the RQ being increased by 1. However, an
RQ cannot be arbitrarily long, because lengthening it will both prolong the time
that the RM takes to process a NPC task request, and impose more workloads on
the RM. Therefore, the Mediator framework allows application developers to set
a limit on the maximum length of an RQ. Once an RM is fully subscribed, the
ZM will remove it from heartbeat messages, and may promote more RMs from
super-peer backups for load-balancing purposes (Section 4.3.2).
 Matchmaking Time - Suppose that the maximum length of an RQ is l RAds, and
it takes t milliseconds for an RM to match each RAd to a NPC task request, it will
take l  t milliseconds in total for the RM to complete matching all the RAds to
decide which one is the most appropriate. So, l  t is referred to as the maximum
matchmaking time, which plays an important role in the design analysis (Section
6.4). Some preordering of RAds might reduce the search time a little, but would
incur the overhead of computing a preordering for every new RAd received.
 Matchmaking Policy - Previously, it has been mentioned that for each NPC task
request an RM will by default select a resource provider that has adequate com-
puting resources and the lowest mean communication latency with the target play-
ers. This selection criterion always puts forward a potential NPC host that is
most likely to provide adequate game interactivities, whereas experimental re-
sults demonstrate that it also has a negative side effect on the incentive mechanism
(Section 6.7.5). To deal with this problem, DDA supports flexible matchmak-
ing policies for RMs to overload the definition of a “locally optimised resource
provider”. More details about matchmaking policy will be discussed in Section
6.5.2.
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2. TQ A RM buffers NPC task requests (i.e. JAds) issued by the IMM in the TQ.
Because each task request comes with a deadline, before which the task must be mapped,
a TQ suits being made a priority queue, where task requests are ordered on an earliest
deadline first (EDF). EDF is a scheduling algorithm that selects the task closest to its
deadline as the one to be processed next. The processing cycle of the RM involves
retrieving the JAd with the shortest deadline from the TQ, scanning the RQ to find the
most adequate resource provider, and returning it to the IMM as a bid. From the IMM’s
perspective, for each NPC task request that has been sent out, it opens an auction that
waits for resource offers to be returned by RMs. When the IMM has received offers
from all the RMs, or the deadline for the NPC task is sufficiently near, the IMM closes
the auction and determines which resource provider is finally selected to host the NPC.
Here, a potential problem is that there are likely to be multiple offers, only one of which
can win the auction, and the IMM will notify the rest of the RMs that their bids have
been rejected. Before the RMs receive this notification, it is safer for them to proceed
to the next matchmaking cycle without considering the proposed resource providers,
because if a resource provider won the auction, its resource availability would change.
Consequently, many proposed resource providers that did not win the current auction
may also lose the opportunity to be considered for the next few auctions. This is not
only unfair to the resource providers, but may also damage the overall resource quality
attained by the system. To deal with this problem, a multilevel feedback delay queue
(MFDQ) is proposed as the infrastructure of a TQ, instead of an intuitive EDF queue.
More details about the MFDQ will be discussed in Section 6.5.1.
6.4 Design Analysis
The purpose of this section is to develop a simple mathematical model of DDA and to
analyse whether DDA is efficient enough to keep up with the fast pace of a MMOG by
meeting the deadlines for large numbers of NPC task requests.
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6.4.1 Deadline for Player-Triggered Tasks
The deadline for a player-triggered task T is a specific time point D, before which an
appropriate resource provider must be located through zone-level matching. For exam-
ple, a player is approaching a shop and will arrive in 5 seconds. Accordingly, a merchant
NPC is triggered, which must show up in the shop and start working before the player’s
arrival. This requirement is captured in Equation 6.1, in which C(T ) means the comple-
tion time for task T .
C(T ) < D (6.1)
According to Figure 6.3, C(T ) comprises two periods of time: the round-trip time
(RTT ) between the IMM and an RM, and the time that an RM takes to discover a locally
optimised resource provider. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that by carefully se-
lecting super-peers from candidates, each RM has an equally short RTT with the IMM.
Furthermore, the RQs maintained by different RMs are equally long, each containing l
RAds. If it takes t milliseconds for an RM to match one RAd to the JAd, it will take l  t
milliseconds in total for the RM to complete matching all the RAds to decide which one
is the best. So, for task T :
C(T ) = RTT + l  t < D (6.2)
Equation 6.2 expresses the time restriction on a single NPC task request, whereas typi-
cally there are multiple task requests waiting to be processed in a TQ. Suppose that Ti is
the i th task buffered in a TQ, since the previous i   1 tasks all have shorter deadlines.
As a result, it takes (i   1)  l  t milliseconds before the RM actually starts to process
Ti. So, if Ti’s deadline is Di, its completion time should satisfy:
8i21:::nC(Ti) = RTT + i  l  t < Di (6.3)
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6.4.2 Deadline for Periodically Respawned Tasks
Besides player-triggered tasks, there are also considerable numbers of NPCs that are
periodically respawned in a MMOG, such as monsters that combat player characters
(PCs). The spawning and respawning of a NPC object has been discussed in Section
2.2.2. Currently, well-known commercial MMOGs [7, 10] employ a timer-based ap-
proach that respawns NPCs to keep the number of NPCs and PCs to a stable ratio. In
other words, if the number of players in a game zone is P , the NPC to PC ratio is R, and
on average a NPC’s life time is TTL seconds, PR
TTL
NPCs should be respawned every
second. Furthermore, if a timer is set to respawn NPCs every Int th second (i.e. the
respawning interval), each time PRInt
TTL
NPCs are respawned.
In fact, the respawning interval determines the deadline for a set of NPC tasks, because
all these NPCs must appear in the game world and start working within that interval, i.e.
for all the NPC task requests that are respawned in the same interval, D1 = D2 = ::: =
Di = Int. When such a set of task requests are buffered in a TQ, if the last request
can be processed before the deadline, previous tasks can meet this deadline as well. So,
Equation 6.3 is changed to:
C(Tlast) = RTT +
P R  Int
TTL
 l  t < Int (6.4)
6.4.3 Combining Both Kinds of Tasks in a Respawning Interval
In this section, a respawning interval is used as a discrete time unit for further discus-
sions. In other words, we can imagine that snapshots of a TQ’s contents are taken for
the duration of every respawning interval. It is highly likely that both player-triggered
and periodically respawned task requests may coexist in the same snapshot. Because the
deadline for respawned task requests is fixed, which is the end of the current respawn-
ing interval, deadlines for player-triggered task requests that fall into the same interval
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Variable Meaning Nominal Value
P zone population
R NPC:PC ratio 5:1
TTL NPC life time expectation 300 (second)
r event triggering rate 1/60 (per second)
Int respawning interval
RTT round trip time 0.5 (second)
l RM resource queue length 50 (RAds)
t matchmaking time 1 (ms per RAd)
Table 6.2: DDA model variables & nominal values
are likely to be earlier than the former. Therefore, player-triggered task requests usually
have higher priorities, are placed in the front of the TQ, and will be processed by the RM
first. In this case, whether these requests can meet their deadlines is tightly related to the
game event anticipation algorithm, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. In contrast,
periodically respawned task requests have lower priorities, and their processing can be
delayed. Hence, the analysis mainly focuses on whether the last NPC task request in
each respawning interval can be processed in due course.
Assuming that each player triggers r NPC tasks in every second, the number of players
in a game zone is P , and the length of a respawning interval is Int, there would be
r  P  Int player-triggered tasks in total. Since these tasks are processed first, the
completion time of the last periodically respawned NPC task in Equation 6.4 is changed
to:
C(Tlast) = RTT + (
P R
TTL
+ r  P )  Int  l  t < Int (6.5)
Table 6.2 lists all the key parameters of the DDA model, together with nominal values
typical of commercial MMOGs [7, 10]. Applying the nominal values to Equation 6.5
creates Equation 6.6.
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(600  P )  Int > 300 (6.6)
6.4.4 DDA Model Summary
We make the following key observations from our model:
 Based on the assumptions in Table 6.2, DDA can support up to 600 peers in each
game zone, which corresponds to a zone size of around 500 peers in many typical
MMOGs (Equation 6.6).
 When implementing a P2P MMOG with a zone size of 500 peers, the minimum
respawning interval is 3 seconds (Equation 6.6).
 On average a resource provider may obtain a NPC task in every 10 respawning
intervals, so the credits rewarded for running a task should cover the payment
charged for corresponding playing time.
6.5 DDA Extensions
6.5.1 Reducing Resource Tie-up with aMultilevel Feedback Delay Queue
Figure 6.4 demonstrates a potential “resource tie-up” problem in DDA’s design. Sup-
pose that there are 200 peers in a zone, and a respawning interval of 6 seconds is used.
Accordingly, at the beginning of every respawning interval, the IMM sends out 20 tasks
(i.e. T1 to T20) to corresponding RMs, specifying the deadline as 6 seconds. For T1, RM
Alice proposes RAd Rx to the IMM as a bid, then carries on processing T2. Unfortu-
nately, at the IMM end, Ry proposed by RM Bob is better than Rx, so Rx is rejected and
returned to Alice. In spite of the time for IMM’s decision making, it will take at least
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Figure 6.4: The resource tie-up problem.
RTT time before Alice finds out that her bid has been rejected. In Expression 6.2, l t is
too small compared to RTT . Consequently, before Rx is actually returned to Alice, 10
matchmaking jobs have been completed without taking Rx into consideration. This is
unfair to the resource provider and may also damage the overall resource quality attained
by the system, as Rx could be a good match for some NPC task that it has missed. Even
worse, as shown by Figure 6.4, it is possible for up to 10 RAds to be tied up throughout
a respawning interval. Considering that a RM only has about 50 RAds in its RQ, this
leads to a 20% tie-up rate.
To address this problem, a RM should anticipate the rejection or acceptance of its bids,
and accordingly update the contents of related RAds, rather than simply removing them
from the RQ. If a RM always presumes that its bids will be rejected by the IMM, it is
referred to as a “pessimistic strategy”, and the RMwill carry on to the next matchmaking
job without updating the RAds that it has proposed. Contrarily, a RM can adopt an
“optimistic strategy” by always presuming that its bids will be accepted by the IMM. In
this case, every time the RM makes a proposal to the IMM, it subtracts the resources to
be consumed by the corresponding task from the original RAd, puts the new RAd back
to its RQ, and then moves on to the next matchmaking job.
Comparatively, the optimistic strategy is safer than the pessimistic strategy, because in
the latter there is a risk for the same resource provider to be proposed for a number of
tasks and win multiple of them simultaneously. Though the resource provider is capable
of hosting any individual task, it may not have adequate resources to host all of them.
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As a result, it would be possible for some resource providers to be overloaded under the
pessimistic strategy, whereas this problem is avoided with the optimistic strategy.
The optimistic strategy is not an ultimate solution to the resource tie-up problem, as it is
only effective at improving the matchmaking efficiency for resource-rich peers that have
excessive resources even after being proposed several times. In contrast, once a resource
restricted peer is proposed to the IMM as a bid and a set of resources is subtracted
in advance, the peer may no longer have adequate resources to be considered in the
following matchmaking process. In this circumstance, the peer has to be tied up, until
the RM receives the IMM’s notification about whether the bid is finally accepted.
In fact, though theoretically DDA can support up to 600 peers in each game zone, the
actual population might be smaller, especially when dynamic zoning is supported. In the
previous example, when the average zone population is 200 and the respawning interval
is 6 seconds, a RM can finish its matchmaking process for the 20 respawning tasks within
0:001  50  20 = 1 second, which is long before the deadline of 6 seconds. Hence, it
may be advantageous for a RM to introduce delays in between its matchmaking. For
example, if a 150 ms delay is added at the end of each matchmaking, it will take a RM
0:00150+150 = 200ms to complete a task, and 20 tasks will take 4 seconds, which is
still ahead of the deadline of 6 seconds. With this amount of delay, a resource provider
that is tied up during the matchmaking will only miss the next 4 tasks, instead of 10.
In other words, there are at most 4 RAds being tied up throughout every respawning
interval, which is a 60% improvement in terms of resource tie-up rate than before.
So, DDA should employ an optimistic matchmaking strategy while proposing a resource-
rich peer to the IMM as a locally optimised resource provider. On the other hand, DDA
should also require a RM to engage in delays in between its matchmaking. Considering
that in every respawning interval a RM has to handle large numbers of periodical NPC
tasks as well as player-triggered tasks with various deadlines, the scheduling algorithm
for a RM could be complex. Hence, a useful extension to DDA would be a multilevel
feedback delay queue (MFDQ), which is proposed to facilitate a RM to schedule its
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Figure 6.5: Structure of a Multilevel Feedback Delay Queue
matchmaking more effectively. A MFDQ can be used as the data structure of a RM’s
TQ for buffering NPC task requests, instead of an intuitive earliest deadline first (EDF)
queue. Experimental results demonstrate that a MFDQ can alleviate much of the re-
source tie-up problem and increase the probability for DDA to locate a more appropriate
NPC host (Section 6.7.4).
At the first glance a MFDQ is similar to a multilevel feedback queue for Unix process
scheduling, where the main difference is that in the MFDQ, each run queue is executed
only when its delay has expired. As shown by Figure 6.5, an individual run queue is
a priority queue that implements EDF. If the inter run queue delay is d, then a MFDQ
comprises n = ceil(Int=d) run queues in total. Each run queue represents a different
urgency level. Queue Instant buffers the most urgent tasks, which are processed
instantly. Other run queues are arranged in a circle, with a Head pointer indicating the
queue to be executed next. When an inter-queue delay has expired, tasks in queue Head
are moved to queue Instant, and the Head pointer jumps to the next run queue.
A MFDQ mainly supports two operations:
1. add(Task t) This enqueue operation inserts a new task into the MFDQ using the
following algorithm:
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add(Task t){
t.enqueue_deadline = t.original_deadline-RTT-i*l*t;
t.urgency_level = floor(t.enqueue_deadline/d);
if(t.urgency_level == 0)
Instant.add(t);
else if(t.urgency_level >= (n-1))
Tail.add(t);
else
getQueue((t.urgency_level+Head.index)%n).add(t);
}
The algorithm recalculates a task’s enqueue deadline by subtracting RTT and i  l  t
from its original deadline. Then, it evaluates the task’s urgency level. If the task is not
able to bear one inter-queue delay, the task is added to queue Instant. Otherwise, the
task is added to a run queue.
2. poll( ) This dequeue operation is invoked when an inter-queue delay has expired to
move lower level tasks to queue Instant using the following algorithm:
poll(){
int to_move = ceil(total_number_of_tasks/n);
int done = 0;
for(each Task t in Head){
Instant.add(Head.remove());
done++;
}
Head = getQueue((Head.index+1)%n);
int current = Head.index;
while(done < to_move){
if(! getQueue(current).isEmpty()){
Instant.add(getQueue(current).remove());
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done++;
}
else
current = (current+1)%n;
}
}
The algorithm firstly moves all tasks in queue Head to queue Instant. Because each
run queue may have a different length, it moves the same number of tasks each time.
If less tasks are moved from Head to Instant, more tasks in lower level queues are
moved as well.
6.5.2 Alternative Matchmaking Policies
A matchmaking policy is the set of criteria that an RM uses for selecting locally opti-
mised resource providers (by default, the term “optimised” refers to minimised commu-
nication latency). In the Mediator framework, an IMM anticipates forthcoming gaming
events in a game zone, and provides in a JAd a list of target players which are likely
to interact with a newly respawned NPC. At matchmaking time, an RM takes out every
available RAd from its resource queue, matching it to the JobAd using two conditions:
 Does the resource provider have adequate computing resource for running the
task?
 Is the mean communication latency among the resource provider and the target
players the shortest?
Because this policy strictly selects the resource provider that provides minimum latency,
it is called a “strict incentive policy”. However, a problem is that less competitive peers
are likely to be starved of opportunities for earning credits, and finally to be regarded as
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free-riders unfairly, as discussed in Section 6.3.3. To stop this problem from happening,
a factor  can be introduced to relax the selection criteria as below:
 Does the resource provider have adequate computing resource for running the
task?
 Is the mean communication latency within the range of shortest  ?
 Is the resource provider low on credit?
This policy favours the poorest peer providing a communication latency that is not
greater than shortest   , and making it a “friendly incentive policy”. Experimental
results demonstrate that with  = 1:2, DDA shares tasks among the peers more fairly
than using the strict incentive policy of  = 1 (Section 6.7.5).
Actually, DDA allows flexible matchmaking policies to be adopted. For example, when
a reputation mechanism is brought into effect in future work, it will allow policies that
favour more dependable and trustworthy resource providers.
6.6 Implementation
A proof-of-concept prototype for DDA has been implemented using FreePastry 2.1, an
open-source implementation of Pastry [143]. The RM’s matchmaking mechanism has
been implemented using ClassAds 2.2 [113]. Furthermore, to evaluate the prototype,
a test-bed application has been developed, which simulates a P2P MMOG using a 2-
dimensional game world and hundreds of virtual player avatars moving according to a
random way point algorithm. Figure 6.6 is a UML package diagram that illustrates the
key components of the current implementation and their relationships.
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Figure 6.6: Package diagram of the DDA prototype & test bed application
6.6.1 DDA Prototype
In Figure 6.6, the system model of DDA is fulfilled by package hw.macs.mediator,
which comprises the following sub packages:
1. hw.macs.mediator.application This package provides the implementa-
tion of a virtual player in a P2P MMOG, together with four super-peer modules that are
defined in the Mediator framework (Section 4.3). Each super-peer module is represented
by an individual thread, hence when an ordinary player is promoted to a super-peer role,
it will activate the corresponding super-peer module by starting a new thread.
In each game zone, the IMM serves as the DDA’s work source by constantly generating
NPC tasks according to game scenarios. On the other hand, multiple RMs serve as
matchmakers that match NPC task requests from the IMM with resource offers from
ordinary players.
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2. hw.macs.mediator.communication The current prototype adopts an event-
driven design, so the super-peer modules are essentially event handlers, each being re-
sponsible for processing a certain category of messages. The communication pack-
age defines a set of message types to be used in the prototype. It also provides a
Message Queue class as a virtual player’s communication endpoint. For inbound
messages, this class buffers, classifies and dispatches them to corresponding event han-
dlers. The handlers may also schedule outbound messages on this class, which in turn
delivers them in the form of unicast, multicast, or anycast messages as required. Last but
not least, the package tightly cooperates with the FreePastry subsystem, which supplies
message routing functionality in a structured P2P overlay network. Chapter 5 has dis-
cussed the MAMBO extension to Scribe ALM middleware. When a super-peer module
schedules a multicast message, it can specify whether a MAMBO tree is needed, and if
so, what maintenance and bushiness policies should be used.
3. hw.macs.mediator.resource This package provides three main functional-
ities concerning resource representation, discovery and allocation. A ClassAd Factory
class is implemented as a utility for ordinary players to create resource offers (i.e. RAds)
and NPC task requests (i.e. JAds). Secondly, a Resource Stub class is implemented
to simulate ordinary players’ local scheduling activities. Each virtual player is assigned
a set of virtual computing resources, based on which the player can decide whether to
volunteer for super-peer work, or to request NPC tasks. Thirdly, this package also facil-
itates the RMs’ matchmaking job by determining to what extent an RAd and a JAd are a
good match for each other.
4. hw.macs.mediator.policies This package contains the flexible policy plug-
ins that can be employed by ordinary or super-peers, as indicated by its name. For exam-
ple, various RM matchmaking policies that are discussed in Section 6.5.2 are collected
here.
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Figure 6.7: Screen shot of the DDA test-bed.
6.6.2 DDA Test Bed
To evaluate the DDA prototype a test-bed application was developed, as shown by Figure
6.7. In the screen shot, the GUI for the test-bed is composed of two parts: on the top
left is a control panel for adjusting experimental parameters, and on the bottom right, a
separate window is provided as the visualizer for a virtual game world. This application
is supported by the package hw.macs.testbed in Figure 6.6.
1. hw.macs.testbed.world The game world is modelled as a 2-dimensional
area containing four adjacent game zones. At the beginning of a test, a number of sim-
ulated players are created and distributed to random positions in the game world. As
players join the game, necessary super-peer roles are selected according to the Mediator
framework (Section 4.3), and zone structure information is disseminated to correspond-
ing zone members via ZM heartbeats. The visualizer represents a player’s location using
a solid point, and the player’s AOI as a circle around the point. Different colours are
used to reflect a player’s super-peer role. After a player has completed its bootstrapping
process and settled down in one of the game zones, it starts moving in the game world
using the following random way point algorithm:
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 Firstly, the player chooses a random destination: p(x; y) 2 [(0; 0); (xmax; ymax)],
as its next waypoint. The waypoints are uniformly distributed over the game
world.
 Secondly, the player chooses a random velocity: v 2 (0; vmax], which is uniformly
distributed as well.
 Thirdly, the player starts moving to the next waypoint p with velocity v.
 Finally, when the player has reached the waypoint, it pauses for a random “think-
ing time”: t 2 [0; tmax], and then repeats the process.
In each game zone, five “spawn points” are set up for simulating player triggered events.
Every time a player in a zone moves towards a spawn point (i.e. the angle between the
line connecting the player and the spawn point and the player’s moving course is less
than 15), the IMM anticipates a potential game event. The deadline for that event is
calculated as the time that it takes from the player’s AOI comes into contact with the
spawn point until the player reaches a position that is closest to the spawn point. In
addition to such player triggered events, the IMM also respawns a certain amount of
monster NPCs periodically, as discussed in Section 6.4. The visualizer represents all the
NPC objects as tiny red squares.
2. hw.macs.testbed.director This package cooperates with the Direct dis-
crete event simulator integrated in FreePastry, and simulates a whole P2P MMOG with
hundreds of virtual players on a single physical machine. The simulator takes in a net-
work topology model generated by GT-ITM [171], and simulates Internet scale commu-
nication latencies among peers in a P2P network. The Peer Factory class is used
to create virtual players, and the Test Director class controls at what time a player
joins and leaves the application.
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6.7 Evaluation
While Section 6.4 presents a theoretical analysis using a mathematical model of the
DDA, this section seeks for practical evidence of DDA’s effectiveness at allocating NPC
hosts for a simulated P2P MMOG. Furthermore, DDA’s performance in reducing com-
munication latency for interactive tasks, and establishing a cooperative economic model
are compared using four different configurations:
1. Strict Incentive (MFDQ) Matchmakers buffer task requests with a MFDQ, and
select locally optimised resource providers using a strict incentive policy.
2. Strict Incentive (EDF) Matchmakers buffer task requests with a EDF queue, and
select locally optimised resource providers using a strict incentive policy.
3. Friendly Incentive (1.2) Matchmakers buffer task requests with a MFDQ, and
select locally optimised resource providers using a friendly incentive policy,  = 1:2.
4. Friendly Incentive (2.0) Matchmakers buffer task requests with a MFDQ, and
select locally optimised resource providers using a friendly incentive policy,  = 2:0.
6.7.1 Experimental Environment
Hardware platform The experiments were carried out on a workstation with 2.4GHz
Intel Core2 Duo CPU and 2GB memory. Such a hardware platform is able to run simu-
lated P2P MMOG sessions with up to 800 simultaneous players.
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Parameter Meaning Value
P zone population 200
Int respawning interval 6 (second)
TTL NPC life time expectation 300 (second)
R NPC:PC ratio 5:1
vmax player’s maximal velocity 6 (unit per second)
tmax player’s maximal thinking time 10 (seconds)
Table 6.3: DDA test-bed configuration parameters & values
Software setup Table 6.3 lists the parameters and their values used to set up the test-
bed application. Firstly, as the maximum number of simultaneous players is 800 and
the test-bed application comprises 4 adjacent game zones, the initial population for each
zone is set to 200. The IMM’s respawning interval is set to 6 seconds, which satisfies
Equation 6.6 discussed in Section 6.4. Secondly, the number of periodically respawned
NPC tasks in every interval is calculated as PRInt
TTL
= 20056
560 = 20. So, the gaming
scenario is simulated to require 20 new NPC objects in every six seconds. Thirdly, for
the random way point algorithm, a player’s maximal velocity vmax and thinking time
tmax are set to 6 units per second and 10 seconds respectively.
vmax has an impact on the deadlines of player-triggered NPC tasks. Figure 6.8 shows the
overall deadline distribution of the experiments, where the experimental results indicate
that when vmax = 6, the NPC task deadlines range from 3.0 to 10.5 seconds. On the
other hand, tmax has an impact on the frequency of player-triggered NPC tasks. Be-
cause the deadline for all periodically respawned NPC tasks is the same as the IMM’s
respawning interval, i.e. 6 seconds, it is the deadline for most of the tasks in Figure 6.8.
However, the proportion for tasks having a deadline of 6 seconds never exceeds 50%,
which implies that the test-bed application produces more player-triggered tasks than
periodically respawned tasks. According to the theoretical analysis in Section 6.4, the
number of player-triggered tasks was expected to be P  r  Int = 2006
60
= 20, which
is equal to the number of periodically respawned tasks. Therefore, when tmax = 10, the
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Figure 6.8: DDA NPC task deadline distribution.
test-bed generates a higher amount of mapping workload than the theoretical estimation
for a real MMOG. In this case, if DDA is able to support the test-bed effectively, it is
likely that DDA is also able to support a real MMOG with an equal number of players.
6.7.2 Ensuring Comparability of Results
A challenge for the experiments is to cope with the randomness and to ensure the compa-
rability of experimental results. Above all, because every peer in a P2P overlay network
identifies itself with a random PeerId, each time we run the experiment, the topology
of the system is different. In addition, due to the random way point model, the initial
position of a virtual player in the game world, its moving course and velocity, and the
thinking time between each move are also out of control. However, as a coin has two
sides, the randomness is helpful from another point of view. For example, it results in
various sequences of game events, according to which NPC task requests with differ-
ent deadlines are generated. Otherwise, it would be difficult to justify the effectiveness
of DDA, if all the experiments were repeated with a single, artificial sequence of game
events. So, an advisable strategy is to keep the randomness, and to repeat each experi-
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ment several times, so as to preserve the commonness and comparability of the results.
In practice, the experiment was repeated 5 times with each of the four configurations.
Every time, DDA’s performances on reducing communication latency and establishing
a cooperative economic model were measured with the first 10,000 tasks. Figure 6.8
indicates that, for equal number of tasks, the overall NPC task deadline distributions
of all the configurations are similar to each other. Therefore, further comparisons and
analysis that are carried out in Section 6.7.4 and 6.7.5 are meaningful.
6.7.3 DDA’s Effectiveness in NPC Host Allocation
DDA’s effectiveness in NPC host allocation is investigated with large numbers of appli-
cation logs collected from the experiments, as demonstrated in Appendix A. As 10,000
tasks are measured in an experiment, and an experiment is repeated 5 times for each of
the four configurations, these logs show mapping results for a total number of 10; 000 
5  4 = 200; 000 NPC tasks. A mapping is considered to be successful if the IMM has
received at least one resource offer from the RMs within the deadline of the correspond-
ing NPC task. In this case, DDA has achieved a 100% success rate for all the 200,000
NPC tasks. So, we draw the conclusion that DDA is able to support a simulated P2P
MMOG with 800 players, when NPC task deadlines range from 3.0 to 10.5 seconds.
However, DDA’s effectiveness on supporting a real MMOG still needs to be validated
on that MMOG, as the actual gaming scenarios will affect the performance of DDA.
Because the 200,000 mapping results are collected from experiments with all the four
configurations, DDA’s extensions do not influence its effectiveness in NPC host alloca-
tion. In other words, it does not matter that a resource matchmaker buffers NPC task
requests with MFDQ or EDF queue, or it uses what kind of matchmaking policy. DDA
is always able to assign large numbers of NPC task to resource providers in due course.
However, the use of different extensions may influence how satisfactory the selected
resource providers are, as well as whether NPC tasks are shared among all competent
resource providers fairly. These issues are investigated in the following sections.
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Figure 6.9: DDA latency distribution.
6.7.4 Communication Latency Optimisation
Figure 6.9 depicts the distribution of communication latencies among resource providers
located by DDA, and corresponding resource consumers. Five curves are displayed in
this Figure:
1. Network Latency This curve demonstrates the actual communication latency dis-
tribution for the GT-ITM network topology used by the Direct simulator. By default, the
distribution is approximately a Gaussian distribution N(350; 100). If resource providers
are randomly selected in the experiments, the latency distribution for DDA should be
similar to this default curve.
2. Strict Incentive (MFDQ) This curve demonstrates DDA’s communication latency
distribution, when RMs buffer NPC task requests using a MFDQ that is discussed in
Section 6.5.1. Compared to the default network latency distribution, the mean commu-
nication latency is reduced by 26.0%, from 350 ms to 259.2 ms. Only 5.5% of the NPC
hosts are employed, whose communication latencies with target players are higher than
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the default mean. Accordingly, DDA is able to improve QoS for interactive NPC tasks
in a P2P MMOG by carefully allocating NPC hosts to appropriate resource providers.
3. Strict Incentive (EDF) This curve demonstrates DDA’s communication latency
distribution, when RMs buffer NPC task requests using an intuitive EDF queue. Due
to the potential resource tie-up problem (Section 6.5.1), the resource quality attained by
the EDF queue is slightly lower than the MFDQ. Concretely, the EDF queue results in
a mean communication latency of 265.0 ms, which is 2.3% higher than the 259.2 ms of
the MFDQ. Furthermore, 6.5% of the NPC hosts are employed, whose communication
latencies with target players are higher than the default mean.
Because the previous comparison of MFDQ and EDF puts much emphasis upon their
capabilities of reducing the communication latency among a NPC host and target play-
ers, a strict incentive policy is adopted by RMs’ matchmaking process. In contrast, the
following experiments focus on the effect of the friendly incentive policy, as discussed
in Section 6.5.2. Both of them use the same MFDQ, but different  values are applied to
their matchmaking policies.
4. Friendly Incentive (1.2) This curve demonstrates DDA’s communication latency
distribution, when RMs adopt a friendly incentive policy with a  value of 1.2. Such
a matchmaking policy favours a resource provider that is low on virtual credit and able
to guarantee an acceptable QoS, i.e. its communication latency with target players is
no longer than shortest   . Experimental results show that when  = 1:2, the mean
communication latency attained by DDA is 291.1 ms. This is 12.3% higher than the
259.2 ms of the strict incentive policy, which is equivalent to  = 1. Furthermore, 29.8%
of the NPC hosts are employed, whose communication latencies with target players are
higher than the default mean.
5. Friendly Incentive (2.0) This curve demonstrates DDA’s communication latency
distribution, when the  value is further relaxed to 2.0. As a result, the mean communi-
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Figure 6.10: DDA credit point distribution.
cation latency deteriorates to 307.2 ms, which is 5.5% higher than that of  = 1:2 and
18.5% higher than that of the strict incentive policy. Furthermore, 43.6% of the NPC
hosts are employed, whose communication latencies with target players are higher than
the default mean. So, the impact of different  values on the resource quality is clear
- the more relaxed the resource selection criterion is by a friendly incentive policy, the
worse the resource quality becomes.
6.7.5 Cooperative Economic Model
Figure 6.10 depicts the distribution of virtual credits earned by the 800 players after
10,000 NPC tasks. No matter whether a MFDQ or an EDF queue is used, with a strict
incentive policy, the gap between the richest and poorest players is always wide. Specifi-
cally, around 5% of the players have earned more than 500 credits, whereas around 20%
other players are in debt to the system for more than -300 credits.
In contrast, with a friendly incentive policy ( = 1:2), the gap between the rich and poor
can be significantly narrowed, as all of the players fall within a range between -300 and
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250. It is true that some peers are still in debt, but this is because of their inability to
provide usable resources. In the network topology model used by the experiments, some
peers suffer from slow network connections and have high communication latencies to
other peers in the system. Consequently, although a friendly incentive policy attempts to
share credit earning opportunities among application participants fairly, resources from
peers that are behind slow connections are seldom employed.
Similarly, when the  value is more relaxed, e.g. from 1.2 to 2.0, the economic gap
can be further narrowed as shown in Figure 6.10. However, due to the negative impact
on the resource quality that is discussed in the previous section, it is unadvisable to
allow an overly big  value. In practice, P2P MMOG developers can customise their
own economic model to strike a balance between fairness in task sharing and QoS for
maintaining acceptable game interactivity.
6.7.6 Evaluation Summary
We make the following key observations from the experimental results:
 DDA efficiently allocates computing resources for large numbers of real-time NPC
tasks in a simulated P2P MMOG with 800 simultaneous players (Section 6.7.3).
 DDA supports gaming interactivity by keeping the communication latency among
NPC hosts and ordinary players low (Section 6.7.4).
 DDA’s MFDQ extension is helpful to address the resource tie-up problem. Com-
pared to an intuitive EDF queue, a MFDQ can increase the probability for DDA
to assign NPC tasks to resource providers with higher quality of service (Section
6.7.4).
 DDA’s friendly incentive policy extension is helpful to establish a cooperative eco-
nomic model that shares NPC tasks among competent resource providers fairly.
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However, it is inadvisable to allow an overly big  value, as it relaxes DDA’s re-
source selection criteria and may lower the game interactivity for a MMOG below
the level of general acceptability (Section 6.7.5).
6.8 Conclusion
Deadline-Driven Auctions (DDA) is a novel task mapping infrastructure for heteroge-
neous P2P environments. Its system model comprises a work source, a set of resource
providers and a set of matchmakers. The Mediator framework discussed in Chapter 4
fulfils this system model using a self-organising super-peer network, and employs DDA
for NPC host allocation purposes (Section 6.3). A theoretical analysis of DDA’s design
(Section 6.4) shows that DDA can potentially support a P2P MMOG with up to 600
players in each game zone. Two extensions were made to improve DDA’s resource dis-
covery and task sharing (Section 6.5). A prototype of DDA and a test-bed application
that simulates a P2P MMOG have been implemented (Section 6.6).
The DDA evaluation demonstrates that DDA provides three main advantages. Firstly, it
is able to process large numbers of real-time NPC task requests and to support a sim-
ulated P2P MMOG with 800 players effectively (Section 6.7.3). Secondly, DDA satis-
fies the QoS requirement for game interactivity by keeping the communication latency
among NPC hosts and ordinary players low, e.g. it reduces the mean network latency
by 26.0% (Section 6.7.4). Thirdly, by applying a friendly incentive policy, DDA can
establish a cooperative economic model that shares credit earning opportunities among
capable application participants fairly (Section 6.7.5).
Compared to previous region and virtual distance based NPC host allocation approaches
(Section 3.4), the most significant strength of DDA is that it distributes NPC tasks to all
the application participants according to their actual resource availability. In contrast,
the region based approach hosts all the NPC objects in a game zone using a single super-
peer. Such an approach lacks appropriate load-balancing mechanisms, and thus is not
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able to bring the potential of a P2P system into full play. The virtual distance based
approach on the other hand, is comparatively better in terms of load-balancing, as it
allocates NPC tasks to ordinary game participants. However, this approach does not
take into consideration the actual resource availability of a player. Consequently, the
player that is closest to a NPC object may have neither adequate computing resources to
host it, nor be able to guarantee a low communication latency with other players in the
vicinity, which are also likely to interact with that NPC. In contrast, DDA players request
NPC tasks according to their local scheduling results, and once a NPC is allocated to a
player, the hosting relationship would last until the removal of the NPC or the leaving of
the player. Hence DDA also avoids the overhead caused by frequent NPC host switches
in the virtual distance based approach.
DDA does, however, have two important limitations. Firstly, DDA is not ideal for 1 to 1
interactions. In some circumstances, a NPC may only need to be present to one player
at a time. Such NPCs would be best hosted by a player’s own machine, whereas DDA
always introduces a third party NPC host, which results in an unnecessary communi-
cation overhead. Secondly, DDA’s resource matchmaking strategy is opportunistic. In
other words, it only attempts to optimise game interactivity for players in the vicinity of
an NPC’s initial position. However, a NPC may leave the original place where it was
spawned, and encounter players from far away. In this case, the communication latency
among a NPC host and players that interact with the NPC could be high.
In future work, a way of combining DDA with a virtual distance based approach will be
explored so that different NPC host allocation mechanisms can be applied flexibly to op-
timise both 1:1 and 1:N interactions. Furthermore, DDA’s security for local scheduling
will be enhanced by a distributed reputation system, so that a new resource matchmak-
ing policy can take into consideration a resource provider’s trustworthiness as well as its
network latency to target peers and its processing power.
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Confucius Chapter 7
Conclusion
This Chapter discusses the thesis. It starts by summarising the thesis (Section 7.1), be-
fore discussing limitations (Section 7.2), outlining ways to progress this research further
(Section 7.3), and speculating on the future of P2P MMOGs (Section 7.4). We con-
clude that Mediator is a broadly comprehensive and feasible design framework for P2P
MMOGs. All the materials presented in this thesis are consolidated by focusing on its
findings and achievements.
7.1 Summary
7.1.1 Research Challenges
Traditionally MMOGs have been predominantly implemented as Client/Server systems.
This architecture is suitable for many types of distributed applications, and offers advan-
tages such as centralised control, better security and simplicity of implementation. While
Client/Server architectures are well suited to MMOGs with small number of players (e.g.
100), MMOGs have been scaling up rapidly since the early 2000s. For example, recently
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World of Warcraft [7] has been averaging 105 concurrent users [162]. In such a circum-
stance, substantial computation and communication workload is imposed on the game
server infrastructure. To meet these scalability requirements, MMOG service providers
have had to expand their game server infrastructures from a single server to multiple
servers (Section 2.3). Consequently, the cost of supporting a large scale MMOG with
a C/S architecture is considerable [36, 101]. Furthermore, our literature survey (Chap-
ter 2) has also shown that conventional C/S architectures are also confronted with other
drawbacks, such as reliability and redundancy.
Peer-to-Peer architectures offer an interesting alternative to conventional C/S architec-
tures (Section 2.4.1). As the processing power and network bandwidth available on per-
sonal computers has grown dramatically, it has become possible to migrate a major part
of a game server’s functionalities to resource-rich client machines to support a MMOG in
a P2P fashion at a much lower cost. By exploiting application participants’ computing
resources, P2P architectures offer potential scalability and reliability benefits (Section
2.5). Moreover, a P2P MMOG could be self-sufficient as long as game participants are
willing to contribute their spare resources for both game support and recovery. However,
to adapt MMOGs from C/S architectures to P2P architectures completely is a significant
research issue, which has given rise to a series of technical challenges (Chapter 3).
7.1.2 A Novel Design Framework for P2P MMOGs
Chapter 4 proposes a broadly comprehensive design framework, called Mediator, that
addresses six key issues (Chapter 3) that need to be considered by P2P MMOGs in an
integrated system. Mediator uses a self-organising super-peer network that is created
on top of a structured P2P overlay. Currently, the framework comprises four super-peer
roles, which are BM, ZM, IMM and RM (Section 4.3). The framework is intended to be
flexible and extensible, and new super-peer roles can be introduced later on according
to newly identified requirements. For example, a set of trusted super-peers could be
present in the system for cheating mitigation purposes in the manner of DaCAP [115] or
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FreeMMG [40].
The Mediator framework addresses the six key design issues for P2P MMOGs in the
following ways:
 Interest-Management is carried out by IMM super-peers in each game zone in a
MOPAR-like [168] hybrid approach (Section 3.2.3).
 Unicast communication is used for Event Dissemination among players that are
involved in an interaction.
 Mediator’s NPC Task Sharing is based on a novel task mapping mechanism
for heterogeneous P2P environments, namely Deadline-Driven Auctions (DDA)
(Chapter 6).
 The design of DDA provides native support for a DCRC-like [77] IncentiveMech-
anism (Section 6.5.2).
 The Mediator framework aims to provide game State Persistency using the PAST
[144] distributed storage middleware (Section 4.2.1).
 The design of the Mediator framework allows real-time interactions among play-
ers and NPCs to be secured either by proactive Cheating Mitigation approaches
like NEO [73], SEA [76] and EASES [42], or by reactive approaches like Log
Auditing [97], DaCAP [115] and FreeMMG [40] (Section 3.6). Cheating mitiga-
tion has been a long-term challenge for all kinds of online games. The Mediator
framework is compatible with the latest cheating mitigation technologies, so it has
good potential to be able to address cheating issues for P2P MMOGs.
Compared to existing hybrid [139, 108, 91] and fully distributed [59, 86, 57, 79, 118]
P2P MMOG architectures, the Mediator framework delivers the following advantages:
 It is designed to distribute the functionalities of traditional game servers to large
numbers of game participant machines to achieve efficient resource utilisation. If
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a sufficient proportion of game participants are willing to contribute their spare
resources to a P2P MMOG, the MMOG could be supported at a very low, or even
no extra cost.
 It provides a hierarchical supervision architecture and an efficient membership
management mechanism, called MAMBO (Chapter 5), to endow a P2P MMOG
with the same level of robustness as a P2P overlay network with limited mainte-
nance overhead.
 Its super-peer and NPC host selection criteria take into consideration participant
machines’ actual resource availability and heterogeneity. Hence it enables a P2P
MMOG to provide smoother gaming experiences.
 It meets inherent challenges for general P2P applications, such as asymmetric net-
work bandwidth, non-dedicated and heterogeneous resources. Therefore, its de-
sign is practical and applicable to real Internet environments.
7.1.3 Thesis Achievements
The thesis makes the following research contributions:
 Six key design issues for P2PMMOG architectures have been identified, including
interest management, event dissemination, task sharing, state persistency, cheating
mitigation and incentive mechanisms. Design alternatives for each issue have been
systematically compared, and their interrelationships discussed. Furthermore, the
ways in which existing representative P2P MMOG architectures address these
issues have been classified, and the completeness of the architectures evaluated
(Chapter 3).
 A novel framework for P2P MMOGs, called Mediator, has been designed. This
framework distributes the functionalities of conventional game servers to large
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numbers of game participant machines, and addresses all the key design issues
for P2P MMOGs in an integrated system. Compared with other hybrid and fully
distributed P2P MMOG architectures, the Mediator framework provides several
advantages in terms of efficient resource utilisation, super-peer selection, fault-
tolerance and meeting the inherent challenges for general P2P applications (Chap-
ter 4).
 A novel membership management technology, Membership-Aware Multicast with
Bushiness Optimisation (MAMBO), has been designed, implemented and evalu-
ated. MAMBO is primarily designed for the Mediator framework to establish a
hierarchical supervision infrastructure that enhances the dependability of its super-
peers and NPC hosts. Also, MAMBO can be employed to facilitate membership
management in other P2P applications that use tree-based ALMs, such as col-
laborative computing and multimedia streaming. Evaluation of a demonstration
application shows that MAMBO is more scalable than a conventional supervision
architecture, and yet incurs less communication overheads (Chapter 5).
 A novel task mapping infrastructure for heterogeneous P2P environments, Deadline-
Driven Auctions (DDA), has been designed, analysed, implemented and evaluated.
DDA is primarily designed to support NPC host allocation in the Mediator frame-
work, but it can also support the sharing of real-time computational and interactive
tasks in other P2P applications, such as distributed video encoding. DDA’s work-
ing mode as a heterogeneous task mapping infrastructure is different from existing
region or virtual distance based NPC host allocation mechanisms. An analysis of
a mathematical model of DDA suggests that DDA can support up to 600 players
in each game zone, and evaluation of a simulated P2P MMOG further demon-
strates that DDA efficiently allocates NPC hosts for approximately 1000 players,
as well as keep the communication latency among NPC hosts and ordinary players
low. With a friendly matchmaking policy, DDA is also able to share NPC tasks
among competent resource providers fairly, and motivate application participants
to contribute spare resources to a P2P MMOG (Chapter 6).
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7.2 Limitations
The current work has the following limitations:
 Currently only some key components of the Mediator framework have been im-
plemented and evaluated, including super-peer selection, hierarchical supervision,
and DDA’s task mapping infrastructure for NPC host allocation purposes. Other
design components remain to be implemented and evaluated, such as the sub-
zoning for super-peers’ load-balancing, a real hybrid interest management mech-
anism for IMMs to anticipate game events and to spawn NPC objects accordingly,
and the distributed storage of game states using PAST [144].
 A limitation of the MAMBO membership management technology has been iden-
tified but not yet addressed (Section 5.5.6). Because MAMBO distributes super-
vision responsibilities to forwarder peers in a multicast tree, when a forwarder
and its child fail at the same time, the failure of the child cannot be detected and
handled. It has been observed from experiments that MAMBO’s bushiness op-
timisation mechanism can increase the probability for simultaneous parent-child
failures to occur. A statistical model might account for this issue quantitatively,
but such a model has not been built. Furthermore, there are several possible ways
of reinforcing MAMBO’s supervision architecture, but so far they have not been
properly investigated.
 Though MAMBO is primarily designed to enhance the dependability of super-
peers and NPC hosts in the Mediator framework, its effectiveness has not been
evaluated directly using Mediator’s test-bed application (Section 6.6). The test-
bed application uses the Direct discrete event simulator provided by FreePastry,
an open source implementation of Pastry 2.11. At present the Direct simulator is
still under development, and thus it has a few stability problems. In particular, it
is vulnerable to the churn effect, when there is a big number of simulated peers,
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or the communication workload is high. Unfortunately, the test-bed application
is such a program that puts a heavy burden on the simulator. As a result, when
some virtual players are intentionally removed from the application to simulate
the failures of various super-peers and NPC hosts, the simulator crashes, and thus
MAMBO’s effectiveness cannot be measured. As an alternative, a simpler demon-
stration application, P2P Online Market Place (POMP), has been implemented,
and MAMBO’s performance has been measured with 100 POMP peers. It has
allowed inferences to be drawn about MAMBO’s effectiveness on the Mediator
framework according to the experimental results obtained from POMP.
 The current design of Deadline-Driven Auctions (DDA) has several limitations.
Firstly, it results in unnecessary communication latency and overhead for 1 to 1
interactions. In some circumstances, a NPC may only need to be present to one
player at a time, and would be best hosted by the player’s own machine. However,
DDA always introduces a third party NPC host, whereas low communication la-
tency is not optimal compared with no communication latency. Secondly, DDA’s
opportunistic matchmaking strategy attempts to optimise communication latency
for players in the vicinity of a NPC’s initial position. However, both NPCs and
player avatars are mobile, and it is possible for a NPC to encounter players at a
place that is far away from its spawn point. In this case, the communication latency
among a NPC host and players that interact with the NPC could be high. Last but
not least, as resource providers may cheat on local scheduling, a reputation mech-
anism that selects dependable and trustworthy resource providers is needed, but
has not yet been investigated.
 Finally, as it is infeasible to carry out experiments with a realistic MMOG com-
prising thousands of computers and people on a real network, a prototype of the
Mediator framework was evaluated with a test-bed application that simulates a
P2P MMOG using parameter values typical of commercial MMOGs. Further-
more, since real traces for role-playing games are not available, a random way
point algorithm was used to control the movements of virtual players in the simu-
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lated MMOG. Though many useful experimental results have been obtained using
these methods, the design of the Mediator framework and its supporting technolo-
gies, such as MAMBO and DDA, would definitely earn more credibility if they
had been demonstrated to be able to support a real P2P MMOG.
7.3 Future Work
There are several avenues to extend this research and address both the practical and
theoretical limitations identified in the previous section:
To complete the implementation of the Mediator framework: The first avenue is to
continue implementing the other components of the Mediator framework. For example,
though related work like MOPAR [168] and Meta-Model [140] have demonstrated the
practicability of hybrid interest management approaches, it is still necessary to reimple-
ment such a mechanism to make the IMMs fully functional. Furthermore, when a mature
version of PAST becomes available in the near future, a prototype of Mediator’s game
state persistency mechanism should be established, and a series of relevant issues should
be studied, including efficient replication schemes [112] to ensure data availability, sep-
aration of permanent and ephemeral data [23], and the introduction of various caching,
buffering and data holder super-peers [91] to facilitate real-time retrieval and update of
game states.
To address the limitations ofMAMBO: Another possible avenue is to removeMAMBO’s
current limitation in handling simultaneous parent-child failures. There are many pos-
sible ways of doing this, such as to exploit grandparent and sibling peers in a multicast
tree, or to adopt a multi-tree strategy like Splitstream [37]. Comparatively, the multi-tree
approach may offer more advantages, as it not only reduces the probability of simulta-
neous parent-child failures, but also increases the success rate of message delivery.
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To address the limitations of DDA: The third avenue to be explored is potential ap-
proaches to improve the current design of DDA. Firstly, DDA relies on application par-
ticipants to carry out local scheduling activities and requests for various computational
and interactive tasks. In this case, unscrupulous peers may cheat on local scheduling
and lie about the spare computing resource they can provide. For example, a peer may
request tasks that are beyond its capability to earn more credits. Therefore, DDA may
adopt a distributed reputation system similar to EigenTrust [98] and REPS [89], so that
a resource consumer can rate a corresponding resource provider’s quality of service, and
allow a reputation-aware matchmaking policy to select only dependable and trustworthy
resource providers. Secondly, a way of combining DDA with a virtual distance based
NPC host allocation mechanism may be possible. Hence different approaches might be
applied flexibly to optimise both 1:1 and 1:N interactions. Last but not least, communi-
cation latency oriented NPC host handover might be investigated. By default it has been
assumed that the same resource provider will host a NPC until the NPC is removed, or
the resource provider has to leave a P2P MMOG. However, a NPC might travel some
distance in the world and encounter a new group of player characters at a location that is
far away from its original spawn point. This NPC may need to be handed over to another
host that is able to provide lower communication latency for the latest target players.
To seek new experimental methodologies: Finally, future research might explore new
experimental methodologies that enable a simulated MMOG to imitate a real MMOG
more closely, so as to obtain more convincing experimental results. For example, in-
stead of using a random way point model, intelligent virtual players might be developed
to mimic real players, such as to complete quests, to combat monster NPCs, and to
move to different locations in a game world with clear objectives. Presently consid-
erable research efforts have been made to address key design issue for P2P MMOGs,
as discussed in Chapter 3. However, they are all confronted with the same challenge,
which is the lack of a suitable evaluation platform. Such a platform should be able to
simulate representative territory, gaming scenarios, NPC density and distribution, and
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various player behaviours in real MMOGs. The provision of such a platform would save
researchers the effort of building their own test-bed applications, and more importantly,
an identical configuration of the platform could provide performance bench marks for
rival P2P MMOG architectures.
7.4 The Future of P2P MMOGs
At the time of writing, all commercial MMOGs like World of Warcraft [7], Ultima On-
line [14] and EverQuest [5], are implemented as Client/Server systems. In this circum-
stance, at the end of the thesis the author would like to look forward to the future of P2P
MMOGs, and to discuss whether they will really come into existence.
Security - a big challenge for P2P MMOGs Cheating is such a serious problem that
MMOG service providers must make an all-out effort to protect their games from any
potential attacks and security breaches. A few proactive [26, 73, 76, 42] and reactive
[97, 93, 115, 40, 107] cheating mitigation mechanisms for P2P MMOGs have been pro-
posed in the literature (Section 3.6). However, these mechanisms can only prevent a
limited number of cheats from happening. In comparison with P2P architectures, C/S
architectures are more easily made secure. Hence MMOG service providers have been
reluctant to take the risks of trying out alternative architectures to C/S, even though the
cost of supporting a MMOG with a centralised game server infrastructure is consider-
able.
Recently, Trusted Computing (TC), put forward by the Trusted Computing Group [11],
has become popular. Two things that TC could provide are of interest to MMOG ser-
vice providers. First, the possibility that only software that is signed by the producer
(and thus is trusted) may run on a TC-enabled computer. Second, the possibility that
a TC-enabled computer can prove its trustworthiness to other systems. The first thing
would guarantee that the game software could not be manipulated, and the second enable
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game providers to identify trusted game participants over the Internet. In this case, a P2P
MMOG could safely distribute various computational and administrative tasks to trusted
game participants, and even allow players to store account and game state information
locally without worrying about the data being tampered with. TC and other similar tech-
nologies will supply a gap in the security of distributed applications, and significantly
facilitate the deployment of P2P MMOGs.
MMO 2.0 - MMOGs & Web 2.0 are converging MMOGs themselves are evolving
rapidly as well. The purpose of MMOGs are changing from pure gaming to a social
platform in a broad sense. Jim Crowley, President of Turbine Entertainment, has given
an influential keynote talk at Tokyo Game Show ’08 about “The Collision of Virtual
Worlds, Online Games, and Social Networking” [52]. He referred to the young people
that were born from 1995 onwards as the “born digital” generation, who are living their
lives publicly in digital space. He pointed out that there is a trend for traditional MMOGs
to morph into sophisticated social networks, to serve as a real-time layer ofWeb 2.0-style
[129] social tools, and to provide immersive and directed experiences. In essence, virtual
worlds, games and social networks are coming together to form an ultimate community
namely “MMO 2.0”. At present, SecondLife [9] might be the most noteworthy example
of new-style MMOGs. SecondLife demonstrates that the themes and goals of traditional
MMOGs have already been changed a lot.
BadumnaSim - the first P2P MMOG is emerging NICTA, Australia’s Information
and Communications Technology Centre of Excellence, has developed a Badumna net-
work engine to support a MMOG that is similar to SecondLife in a P2P fashion [16]. The
technology reduces the cost of maintaining expensive game servers by delegating data
processing to individual participants, and can support millions of users with very min-
imal infrastructure. VastPark, a leading virtual worlds platform provider in Australia,
is developing the first P2P MMOG called BadumnaSim. A beta version of the game
has been available for testing since 21 October 2008 [122]. Albert Einstein said that
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“I never think of the future - it comes soon enough”. While we are discussing whether
P2P MMOGs are able to come into existence, a commercial P2P MMOG is about to be
launched.
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Appendix A: DDA Test-Bed Log Sample
Experiment initialisation:
29/09 00:32:10 [WARN ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - 1222558330421 -> Starting a test...
29/09 00:32:10 [WARN ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - 1222558330437 -> Initializing PeerFactory...
29/09 00:32:10 [WARN ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - PeerFactory is up.
29/09 00:32:16 [INFO ] <Thread-51 > - Finished creating Peer138: <0xF508B7..>
29/09 00:32:16 [INFO ] <Thread-12 > - Finished creating Peer21: <0x637E4A..>
29/09 00:32:17 [INFO ] <Thread-8 > - Finished creating Peer9: <0x8F64EA..>
29/09 00:32:17 [INFO ] <Thread-13 > - Finished creating Peer24: <0x5F3441..>
29/09 00:32:18 [INFO ] <Thread-35 > - Finished creating Peer90: <0x72E333..>
29/09 00:32:18 [INFO ] <Thread-11 > - Finished creating Peer18: <0x947AB9..>
29/09 00:32:18 [INFO ] <Thread-9 > - Finished creating Peer12: <0x78CC57..>
29/09 00:32:18 [INFO ] <Thread-26 > - Finished creating Peer63: <0x74FF89..>
29/09 00:32:19 [INFO ] <Thread-44 > - Finished creating Peer117: <0x9F1E49..>
29/09 00:32:19 [INFO ] <Thread-6 > - Finished creating Peer3: <0x017FEE..>
29/09 00:32:19 [INFO ] <Thread-30 > - Finished creating Peer75: <0x614F45..>
29/09 00:32:20 [INFO ] <Thread-40 > - Finished creating Peer105: <0xBFE7CF..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-52 > - Finished creating Peer141: <0x6F0675..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-34 > - Finished creating Peer87: <0x7A96EB..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-5 > - Finished creating Peer0: <0x62F89E..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-45 > - Finished creating Peer120: <0xA4F328..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-27 > - Finished creating Peer66: <0x2D2212..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-10 > - Finished creating Peer15: <0x16F432..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-31 > - Finished creating Peer78: <0x4A0E87..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-23 > - Finished creating Peer54: <0xBCE0B5..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-49 > - Finished creating Peer132: <0x8FA55D..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-54 > - Finished creating Peer147: <0x5BACC3..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-33 > - Finished creating Peer84: <0x5B0624..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-50 > - Finished creating Peer135: <0x92F97B..>
29/09 00:32:21 [INFO ] <Thread-38 > - Finished creating Peer99: <0x5C3922..>
29/09 00:32:22 [INFO ] <Thread-20 > - Finished creating Peer45: <0xDE9369..>
29/09 00:32:22 [INFO ] <Thread-46 > - Finished creating Peer123: <0x8BC9F1..>
... ...
29/09 00:33:13 [INFO ] <Thread-22 > - Finished creating Peer752: <0x958B1F..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-18 > - Finished creating Peer741: <0xE595DB..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-19 > - Finished creating Peer744: <0x8968F4..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-24 > - Finished creating Peer758: <0x82E3D7..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-15 > - Finished creating Peer732: <0x070E24..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-29 > - Finished creating Peer774: <0x3FFF8B..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-7 > - Finished creating Peer708: <0xD1CB82..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-41 > - Finished creating Peer710: <0x5A4C18..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-21 > - Finished creating Peer750: <0x0CEC96..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-47 > - Finished creating Peer728: <0xFF2C2C..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-17 > - Finished creating Peer738: <0x1AF10F..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-28 > - Finished creating Peer771: <0xE23293..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-37 > - Finished creating Peer798: <0x6529D1..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-53 > - Finished creating Peer746: <0x84230D..>
29/09 00:33:14 [INFO ] <Thread-39 > - Finished creating Peer704: <0x2E313A..>
29/09 00:33:15 [INFO ] <Thread-48 > - Finished creating Peer731: <0xA0E0C0..>
29/09 00:33:15 [INFO ] <Thread-32 > - Finished creating Peer783: <0xACD7D8..>
29/09 00:33:15 [INFO ] <Thread-22 > - Finished creating Peer753: <0x9F732C..>
29/09 00:33:15 [INFO ] <Thread-24 > - Finished creating Peer759: <0xA9B078..>
29/09 00:33:15 [WARN ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - 800 peers have been created.
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Game event anticipation and NPC host allocation:
29/09 00:33:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 0 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 7605 ms.
29/09 00:33:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 1 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 7605 ms.
29/09 00:33:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 2 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 4251 ms.
29/09 00:33:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 3 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 4251 ms.
29/09 00:33:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 4 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 6921 ms.
29/09 00:33:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 5 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 6921 ms.
29/09 00:33:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 6 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 3983 ms.
29/09 00:33:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 7 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 3983 ms.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job2.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job6.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job7.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job3.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job3.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job5.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job0.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job4.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job1.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job0.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job1.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job2.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job6.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job7.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job3.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job5.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job4.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job6.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job7.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job0.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job1.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job4.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job5.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 8 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 4788 ms.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 9 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 4788 ms.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job8.
29/09 00:33:17 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job9.
29/09 00:33:18 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job8.
29/09 00:33:18 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job9.
29/09 00:33:18 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job8.
29/09 00:33:18 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job9.
29/09 00:33:18 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 10 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 4337 ms.
29/09 00:33:18 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 11 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 4337 ms.
29/09 00:33:19 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job10.
29/09 00:33:19 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job11.
29/09 00:33:19 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job10.
29/09 00:33:19 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job10.
29/09 00:33:19 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job11.
29/09 00:33:19 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job11.
29/09 00:33:19 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 12 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5739 ms.
29/09 00:33:19 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 13 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5739 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-393> - Scheduled general auction 14 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 6000 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-394> - Scheduled general auction 15 on IMM peer19 with deadline: 6000 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-396> - Scheduled general auction 16 on IMM peer3 with deadline: 6000 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-395> - Scheduled general auction 17 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 6000 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job12.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job13.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job12.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-393> - Scheduled general auction 18 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 5812 ms.
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29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-394> - Scheduled general auction 19 on IMM peer19 with deadline: 5797 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-395> - Scheduled general auction 20 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5797 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job13.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-396> - Scheduled general auction 21 on IMM peer3 with deadline: 5797 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job12.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 22 on IMM peer19 with deadline: 5175 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 23 on IMM peer19 with deadline: 5175 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job13.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-220> - RM Peer16 has located a resource for Job16.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job14.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-231> - RM Peer7 has located a resource for Job16.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-393> - Scheduled general auction 24 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 5609 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-394> - Scheduled general auction 25 on IMM peer19 with deadline: 5609 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-395> - Scheduled general auction 26 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5609 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-220> - RM Peer16 has located a resource for Job21.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job17.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job14.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job14.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job17.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job15.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job18.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job15.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-393> - Scheduled general auction 27 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 5406 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-231> - RM Peer7 has located a resource for Job21.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job17.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 28 on IMM peer19 with deadline: 5718 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 29 on IMM peer19 with deadline: 5718 ms.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <pool-2-thread-4> - Auction 6 has completed - provider 25, latency 130, reward 6.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <pool-2-thread-4> - Auction 7 has completed - provider 277, latency 142, reward 6.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job19.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job19.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job18.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job18.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job20.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job20.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job22.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job24.
29/09 00:33:20 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job23.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job22.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job23.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job24.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job24.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job20.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job26.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job27.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job25.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <pool-2-thread-3> - Auction 2 has completed - provider 45, latency 110, reward 6.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <pool-2-thread-4> - Auction 3 has completed - provider 147, latency 130, reward 6.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job25.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job26.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job26.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job27.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job27.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job28.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job29.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job28.
29/09 00:33:21 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job29.
29/09 00:33:22 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 30 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 4347 ms.
29/09 00:33:22 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 31 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 4347 ms.
29/09 00:33:22 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 32 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5430 ms.
29/09 00:33:22 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 33 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5430 ms.
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29/09 00:33:22 [INFO ] <pool-2-thread-1> - Auction 8 has completed - provider 618, latency 169, reward 16.
29/09 00:33:22 [INFO ] <pool-2-thread-18> - Auction 9 has completed - provider 542, latency 241, reward 16.
... ...
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5441> - Scheduled general auction 2136 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 6000 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <pool-3-thread-46> - Auction 2113 has completed - provider 113, latency 280, reward 16.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5443> - Scheduled general auction 2137 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 6000 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <pool-2-thread-37> - Auction 2117 has completed - provider 122, latency 262, reward 21.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <pool-2-thread-85> - Auction 2109 has completed - provider 18, latency 263, reward 6.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job2127.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2126.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2127.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5441> - Scheduled general auction 2138 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 5797 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-220> - RM Peer16 has located a resource for Job2135.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5442> - Scheduled general auction 2139 on IMM peer19 with deadline: 5797 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5444> - Scheduled general auction 2140 on IMM peer3 with deadline: 5797 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5443> - Scheduled general auction 2141 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5797 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job2128.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job2128.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job2136.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job2129.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job2129.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job2132.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job2133.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2132.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2133.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job2130.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job2128.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job2131.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job2129.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5443> - Scheduled general auction 2142 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5594 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5441> - Scheduled general auction 2143 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 5594 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-220> - RM Peer16 has located a resource for Job2140.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job2132.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job2136.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job2133.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job2137.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job2137.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job2130.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2136.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job2131.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job2138.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job2134.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job2134.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-231> - RM Peer7 has located a resource for Job2135.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-5441> - Scheduled general auction 2144 on IMM peer6 with deadline: 5391 ms.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job2137.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-231> - RM Peer7 has located a resource for Job2140.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job2141.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2138.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job2138.
29/09 00:38:14 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job2141.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job2143.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-240> - RM Peer27 has located a resource for Job2139.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-228> - RM Peer11 has located a resource for Job2139.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job2141.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-237> - RM Peer20 has located a resource for Job2144.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job2142.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2143.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job2143.
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29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job2142.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job2142.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-234> - RM Peer15 has located a resource for Job2144.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-243> - RM Peer104 has located a resource for Job2144.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 2145 on IMM peer3 with deadline: 5648 ms.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 2146 on IMM peer3 with deadline: 5648 ms.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-220> - RM Peer16 has located a resource for Job2145.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <Thread-220> - RM Peer16 has located a resource for Job2146.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 2147 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5037 ms.
29/09 00:38:15 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Scheduled dedicated auction 2148 on IMM peer26 with deadline: 5037 ms.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <pool-1-thread-63> - Auction 2115 has completed - provider 88, latency 306, reward 6.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <pool-1-thread-29> - Auction 2116 has completed - provider 530, latency 369, reward 6.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <Thread-231> - RM Peer7 has located a resource for Job2145.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <Thread-231> - RM Peer7 has located a resource for Job2146.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job2147.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job2147.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <Thread-217> - RM Peer9 has located a resource for Job2148.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <Thread-246> - RM Peer141 has located a resource for Job2148.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job2147.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <Thread-225> - RM Peer10 has located a resource for Job2148.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <pool-4-thread-16> - Auction 2124 has completed - provider 362, latency 232, reward 21.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <pool-4-thread-23> - Auction 2125 has completed - provider 77, latency 233, reward 11.
Billing results:
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer0’s final credit - 234.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer1’s final credit - -294.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer2’s final credit - -256.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer3’s final credit - -252.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer4’s final credit - 222.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer5’s final credit - -87.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer6’s final credit - 78.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer7’s final credit - 56.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer8’s final credit - -213.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer9’s final credit - 71.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer10’s final credit - 43.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer11’s final credit - 397.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer12’s final credit - -101.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer13’s final credit - -201.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer14’s final credit - -225.
29/09 00:38:16 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer15’s final credit - 19.
... ...
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer785’s final credit - 11.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer786’s final credit - -284.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer787’s final credit - 54.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer788’s final credit - -107.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer789’s final credit - -125.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer790’s final credit - -284.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer791’s final credit - 20.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer792’s final credit - 300.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer793’s final credit - 1292.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer794’s final credit - -256.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer795’s final credit - -172.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer796’s final credit - -213.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer797’s final credit - 63.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer798’s final credit - -255.
29/09 00:38:17 [INFO ] <AWT-EventQueue-0> - Peer799’s final credit - -173.
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Communication latency distribution:
#NPC host allocation failures: 0.0%
#NPC hosts with unknown communication latency: 0.4%
#NPC hosts with specific communication latency:
0 ˜ 49 ms: 0.0%
50 ˜ 99 ms: 1.3%
100 ˜ 149 ms: 2.3%
150 ˜ 199 ms: 7.3%
200 ˜ 249 ms: 12.1%
250 ˜ 299 ms: 22.2%
300 ˜ 349 ms: 47.0%
350 ˜ 399 ms: 5.6%
400 ˜ 449 ms: 1.7%
450 ˜ 499 ms: 0.3%
500 ˜ 549 ms: 0.2%
550 ˜ 599 ms: 0.0%
600 ms & more: 0.0%
Virtual credit distribution:
-400 & less: 0.0%
-399 ˜ -350: 0.0%
-349 ˜ -300: 10.6%
-299 ˜ -250: 24.0%
-249 ˜ -200: 14.8%
-199 ˜ -150: 5.6%
-149 ˜ -100: 12.4%
-99 ˜ -50: 4.2%
-49 ˜ 0: 0.0%
1 ˜ 50: 14.8%
51 ˜ 100: 2.8%
101 ˜ 150: 0.2%
151 ˜ 200: 0.8%
201 ˜ 250: 1.2%
251 ˜ 300: 0.6%
301 ˜ 350: 0.6%
351 ˜ 400: 0.6%
401 ˜ 450: 0.0%
451 ˜ 500: 1.6%
501 and more: 5.2%
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